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By ARTHUR V. WHITE, M.E. (Commission of Condon, Onawa.)

are mentioned a numberWished by the Commission of Conservation, there
of these matters are of special interest and would bear moreIn the report WATER POWERS OF CANADA, recently pu 

°f matters related to the conservation of our inland wa er s. 
extended discussion and investigation.
In the Portion of this report which deals with the water po 
the Reversible Falls at St. John, N.B. Having learned th, . 
requested a memorandum of the physical facts so a

16 St. John River at its mouth in the city of St. John 
restricted area and an unusual rock formation in its 
fhese features, coupled with the high tides, result w

Some

Brunswick, Mr. Arthur V. White has drawn attention to 
these falls, or rapids, were available, we 

The memorandum is as follows.— EDITOR.

of New 
additional data respecting 

be on record.

however, appears impracticable. Schemes have been sug
gested for utilizing power from these Reversible Falls, and 
hopes expressed that some plan may yet be devised 

to take advantage of the power.
_____ There are here presented three dia

grams giving some physical data inei-

ha

dent to the problem. Fig. 5 is 
sectional view

a cross 
of the river at the

bridges, and Fig. 4 a similar view at 
the ledges. The soundings in each 
figure are in feet below low water.

Figure 3 shows the typical regimen 
of the neap and spring tides at St. 
John harbor. With regard to elevations 
—taking the elevation of the bench mark 
at the customs house as 100.00—low 
water in St. John harbor is 44.40 and 
high water 71.40. Low water at Indian- 
town is 59.53, and high water 60.83.

No attempt should be made to alter

a

-*vsL ■ ■ f the natural conditions which exist in 
such objects of nature as the Reversible 
Falls without the most mature con
sideration. Behind such phenomena

.

-

(phot0 by ArthMV. White).
Fi8- 1.—The Reversing Falls,

surface when tide

St. John, N.B.,
Sh°win,, is running out

condition of the

Inique u
bilitigg 1 en°mena possessing latent water Power 

SUs The bed of
sPension 

0,11 shor,
'Jr> the

of the L navigable rapids. During 
Dan, tQ e tbe water level in the basin is so 
lnc°triinr!>Vl.rCOrnc fbe discharge of the St. John

aregKtldal waters are then in turn churned, opposed - 
Df chan y the ledge of rock just referred to This cvc 
C.0Q<litiOn ,takes Piace twice in the twenty-four hours. 
îldè'is r °f the river during the approaching high and 
arge presented in Figure 1. The river is navigable f 

tlie calm1PS at the period of slack water. Figure 2 slows 
Th0ll C°ndition of the water surface at slack water 

rUsbitig nds °f horse power might be obtained if *e 
aters could only be harnessed. Such' a prOje

\|[\possi-

C.P.R- and
ledge of rock

the river, at a place above the 
bridges, known as the Pitch, has a 

e t0 shore. At the lower stages of the tide in
and creates tur- 

the higher stages 
raised as, in 

The

fr
barb
bille rushes over this ledge

-

River.

(Photo by Arthur V. White).The Fig. 2.—Slack water at the Reversing Falls, St. John, N.B.
river is only navigable for a short period at the time of slackThe

there are often wise natural provisions which cannot safely 
be tampered with. Indeed, in the present instance of the 
Reversible Fai s, it has been concluded by some persons,
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the bea»5creasing. In the form of magnalium it is used in 

of analytical balances, and other new alloys are being 
stantly brought to public attention. The metal is also

that the stirring of the waters by the ledge, contributes to 
the establishment of a temperature mean in the Bay of 
Fundy waters, which, in turn, assist to keep the harbor of

con-
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Fig. 3.—Curves showing typical rise and fall of spring and neap tides in the harbor at St. John, N.B.
(Courtesy of Tidal and Current Survey, Ottawa).

reportployed in paper decorations and for wrapping. It is 
to have been used in the textile industries, where it h®5 
combined with silk, to which it imparts a peculiar hr1 ^5, 
particularly adapted to theatrical and ceremonial ,c°s ^ 
It has found and is constantly finding a host of app 1 
in smaller articles of everyday use and ornamentation^ 
Ordnance Department of the United States Army r 1 
awarded a contract for sixty thousand or more a
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Fig. 4.—Cross section at pitch of Reversible Falls, St. John,
N.B.

St. John free from ice, and in consequence assists to make 
it so valuable a winter port. V S3 »a

SIt;
: :tit# ;J ' t8 T-t±ghtFISgiiipéALUMINIUM.

IP
rAluminium, comparatively few years ago a rare metal, 

too expensive to have any particular economic value, his to
day come into wide use in a great number of industries. The 
consumption in the United States in 1911, according to the 
United States Geological Survey, was 46,125,000 lbs., the 
price in New York ranging from 18% to 22 cents per lb.

The use of metal aluminium and its alloys in automo
biles, dirigible balloons and aeroplanes is constantly in-

mi afld
C.P.P-

Fig. 5.—Cross section of Reversible Falls between 
Suspension bridges, St. John, N.B.
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canteens and cups. The metal is now being 
other ways in the light field equipment of the a
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7-in. stroke. Divide this result by the pounds pressure c'f 
air at the pump, and the result will be the proper ratio.

Knowing the dimensions of the air cylinder and pres- 
the free air requirements can be calculated by means

PUMPING BY COMPRESSED AIR.

In The Canadian Engineer of April 4th, 1912, we 0a 
an abstract of a University of Wisconsin bulletin on the at 

The use of compressed air for pumping pu 
, °Ses is becoming of such importance that a recent ecture 
Z Mr- Herbert A. Abrams on this subject should prove
lnteresting.

Mr. Abrams is connected as engineer with the Ingersoll 
and Company and his lecture was delivered last year e- 

°re th= Department of Mechanical Engineering of Columbia 
niversity. It is published in the April, 1912, issue o t 

°ol of Mines Quarterly ; we reproduce the lecture e 
a,m°st in fun.

I'be field in which compressed air can be used for lift 
f. ancl forcing water is divided by Mr. Abrams into ou
Stlnct methods :

sure,
of the simple formula,

llft Pump. ASP
V = 1.1

144P0
where

V = volume of free air per cubic feet per minute,
S = piston speed of pump in feet per minute,
P = absolute air pressure at pump,
A = area of air cylinder,
Pa = atmospheric pressure at any elevation.
Problem__Pump assumed over 7-in. stroke ; head, 360

ft. ; air pressure, 60 lb.
To find area of air cylinder, add one-third to the head 

(360 plus 480 ft.). Take one-half of this head as the
equivalent pressure (240 lb.). Dividing 240 lb. by 60 lb. 
pressure gives a ratio of 4, or, in other words, the air 
cylinder should have four times the area of the water

driven bycon/ Pumps of the ordinary direct-acting type
Pressed air ;

Pneumatic displacement pumps ;
3- The “return-air” system;
4- The “air-lift” system.

the tli 6Ct Actir|g Pumps.—Mr. Abrams passes briefly over 
0pei.Use °I air in place of steam for .
High tog ordinary mechanical pumps. 
in ec°nomy must not be expected
reas0C0mbinatiOn °f this kind for the
ther/n t^at Ptimps of this type, of

cmselves
and,

cylinder.
Having decided on a pump to handle 50 gal. of water 

per minute at a piston speed of 100 ft. as the proper size,

in
m £EL

are wasteful of power, 
side genera>ly speaking, no con- 
a- ration is given as to whether they 
3re to be
Mention 

of cylind
attempt
fore

Sslll

r
r®

run by steam or by air, no 
is paid to proper ratio 

ers, and seldom is there any 
to re-heat the air either be- 

using it in a simplex or duplex 
or between stages in a com- 
Pump.

6
$

PumP)
Pound

ss
mmm

‘CornPressed air should be used 
great many instances where

now being wasted, but we 
So inclined to listen to talk about 

tbPressed air efficiencies,’ meaning' 
‘compressed air losses,’ that 

ecluently lose sight of the more 
de^0rtant final analysis, which is to 

c whether a saving in fuel is an 
ent credit or whether such appar- 

alance is not over-balanced in 
he item 

General

are mi'co

v *•* my

always 
we fr o !
'm

actual
Fig t—compressed Air Displacement Pump.

°f extra labor or up-keep or 
utility.”

find, either by calculation o'K.by^na 

the water end is represented b^y
Wfei^rtTbles, 
PSTtl cylinder.

in wedriving steam pumps 
_ an available supply 
simple rules used foi 

of air

As compressed air is found 
of S’ quarries, and wherever there is 
Dr/'r’ ^r" Abrams briefly gives thè
Proportioning 
beeded g

that
Our ratio having been established at 4 to 1, the diameter of 
the air cylinder will be 7 in. and its area 38.5 sq. in.

Now, substituting in our formula the values so tar

•bine

the volume and pressurepumps and
to run them, 

simplest
obtained, we have,

38.5 x ioox 75
free air and 
what speed 

and

The find the quantity ofway to
Pressure required is first to determine at 

calf., ynder what air pressure the pump is to be ru"’
Uec ate rhe cubic feet displaced per minute at t e p " d 
int^bry to do the work. This may readily be converted 

anv /.ms of free air at sea level or the greater qua 
Pef ca tltUde" To this must be added a percentage, say 

mnt” for the loss due to leakage.
With

the
- = 148 cu. ft. free air per minute,V = 1.1and

144 x 15
showing a total efficiency referred to I.H.P. in steam cylinder 
of compressor of approximately 19 per cent, 
re-heated to 300 deg., the requirement will be reduced about

If the air is

one-third.
Pneumatic Displacement Pumps.—Fig. 1 is a sectional 

view of a compressed air displacement pump.
the di-aitiet a S'iven air pressure and head of water,

Ptessu- ?levatl°n in feet, as representing the q 
in pounds, . add one-third excess

This pump
air non-expansively, but owing to the fact that air

De
uses
comes in direct contact with the water pumped, without the 
intervention of moving parts, such as pistons or plungers,overfor pumps

5

Sr
 S'
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the work under moderate heads, up to too ft., is done in a 76 x 0.434 = 33 lb. 
33 + ISsatisfactory and efficient way.

The pump consists of one or two cylinders with inlet 
and discharge valves for water, and a valve mechanism con
trolled by floats or other means for admitting compressed 
air directly to the surface of the water within the tanks, and 
for exhausting the air after the water has been expelled. 
The tanks must be submerged in a suitable sump or cistern 
properly protected, of sufficient depth to insure that the 

tanks will fill properly by gravity. It will be seen that
Water enters

Ratio r = = 3-2
IS

Free air = 20x3.2 = 64 cu. ft. per minute.
Allow 10 per cent, for leakage and clearance = 7° cu'

ft. net.
If the compressor selected will show a volumetric 

iency of 80 per cent., the piston displacement required W1 
be 70 4- .080 = 88 cu. ft. per minute.

150 x 8.33 x 76
pump
the pump is really a simple apparatus, 
through the large inlet valves at the bottom. Air pressure 
entering at the top is alternately delivered to the chambers, 
expelling the water in them through the discharge valves 

When a tank is nearly empty the contained air

= 2.88. .Theoretical horsepower =
33,000

I.H.P. in steam cylinder of compressor = 8.5. 
Total efficiency = 2.88 4- 8.5 = 33 per cent.and pipe.

is exhausted through a port in the valve mechanism, while 
water replaces it through the foot valve as soon as the air 
pressure is relieved, the alternate discharge being entirely

Return Air System.—The elevation or transfer of water
withand other fluids or semi-fluids by direct displacement

compressed air is so natural and self-evident a proposit»0
ereiy

But the
automatic.

The proper field of this device is that calling for the 
pumping of water at some distance from the source of 
power, where there is an unobstructed supply and a limited 
lift. Valves in the power house on the air line to the pump, 
or to as many of them as may be needed to pump from a 
number of sources, control the operation, and pumping 
must continue as long as air is supplied.

The advantages are that these pumps can be easily in
stalled, and where an existing supply of compressed air is 
available the cost of equipment is low. There is no pump 
house to build and maintain at the water supply ; the opera
tion is controlled in the engine room ; there are no piston 
or plungers to repair and renew, and the wear on valves is 
less than in any ordinary direct-acting mechanical pump. 
Neither lubrication nor packing is required and the atten
tion charges are reduced to a minimum. Its working is 
not affected by muddy or gritty water.

These facts adapt the pump for dye works, bleacheries, 
pulp mills, and for handling solutions. It may be used to 
take water from a cistern or reservoir filled by the air-lift 
from wells, or placed in a remote sump in a mine or quarry, 
it can be employed to deliver water to the main pumps.

Since the pump operates by the direct displacement of 
a volume of liquid by a volume of air under suitable pres
sure, it follows that simple rules can be given for arriving 
at the volume of air and pressure needed to do the work.

as to need almost no suggesting. It appeals at once m 
on the ground of convenience and simplicity, 
principle as ordinarily applied has been open to the objeC 
tion that it was not economical.

One characteristic of the ordinary, plain, displace®6111
of tbepump is waste of power entailed by direct release 

displacing air after the fluid is ejected from the pump taa . 
This air, after doing its work, is still at practically 
pressure, therefore having all its potential energy 
pansion. Its direct exhaust into atmosphere after displ‘aCC

itbout

of ex-

ment is the throwing away of this expansive power w
any useful effect.

If air pipes are carried back from the pump to the coB® 
pressor so as to add the residual pressure after disp»
ment to the reverse side of the compressor piston, where

have awill help in compressing air into the pump tank, we 
return-air, expansive displacement pump, operating at 8° o<!

economy.
Mr. Abrams emphasizes, at this point, the fact that 

the plain displacement pump and the “return air”. 
have the following advantages which are unique i° er 
while other pumping systems have some of them, o° 
systems combine them all to such remarkable degree ■

. Simple in construction, installation and manager0
2. Wholly automatic in operation.
3. Under instant and complete control from the 

pressor room, however distant.
4. No delicate mechanism exposed to 

abrasive action. •
5. No oil or other lubricant required by the pump-
6. Not affected by any excess submergence 

operation is improved under a hydraulic head.
7. Applicable to the pumping of all fluids or sem 

as well as mud, sand, or any debris which will PasS 
valves.

both

eOu
1

co»'

corrosiveReduce the quantity of water in gallons per minute to 
Multiply the total head (static head plus water-cubic feet.

pipe friction) by 0.434; this gives the working air pressure 
at the pump. Next find the ratio of air pressure to atmos
phere, which multiplied by the cubic feet of water per 
minute gives the cubic feet of free air per minute needéd at 
the pump to displace this volume of water.

Knowing the volume of free air required, 5 to 10 per 
cent, should be added for leakage and clearance according 
to the special conditions.

tbatexcept

j-flU*15’
the

Where water is to be pumped, the field of the fne^at in 
displacement pump and the return-air system is -« 
which large volumes are to be handled from a 
source of supply, where complete submergence

This is net, actual free air and not piston displacement 
of compressor ; therefore, in figuring on a compressor to 
do the work, volumetric efficiency must be taken into con
sideration, following the general practice in such cases, ac
cording to the pressure, size and type.

rou5
*eDe be
can

sUmP>
secured, such as in a river, lake, mine or quarry t0 
large spring or an excavated well. This, at once, °P ^ps, 
them the supplying of water for small municipalities*Problem.—Source of supply, a river ; distance from 

power house, 1,000 ft. ; lift, 60 ft. ; diameter discharge main, 
4 in. ; quantity of water required per minute, 150 gal.

150 gal. = 150 -r 7.5 = 20 cu. ft.

mills, factories, etc. ^c-
The fact that these systems will handle anything tj,e 

iently fluid to pass their valves adapts them a*s° . tfce 
handling of solutions in salt works and bleacben ’ 0f 
moving of semi-fluids, as in pulp mills ; the han 
cement, slurry and marl ; the pumping of glass sa 
glass factories ; elevating salt solutions in salt 
the pumping of sewage.

Static head
Friction head 150 gal. per minute in 4-in. pipe 1,000 

ft. long ..................................................................................

bo ft.

i k16 it. works,

Total head 76 ft.
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h = the total lift, or head, in feet.
1 : - the total length of air pipes, the distance from com

pressor to pump tanks.
Having these, we must compute :
Qa = the volumetric capacity of the compressor, or the 

piston displacement in cubic feet per second.
V = the volume of each pump tank (cubic feet), 
d = the diameter of air pipe (in inches).
D = the diameter of water pipe (in inches).
H.P. = the maximum horse-power required of the steam

. Under normal conditions it is safe to say that the return-

system will show 
cent
lifted
the air

efficiency of 50 to 55 Per 
of water

an average
this efficiency being the ratio of horse-power 
to the indicated horse-power in the steam

It is easy

cylinder of 
to esti- 

in terms of
m compressor, including all losses, 
r a‘e fr°ni these figures just what they mean 
tUel saving.
• ^et the question of fuel economy is but one argument 

‘avor of the return-air system. Another argument is that 
® COmPressed air system may be operated with a far less 

horse-power, with a corresponding reduction in rs
repairs and firing

boiler end of compressor.
From the formula :COst of boile

cost. r plant, interest, maintenance,
Where a plant is crippled by a shortage of boilers, the

less economical
Qa = Qw [1 + 1.4 loge R]

the following Table I. has been prepared, showing the size 
of compressor, pipes, etc., required for various heads, based 
bn 100 gal. of water per minute ; for other quantities, the 
dimensions will be directly proportional. The table assumes 
the pump tanks to be fully submerged.

substituti
Phthping

°n of the return-air system for a 
system will relieve the embarrassment.

Mr °ntmuing still further the argument for this system, 
no „Abrams notes that the tank equipment needs absolute y 
the ar< f'he operation being entirely under control rom 

enkine room, the engineer -can at any time start, stop 
Pumping. There is no possibility of drowning

with proportionately

Table I.—Dimensions for Return-Air System.°r v*ry the 
°ut the 
less

c i I = 1system. In fact, it operates 
as the height or head of water above the tan s 

It cannot become choked by such silt or dirt
E 8 ■piPower

leases.
“J-'y enter a mine sump.

as ma e.return'air system cannot be classed as a pump, or 
It is acillnery of the kind regularly catalogued and listed. 
Presso COmplete system in itself, consisting of an 
Madinr’,a rece*ver, a reversing switch, two air lines, eac 
tank 5 r°m the compressor through the switch to one pump 
by a r3nd tWo Pump tanks, all in a closed circuit, in which, 

egular cycle of operations, one air volume is compres- 
expanded, recompressed and re-expanded, correspond- 

a discharge of one of the pump tanks, 
is adm\ prpiciple of operation is simple. Compressed air 
the flu‘,tCd to a tank filled with water, or any fluid, forcing 
-,c ‘d °ut through a check valve and pipe line, and at 
tank ti.6 t’me the compressor is drawing air from the other 
is etn 6 charge of air being regulated so that when a tank 
thereb y’ the other js full, at which time the switch reverses, 

Th reVers^ngr the action of the tanks. 
ferri„_G cyc*e °f operation will be better understood by re-

•S§
•Sc t sl-s

til°<s .m
m

1 o. «
t-sil *

ui“1

S'3
g I

< 5" 5
7.70 
8.25 
8-73 
9.12
9.60 

10.00
10.30
10.60
10.95
11.30 
11.50 
it-75 
12.00 
12.25
12.40 
12.65
12.95 
13-10 
13-35 
13-50
13.70 
13.82
14.60 
14.20
14.30
14.40

s sair com-
2.80
3-37

39.84 
42.78 
45-30 
47.70 
49.80
51.84 
53-64 
55-44 
57.00 
58.50 
59-94 
61.38 
62.64
63.84 
64.98 
66.12
67.20
68.28 
69.24
70.20 
71.10 
72.00
72.84 
73.56
74.28 
75.06

3.22
3.85

2.74
3.28 I

3.85 4-53
5.22

3-93 1
4-494-45 1

sed 5.91 5-055-03 1
ing 6.67 5.615.67 1

6.176.31 7-43 1
8.18 6-736.96 1
8.97
9-75

10.60
11.45
12.25 
13.08 
13-95 
15.00 
15-70
16.60 
17-35
18.45
19-35
20.25 
21.20 
22.10

7.(32 7.29 1130
the 7-858.30140

8.419.00150
8.98 
9-54 

10.10 
10.66 
11.22 
11.78
12.34
12.90
13.46
14.02
14.58
15.14
15-71
16,27
16.83

9-75 1160
110.42 

11.13 
11.85 
12.76 
13-35 
14.09 
14.92 
15.68 
16.46 
17.24 
18.00 
18.80 
19.60 
20.45

170
180

n ng tO
Preferably 
Placed

190FlS- 2; a and B are twin displacement tanks, 
completely submerged, though they operate if 50 

as.t0 be filled by siphon action. A1 and B' are the 
Plpe lines. C1 and C3 are discharge check valves
g the return of the fluid ejected, 

and D3 are

I200
I210

ttyo 1air 220
Pr€ventin I230

I)1 I240check valves preventing the discharge of 
through the inlet. E is the discharge pipe i'rom

the 1fluid

tanks.
G* and aut°matic switch controlling the pumping cycle.

. 2 are the tank risers.
is the 15 tbe compressing cylinder of an air compressor. 
snppliejUt0matic compensating valve which keeps the system

c°niDr ^tagram as shown, air is being withdrawn by the 
tank a °r 11 from the nk B and is being compressed m 
thr0Ue., 4t the same ti e the fluid is entering the tank B 
tank 4 Lcheck valve D3, while it is being forced from the 
chart, tbr°ugh the riser G1, the check valve C1 and the dis-

fu Plpe E-
.... . 6 mathematical analysis of the system is difficult, 

find Tl mtcrested in a full discussion of the problem will 
54 of ull7 brought uot by Prof. Elmo G. Harris m o . 
gine„_ G transactions of the American Society of . lV1 n

250
both 1260

1270
280 1

23.10
24.00

290J 1300

Air-Lift System.—The air-lift system of pumping, mea
sured on the power basis, is not an efficient method of rais
ing water, but where it is and can be applied, it fills a cer
tain field and in that class of work does service that no other 
pump can do, and does it in a most satisfactory way. This 
method of pumping has been most generally applied to rais
ing water from artesian wells. There are not many under
ground formations in which wells can be located close to
gether without affecting each other when pumping, and for 
that reason it is best to spread them out on a line of .what 

call the line of underground flow. Some formations 
so tight that wells have but little capacity, and in such for
mations it is particularly necessary that the wells should be

For the reason that

^-tly

arewe

In 
are

I Per

ers.
eded dataorder to proportion a plant correctly, the ne

as follows :
fbe quantity of water to be pumped in cubic

scattered and pumped moderately, 
separate pumping units entail high first cost and labor for
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provided for the inflow of water to the foot-piece through the 
bottom openings, augmented by the larger side inlets shown 
Thus we have in the foot-piece designed for a 5'in- dlS 
charge pipe a subdivision of air into thirteen %-in. stream5, 
with the added advantage that these separate small Plpe* 

will tend to act as governors to control the discharge

THE CANADIAN ENGINEER78 a

attendance, the air-lift system is recommended, 
economical central pumping station will serve any number 
of wells, compressed air being capable of transmission in 
proper sized pipes for great distances without serious loss.

The required equipment consists of an air compressor 
located at some convenient point, preferably in some exist
ing power station where it can take advantage of economical 
steam conditions, an air receiver, and a pipe line leading 
from the receiver to the well or wells.

An

of the

air. thodThe usual capacities allowed for the side-inlet me 
are as follows :The pump proper 

consists of nothing more than two plain pipes, one for air Maximum 
Economical 

Capaci y 
on Modérât 

lift. mm-

Air Pipe 
Connection. Size Well.Water Pipe.

a
Gals, per[InPRESSURE

3 in. 7in.in.
20% 4

H 35Rs WITCH 4% “1
60JTRIPPING CYUNDEI 5I

IOC61ACTUATING CYLINDER'
14°AIR TANK 71J^AIR iqO81

^AlR 25091
35°102£

ntra1
assinf?

A ceNo. 3, Fig. 3, shows the Sounders system 
discharge pipe is suspended in the well, the air P 
down between it and the well casing. If the well i® ^.g. 
cased a second pipe must be used outside of the mam 
charge pipe, the air, as before, filling the annular space 
tween the two pipes. In estimating pipes under this

notE
be--WATER

system

it is usual to allow capacities as follows :
Lift, 25 ft., 15 to 20 gal. per minute per square 

area water pipe. uare
Lift, 50 to 125 ft., 12 to is gal. per minute per 5 

inch area water pipe. ; tel0.
No. 4, Fig. 3, is the so-called “central air piPe s" ^ to 

This method is generally used where the lift is low, a 
obtain the greatest possible output from what are 
“strong wells,” i.e., wells having a strong static pretjonS. 
and finding their supply in gravel or open rock ^orm^ <jis- 
The air pipe is suspended in the well without the usu

inch

X b'

ed^5 term
U SUreZ A -=\=.

D’Pli

Fig. 2.—Return-Air Displacement System.

and one for water ; these pipes run down inside of the well 
and are submerged for a certain depth proportionate to the 
lift when the pump is at work, 
methods of piping wells, 
fore it is a special problem in every case to determine the 
size and arrangement best suited.

Each method here shown has its use, depending upon 
the diameter and depth of the well, whether the well is 
cased or not, the lift, volume of water to be pumped, and 
character of the water-bearing strata, 
most generally used, where conditions permit, is shown in 
No. 1, Fig. 3.
in which the discharge and air pipes are placed side by side 
in the well, joined by a suitable foot-piece.

In No. 2, Fig. 3, compressed air fills the annular space 
surrounding the up-take pipe and is free to enter the rising 
column at all points of its periphery, at the same time act
ing without obstructing or contracting the discharge pipe 
anywhere

Fig 3 shows the different 
All wells are not alike, there-

fp— r
:

U

The arrangement

%This is the Pohle or “side-inlet” method, vij

Ur \

Wells-Fig. 3.—Different Methods of Piping
size5

pipe for d\ficr^diJ)gThe proper sized aircharge pipe, 
of casing and capacities are about as follows,
upon the lift and submergence :This device aimsFig. 4 shows the tubular foot-piece, 

to provide a means for actually dividing air into fine 
streams, which we have found to be the best condition in 
which air can be introduced into the rising main. Air from

Capafy>-
Gal- P-* *

80 to ZSize of Air Pipe.Size of Casing.
3'A in. in. to *5°

to 25°
,5° 375275to g,

sooc -o°°
775 t0

1
100

the supply pipe fills the hollow base of the foot-piece. The 
base.plate is studded with K-in. wrought-iron pipes about 
18 in. long extending upwards to a point where the water 
passes from the foot-piece into the discharge pipe, at which 
juncture the bubbles of air are released. Ample space is

14

A

25
6 2
8

10
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been^°tw‘t*lstanding the fact that 
°f nl m COmmercial use for nearly 20 years 
mat' ai|tS are in daily operation all over the world, no 
d .1Ca correct formulas have been published covering the 
hanlfr tbese pumps, nor is there exact information at 
to „ t0r calculating the volume of air and pressure required 

t^iem under all conditions. This is due to a 
v-r °I variable factors which enter into each proposi 

ino- fan<* ^ we are to undertake to derive a practical work 
Syst 0rmula we must assume certain efficiencies for t e 
Piped”1' and aSSUme also that the wells will be properly 

t0 meet the proper relation of submergence to lift.

h
the air-life system has 

and thousands 
mathe-

Va =
H + 34

C log
34

The annexed table also shows the value of C calculated 
from the efficiency of the system under various heads, with 
proper submergence.

Table for Value of C.
C s= Constant.h = Lift.

60 ft, 24510 ft. to.
61 ft. to 200 ft.

ft. to 500 ft.
501 ft. to 650 ft.
651 ft. to 750 ft.

201Although impossible to construct a 
formula which can be applied uniformly 

in this class of 
as Mr. Abrams points out, 

trend and introduce

185
156

to all conditions met Problem.—Given a bore-hole, well, or shaft 250 ft. deep, 
in which stands 50 ft. below the ground surface,work, yet,

1 the water
but which falls 25 ft. when being pumped at the rate of 200 
gal. per minute, and it is required to raise the water 25 ft. 
above the ground :
Standing water level in well, measured from surface.. 50 ft.
Drop when pumped .................................
Elevation above surface to raise water

we can define the 
certain rules which will permit any en 
gineer to calculate the requirements or

when the exact
The

FI

any given proposition 
data covering the case are 
data required and the 
into these calculations may

: known.
25 ft.factors entering 

be reduced 25 ft.

to the following :
Vet = free air piston displacement re

quired to raise 1 gal. water.
h = total vertical lift in feet.
H = submergence in feet.
G = constant ( efficiency

100 ft.Total lift
If the best ratio of submergence for a lift of 10 ft. is 

58 per cent., then
100 x 0.58hxo.58

= 138 ft.of the sys- H = or
100—58too—58

and applying our formula,
F|g. tern).4—T ubular 

Foot Piece.
the symbols 
clearly under-

Before proceeding, 
above written must be 100

Va =
stood.

sot) r .the free air (piston displacement having
been qUired to raise 1 gal. of water, due allowance having
cotonttlade for the ordinary volumetric efficiency o 
de2reSSOr- « the compressors are in bad shape or poorly 
fr05ned’ of course, more displacement will be »qured 

in » SUch a machine than from a well-designed comp
°°d working order.

in» , y 'Ht” is meant the total vertical lift from the Pun 1 
®^el of the water in the well to point of discharge.

belowStUhbmergenCe” is the dePth the air pip6 “ ^Ti^an
import 6 Pumping level of the water in the wel , an 
I^ero-<aant factor in any installation; the percentage o 
•ength”^’ 50 often heard of, is the percentage of the 
pu*nDin°f P*Pe which is submerged in the solid water 

ac S' The necessary percentage of submergence v 
«tore °rdance with the lift; low lifts require proportion y 
neces,!Ubmergence than high lifts ; or, in other words, 
tang. r/ submergence decreases as the lift increases.
For i;f, these Percentages lies within the following limite .

°f 20 ft., 66 per cent. ; for lift of 500 ft., 41 Per c 
eQcoUnVterage best percentage in the class of work usua 
enCe a, ered will lie between 50 and 65 per cent. Submerg- 
PresSl] ° governs the pressure required, both the star u g 
other 6 and the working pressure. The air-lift differs from 
Co'tiinn,UniPS 1° that the pressure necessary to raise 
the s, , °I water does not depend upon the head, h, but u$ 
bead UaV:erSence, H, or, in other words, H is the actual 

Th^ai”St Wbich the air pressure acts. 
teriPinp6 rdrst step in a calculation of this kind is to de 

aJ r°m the lift what the proper submergence shou 0 
Ca*cUlat s,nowing' this submergence, the work can be

U °n the basis, P = 0.44 H. .
(fre€_a, arc now ready to calculate the air volume reclu 
f°llow;J pfst°n displacement) to raise 1 gal. of water. • 

averag„ f°rmula may be used, which closely approxim . 
actice (in part suggested by Mr. Edward

138 + 34V« is of the compres-
C log

34
and further introducing the value of C from the table, we 
have

100
= 0.60.Va =

B 233 x 0.704151.
Va = 0.60 cu. ft. (piston displacement) per gallon of 

water; hence for 200 gal. 200 x 0.60 = 120 cu. ft. will be
required.

The next calculation is to find the starting and the 
Observe that the normal or standing 

level is 25 ft. higher than the working, which indi
submergence at the beginning of operations equival-

working pressure, 
water
cates a
ent to 138 + 25 = 163 ft. The starting pressure must be 
just sufficient to overcome that due to the height of the water 
column above the footpiece.

163 x 0.44 = 72 lb. gauge, the starting pressure.
0.44 H = 138 x 0.44 = 61 lb., the working pressure. 
The actual pumping level in a well or group of wells

in

The
seldom be known in advance to a test. It is customary-can

to assume certain conditions of lift and submergence, basing 
such conclusions on experience, and proceed to pipe the 

After the piping is installed and thewells accordingly, 
working conditions arrived at, the submergence is altered 
to suit by raising or lowering the pipe in the well until the 
best ratio is established.

The quantity of water a well will yield depends upon its 
diameter and the natural flow. It is also essential that the 
pipes both for air and water be properly proportioned, for 
the reason that velocity of flow is an important factor ; it 
too large a pipe is used the air gets through without doing 
all the work it should, and, on the other hand, if the velocity 
is too high there is undue friction loss and also inefficient 
expansion of the air bubbles. The best results are ordin-

be,

O
' u>
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than lean ones, provided materials can be obtained at avef 
age prices. It was found that more economical mixtu 
are produced when the proportion of cement to aggre®ate’ 

by weight, lies between 0.2 and 0.7.

arily obtained by providing for a discharge of 12 to 15 gal. 
per square inch area of discharge pipe.

Tables are available for determining the friction loss of 
air pipes. It is, of course, essential to keep this loss within 
reasonable limits. The flow should not exceed 1,500 ft. per 
minute.

tag62. With reference to the effect of varying the percen
tneof spiral reinforcement, the tests showed that although 

yield point is practically independent of the spiral rein*0 ( 
ment, the ultimate strength and toughness are directly ; 
fected by it ; one per cent, of closely-spaced spiral of 6 
carbon steel was shown to be sufficient for lateral relht°

One reason why the air-lift has been so popular, aside 
from its flexibility and simplicity, is the fact that the yield 
of a well is frequently increased by its use. 
cleaned of sand, keeping open the water-bearing seams. As 
there is little apparatus in the well, an unobstructed flow is 
assured. The air-lift will handle all the water a well yields, 
but if a given well is equal, at its maximum, to a flow of 50 
gal. per minute the air-lift has so miraculous power whereby 
the yield can be increased.

Water is-also purified and improved by the intimate 
commingling with air on its passage through the discharge 
pipe. There is a complete aeration as the water flows up
ward, putting it in condition to throw off sulphur gas, pre
cipitated iron, and in a measure prevent vegetable growth.

Special Uses for the Air-Lift.—The pumping of oil wells 
offers a superior opportunity for the air-lift, and in this line 
of work compressed air has been pre-eminently satisfactory. 
One of the advantages possessed by the air-lift, whether ;t 
be in pumping water or oil, is the ability of the system to 
handle sand and gritty matter.

On account of the facility with which the air-lift, owing 
to the fact that no working parts come in contact with ma
terial being pumped, can handle sand, mud, and other sub
stances destructive to ordinary mechanical pumps, it is an 
ideal method for pumping in the following cases :

1. Slimes, a mixture of water and the very fine portions 
of crushed ore coming from a reduction plant.

2. Sand and water for stone saws, 
necessary for work of this kind is a “master” well or pit 
sunk to a proper depth to provide the necessary submerg
ence.

at-

Wells can be

ment.
3. As to varying the percentage of longitudinal ^ 

forcement, it (féveloped that the addition of longitu 
steel can be made to considerably increase the yield P°

As, however, cement ..
steel, 

with 3 
long1'

rein-

ultimate strength and stiffness, 
ordinarily a more economical reinforcement than 
does not seem advantageous to use in combination 
rich concrete, more than two or three per cent, of 
tudinal steel.

• 1.
4. In regard to the effect of repeated or time 

no definite conclusion was reached, although the re ^ 

plainly indicate that there is practically no increase in 
or deformation after a few repetitions of loads equal 

to 50 per cent, of the yield point.

1. loading
suh5

loaded,5. With respect to columns eccentrically, 
close agreement between the values derived from the

formula
tes15

and the theoretical values shows that common
P

S = —
AI ap-

for short homogeneous columns eccentrically loaded, 1 
plicable to reinforced concrete columns.

6. As to the effect of differences in end condition5, a, 
is, the bearing surfaces, the tests disclose that the stre^oflt- 

of a column will be about as great when resting on 
ing as when bedded on a metal plate, provided the 
properly reinforced.

Me

tba‘

All preparation

de-and3. The air-lift has done excellent work as a dredge pump 
and if its usefulness along these lines were better appreciated 
we should see a great many more installations, 
rangement of air-lift units on a scow, with proper facilities 
for raising and lowering the pipes, presents unexcelled 
features of simplicity and capacity.

4. Ag.tation of slimes in the cyanide process also offers 
an opportunity for the air-lift, as complete and satisfactory 
aeration can be brought about by placing an air-lift in a 
cyanide tank specially designed for the purpose.

The air-lift is past the experimental stage and is taking 
its place with other applications of compressed air where 
steady, reliable results are appreciated.

7. With reference to the relative value of plain
suits

SO <formed bars for longitudinal reinforcement, the re 
the use of corrugated bars of high carbon steel were ^ 
form and the strengths so high that this type deserve5^^ 
consideration. The use of deformed bars of high 
limit was shown to be more economical, with certain 
of unit prices, than plain round bars of mild steel-

The ar-

rati°5

of
biblio^VThe bulletin contains a very complete 

published matter on the subject of testing reinforc 
Crete columns.

AN INTERESTING JUDGMENT.
-------- to c°

A legal judgment that has a particular inter st ^ollri
in the ovv;

of Review recently in Montreal, Que. The case ar ^ tb6 
the collapse of a tank. The lower court had condemn^ ^ 

defendants to pay $9,590.68 damages on the gr°U^e 
the collapse of the tank on the building was due to j^cub1 
ness and insufficiency of the walls, and that it w''^ th 
bent upon the defendants, as contractors, to aS sUP8 
selves of this condition, before attempting to ercct aji)ta’^

whilst ” due W
ing the damage award, holds that the collapse " ‘*'rtirig
a defect in the construction of the steel work suPt .

resp°n out <>’ '
carry 0 P

TESTS ON REINFORCED COLUMNS. V,-tractors and engineers has been handed down

The results of an extensive series of tests of the strength 
and elastic properties of concrete columns reinforced with 
spirals and longitudinal rods, conducted by Prof. M. O. 
Withey, assistant professor of mechanics in the university 
laboratory for testing materials, are contained in Bulletin 
466, University of Wisconsin, Engineering Series, Vol. 7, 
No. 1, just issued. The tests were made from a rather structure and tank. The Court of Review
comprehensive point of view, no less than seven elements 
being thoroughly investigated ; to do this, sixty-six columns 
of commercial size were tested. The findings, which in 
most cases are noteworthy, briefly comprise the following :

tank. For this the defendants were also
reason of the fact that they had undertaken to

would l°ok1. With respect to varying the richness of the mixture, the 
fact was developed that rich mixtures are more economical

work on the understanding that they 
details connected with such work.
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THE DIGESTION OF SEWAGE SLUDGE.

r3> 1912.
Similar unsatisfactory results have also been 

testing stations at Phila-
disposal.*
reported from the sewage 
delphia and Chicago. It is not strange, therefore, that the 
past 10 years have witnessed the search for a still better 
means of bringing about the desired digestion.

By Charles Saville.*

advantages 
sewa-ge 

the thor-

There are, as is now well appreciated, many 
? providing for the rapid and complete digestion of 
u ge. In this connection “digestion” refers to .
u&h decomposition, or rotting out, of non-resistant org 
atters which are easily putrescible and thereby capa 

reat«g a nuisance. ' .
- The quantity of sludge deposited from sewage is ^ 
J1 a fresh condition, and containing 90 per cent, or 

ter, it sometimes amounts to as much as 75° cu’
month
hein

frn ,Sevvers are built on the separate system.
s sludge usually has an objectionable odor w ic 

tC;nt,nUe to be noticeable for a long period. Because of 

slurf6 tW° characteristics, the disposal 
mu ff6’ particularly in the vicinity of

nitles> is a difficult problem. .
vol weU-digested sludge, on the other hand, ^

iume to be handled is comparatively small, being, 
sly ,am conditions, less than one-fifth as great as wit ^
content 0fThiS great differenCe iS f6 ‘the^breaking down, 

°f the digested sludge and to the br t
out of the easily putrescible organic ma

Passes off in the form of gases.

This has gradually resulted in developing, first in Eng
land and then in Germany, a tank with two chambers ; one, 
through which the sewage flows and in which the suspended 
matters settle out; the other, for the storage and digestion 
of the sludge, being so arranged that not only the sludge, 

also the products of digestion, cannot have an injurious 
the sewage in the settling chamber. In this type

but
effect on .
of tank, in the form in which it has been developed in Ger
many, there is no flow of sewage into or through the sludge 
chamber. Consequently the soluble organic matters

standing in the sludge chamber soon become coin-
connected with the sewers, this 

the figure reported from Elberfeldt, Ge™*°tkermore,
in thePer thousand persons

g sewage
pletely decomposed, after which the digestion of the sludge 
takes place in a liquid which is practically free from easily 
putrescible organic matter.

Such tanks are spoken of as the Emscher or Imho It 
They have been operating, on a practical scale in

of fresh sewage 
thickly settled corn-

tank.
Germany for six years and have given uniformly good re
sults. In this country there are as yet only a few in opera
tion; but wherever such tanks have been given a thorough 

small scale with ordinary city sewage, the diges- 
the sludge has been excellent, and a large number

test on a
tion of .
of municipalities throughout the country are now planning

or rotting
of which

to use them. .
The time thus seems appropriate for inquiring into the

relative advantages of the separate sludge digestion tanks
and the Imhoff tanks.

The extent to 
by digestion de-Which fresh 

Pends 
0r8fanic 
Pres 
Place,

sludge is reduced in volume 
°n numerous factors including the nature 

matter in the sludge, the amount of minera 
ent’ the condition under which the digestion 

Ike length of the digestion period, etc., etc. 
tj. *s also true that well-digested sludge has no 
in 3 i*6 odor) because the easily putrescible organic 
dit'U ^aS been thoroughly rotted out. Under cer a
co, °ns digested sludge flows easily. Furthermore, on ^
quickiy°f othe eDtrained gaSeS °f —TV readily 
kandl t0 a P°rous> earthy mass which c

ed and easily disposed of. 
it is thus evident that there is much to be gaia® the 

°mplete digestion of sewage sludge, and 1 ir°? spent

effecting  ̂
den °f Sewage sludge is the “septic tank,” m whmh h
ÎowSlted sl«dge is allowed to digest in contact with the

tion'i^ Sewage' Under these “Citions the rafeth€ sludge 
niai- 18 not usually high, aind as the digestion tde
same5!;1116 SeWage itSelf Septic and malodorous,^ ordinary
Se . lme interferes with the settling ac ,

1C tank is gradually going out of favor. state Ex-
Peri next step in advance was taken at thc de-
Pos mC"nt Station in Lawrence, Mass., by remo 1 eSti0n 

‘"m «h= settling „-k to a
l2 ^ Tkis method of sludge treatment was fir tical
scale -3 yCarS ag0’ and has since been adoptc °q the Con
ti^6 m England as well as at a few places on the
instar,’ but °nly t0 a small extent in this counT ^ the
meth n has Proved comparatively success

d has recently been adopted by the city o

not been en- 
as reported 

book on sewage

, New

of the

In discussing this question the writer would suggest 
advisability of keeping in mind the following points ofthe

view ;—objec- 
matter 

con-

pirst._Can separate sludge digestion tanks be made to 
good results as Imhoff tanks ; with respect not only 
character and quantity of the digested sludge ; but

give as 
to the
also to the effect on the settled sewage and subsequent pro
cess of purification, and to the production of objectionable 
odors, both during the settling of the sewage and during 
the digestion and subsequent disposal of the sludge

Second—Will the digestion of the sludge be as rapid 
in separate sludge digestion tanks as in Imhoff tanks, and 

of construction and operation be as low ?Past will the cost
Sludge which has been thoroughly digested-in separate 

tanks probably does not differ materially as to character or 
quantity from that which has undergone digestion in or
dinary septic tanks or in Imhoff tanks ; but with the type of 
separate digestion tanks thus far used, the removal of the 
sludge from the tanks has not proved as easy as with Imhoff 

instances it has been found difficulttanks, and in some .
(with'separate digestion tanks) to bring about a satisfactory
digestion of the sludge.

Small scale tests with a separate sludge digestion tank 
at the Philadelphia Sewage Testing Station gave disappoint
ing results, as may be seen by reference to page 171 of the 
report where the opinion is expressed that “the placing of 
sludge in open water-tight tanks is not an advantageous 
means of disposal.” In these tests fresh sludge was added 
to the digestion tank every two weeks, and although there 
was some gas formation and liquefication during the first 
'art of the test, this ceased altogether with cold weather, 
which may be explained in part by the fact that the tank 
was quite shallow. It is said that the tank always had a 
thick scum and that there was no material change in the 
character of the underlying sludge.

The

Md.

tir„, ^ 1 toany places, however, the results have 
by p Satisfactory ; in Germany, for example, 

r°L Thumm in his recently published

York ’Jf Hering & Gregory, Consulting Engineers
Abteilung,* Handbuch der Hygiene, II. Band, 2. 

und Abwasser.Wasser
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witl>The excess liquid which overflows from separate diges
tion tanks will be of a peculiarly objectionable character and 
must be purified. If discharged back into the settling tank 
it would tend to make the sewage septic, and in any case 
presents a difficult problem for solution.

The sludge as discharged into separate digestion tanks 
will always contain some sewage having undecomposed or
ganic matter in solution, so that the process of digestion is 
likely to be somewhat similar to that occurring in ordinary 
septic tanks, with consequent probability of the production 
of objectionable odors. These odors, as pointed out by Mr. 
Pearse, are likely to be especially noticeable at times when 
the sludge is being discharged into the digestion tanks, tor 
the reason that the sludge, having already begun to decom
pose, contains foul-smelling gases which, due to the stirring 
up of the sludge, will escape, 
tion tank at the Chicago Testing Station is said to have 
produced a very noticeable putrid smell, and engineers who 
have inspected, during warm weather, the operation of the 
separate sludge digestion tanks at Forest Park, Baltimore, 
report somewhat similar conditions.

vironment fias once been created it is desirable, just as 
a sprinkling filter, to have the food supply, in this instance 
consisting of sludge particles, enter the tank in a continu 
ous stream and at a uniform rate. This is not easy t0 ar

Consequentrange with separate sludge digestion tanks, 
every time a new supply of sludge is added to the 
“the balance” of the bacterial activities is upset, partly ^ 
cause the newly added sludge, including some sewage a 
numerous varieties of bacteria, constitutes such a large Pr° 

portion of the total contents of the tank.
In many of the separate digestion tanks thus far °Per 

ated no provision has been made for having, above 
sludge deposits, a considerable depth and volume of "a 
in which the sludge can be kept, by the rising gases, 10 j 
more or less continuous state of motion. The bacte 
toxins can, therefore, not escape easily nor are fresh slu 
surfaces exposed to bacterial action as frequently as deS 
able, all of which tends to check the rapidity of digeStl°

aratc

taflfc

The separate sludge diges-

To sum up, it seems probable that although sep 
sludge digestion tanks 
satisfactory quality, the time required for complete dig6 
is nevertheless likely to be longer than with tanks - 
Imhoff type, thus calling for larger tanks, 
a greater possibility of the production of objectionable o

of 9be made to give sludgecan stioP 
of tb*Another point of importance in this connection is that 

such separate digestion tanks as have been built have a 
larger surface of liquid exposed to the atmosphere than is 
the case with Imhoff tanks, and may thereby give a greater 
opportunity for objectionable odors to become noticeable.

als°There is
dors.
tank5The cost of operating separate sludge digestion 

is in most instances likely to be higher than with the 
of tank which includes both a settling chamber and a 5 11 . 
digestion chamber. In the "first place, as already PolD^e 
out, the best results with respect to the effect on the sc"vj0. 
itself can be obtained only when the settling tank is ^ 
pletely emptied and cleaned at regular intervals. Sec°n g5 
it is questionable whether fresh sludge can be remove^r-

typ®

In Birmingham, England, where sludge from septic tanks 
was deposited to a depth of 5 or 6 ft. in large open lagoons, 
Mr. Watson stated that a thick, strong crust was formed on 
the surface, beneath which the sludge remained in its 
original condition, with no apparent loss in amount, and 
continued to give off foul odors irrespective of the age or
density of the deposits. It would no doubt be possible to 
mention other instances in which separate tanks have not 
been successful in bringing about a satisfactory digestion 
of the sludge. It should be stated here, however, that ex
periments now being made in Birmingham under Mr. Wat
son s direction indicate that separate sludge digestion tanks, 
when operating with Birmingham sludge under certain 
ditions, can be made to give a well-digested sludge.

The effect of this method of sludge treatment on the 
flowing sewage is likewise a matter of considerable import
ance. If the sludge is removed from the settling tank under 
water this must be done at frequent intervals (say a week 
or sometimes even less in warm weather), in order to 
vent

easily Under water as completely digested sludge, 
more, the removal of sludge from one tank to another 

ways involves loss of head and in many instances 
necessitate pumping. Finally, the removal of sludge ^ ^ 
some separate sludge digestion tanks, even after m° 1 
less complete digestion, has been found to be a 
expensive process.

V

con-
At the small disposal works in Forest Park, Ba ^ 

for example, the writer saw four men at work shovel h’^gd 
digested sludge out of the tank. In cases where this 10 
of removal has to be adopted the construction of an 
tank may be necessary, since one tank will be out 0 {j,e 
mission much of the time. The necessity for purify’® j^s 
liquid which overflows from the separate digestion tan 
already been stated in detail.

pre-
a partial decomposition of the organic matter in the 

sludge previous to its removal from the settling tank, 
partial decomposition in the settling tank, by stirring up 
the deposits, interferes with the settling action and has the 
effect of making the sewage septic.

Such ce<
Although separate sludge digestion tanks have 

disadvantages, their adoption under some conditio”5 „s 
prove desirable. In such cases it would be advai’t' 
to make the tanks as deep as possible, so that the 6 ’ ^a,er 
sludge when removed will have a comparatively lo" sjtjoU- 
content and contain a part of the gases of decomP0 ^ £|1 

When first placed in operation it would be desirab c^ec0jp' 
the tanks with clean water, which contains no easi1? ^sen 
posable organic matter. This procedure will tenc* J^pi'iii11*’ 
the p: eduction of odors, particularly during the r tapk 
time.” The fresh sludge should be discharged in'0 antitieS’ 
at regular intervals and in comparatively small du tfjll 
so that the amount of sewage accompanying the slu^ ^ tbe 
be small in comparison with the whole body of I’d®1 
tank, and will, therefore, not tend to make t 
odorous.

tied.

juaf

This may lead to the
production of objectionable odors around the settling 
Unless the sewage, as well as the sludge, is removed 
tervals from the settling tank and the entire tank thoroughly 
cleaned, there is

tank, 
at in

pretty sure to be trouble of the above- 
mentioned variety, as it is difficult, even with specially de
signed tanks, to remove from the settling tank under 
all of the sludge.

water

The second point of importance to keep in mind is 
whether the digestion of the sludge can be effected as 
quickly in separate tanks as in Imhoff tanks. If the diges
tion is slower the tanks must be larger, which, with this 
method of treatment, is an important factor to be 
sidered, as it is necessary to have two distinct

The digestion of sewage sludge is a biological process 
and without doubt proceeds rapidly only when the 
ment has been made suitable for the particular kind of bac
teria which do the work, and when other 
of bacteria arc so far as possible excluded, 
of the proper environment requires time, and

con- 
sets of tanks. it8»

The tanks ought never to be completely emP 
will then be necessary for them to pass once 
the ripening time.

thrTvemoreenviron- pff
If the g dev< loped does ^at 

sufficient to keep the sludge well stirred up 50 ^ 0f & 
surfaces arc constantly being exposed to the aCt"’|',se 5°

ne'v

unnecessary types 
The creation 
after the en- bactcria, it may be possible to add certain
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pig. i ■—View of Engines of the ‘‘Selandia.”
“U med

as thergfr, ( The difference between 
1 °*e boilg C l'^S : ^or t^le working of the s 
s/^’^ationr f*ant w‘tb its chimney, fuel-supply apparatus, 

pipes piant for feed water with feed pumps, extensive 
rrtïl°Us wat ’ Cor|densation plant with water pumps and an en" 
C$ub 0f (,C r consumption, had to be provided, with the final 
,Wer re . nsuming 2% or more times the fuel per horse- 
aatter, bein„ri ^ by t*le Diesel engine standing beside it. The 
cUî<*liary ^ an entirely independent engine without any 
s°nstlHied an*’ t0°k up its crude fuel automatically and 
^oke. ^ direct in its cylinders without any residue or 
g0n'techniCa]Ctter pro°i can hardly be imagined, even for the 
h'ne cannot man’ tllat except in special cases the steam en- 

ardly p0 .c°mpete economically with the oil engine. It is 
e for a country which produces no coal, like

two plants
engine the

THE DIESEL oil engine.
Since its
steadi] commercial introduction in 1897 this engine 

pro<| XVOrked its way into the foremost ranks of motive 
PieCe UfCCl S and xs to-day considered to be the most per- 

at enero-y mechanical construction for transforming the 
1 n oil fuel into mechanical energy ; the thermal 
about 48% with an effective or brake energy of

has
P°vver
feet
he
ener
35%igy bein

CotQnierciai r°m xts enormous output the engine has a great 
In addition importance in its ability to utilize low grade oils 
^r°m the di t0 PUre Petroleum, as tar oils, and oils produced 

underStlll ltl0n °f shale and lignite will operate the en-

bes in the f* reas°n f°r the prominence given this engine 
e Turin tbat xt has broken the monopoly of coal. At 
iesej eng.- X 'hition, last year, a steam turbine and a large 

Up °P the lne’ both made by Franco Tosi, of Milan, and set 
liquid - Same

satisfactory conditions.

th

stand, were worked together with the 
The boilers furnishing

same 
to the turbinefuel.

steam

Although the engine has been used to a considerable ex
tent for power-house and factory purposes, it is the promin
ence given it through its adaption to marine and naval 
pulsion that has brought the engine so prominently before 
the public. The first oil propelled liner of large dimensions 
to be a commercial success was the “Selandia” of the East 
Asiatic Company, a ship of 9,800 tons displacement and 
was built by Messrs. Burmeister and Wain, Copenhagen, 
there are two engines, driving twin screws, each engine 
consisting of a set of eight single-acting cylinders zofé in. 
in diameter by 28 H in. stroke, working on the four-stroke 
cycle. Messrs. Burmeister and Wain have adopted this type 
of Diesel engine to obtain greater reliability, owing to the 
absence of temperature troubles, the completeness of 
enging, and the better balance of the reciprocating 
than has so far been considered obtainable with two-stroke 
cycle engines of equal power and of the same cylinder dimen
sions. That this policy is justified was proved by the run
ning of the engines on the demonstration trip from London 
to Antwerp.

pro-

scav-
parts

The cam-shaft and manoeuvring-shaft are supported on 
brackets bolted to the crank-case, making the removal of the 
cylinder-heads for the examination and adjustment of the 
reciprocating parts quite simple, as neither of these two
shafts need be disturbed in any way. Skew-geanng__the
most general method of drive for the cam-shaft—has in this 
design been displaced by cast-steel spur-w’heels, although it 
is retained for the manoeuvring-shaft, which is only in action 
to bring the opposite motion cams into play, to lift the roll
ers with their push-rods and to replace them. The skew
gearing is operated by a compressed-air motor taking air 
from the starm g ait reservoirs. There are two fuel-pumps 
for each set of eight cylinders, each pump being of sufficient 
capacity to supply the whole engine, and, according to the 
gauge, the pressure of the oil on the exit from the 
1000 lb. per sq. in. This gives an indication of the 
accuracy of machining and fitting which is essential for this 
work.

pump was 
extreme

With regard to the auxiliary and machinery for the main 
engines, it is quite evident that no pains and no expense have 
been spared to render this plant as immune from break-down 
as is possible. Hitherto it has been with the compressed-air 
plant that the difficulties have been experienced, causing 
break-downs and necessitating in several ships the fitting, 
after completion, of a donkey boiler to supply 
sure the reliable working of the auxiliaries.

steam to en-
On the Selan

dia the compressed air for starting and for fuel injection is 
supplied from the two three-stage 300 lb. per sq. in. com
pressors driven by the Diesel engines, which are also coupled 
to the generators for the electric power. In the next ship by 
these builders it will be so arranged that each set will be 
equal to the total normal work, so that even if 
to break down, the maximum speed of the 
maintained. A fourth-stage compressor in 
of each main engine receives the air from the

°ne set were 
vessel would be 

the forward end 
- 300-lb. com-

June

stances which -n ■
$ludge art'fi ■ Wl * lncrease the gas formation, or to stir the 
with clean' Cla^y’ with a paddle, with compressed air, or 
there woUi/ater‘ In case water is used for this purpose 
ably requjre 6 an overflow from the tank which would prob

it is 
» or
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Italy, to develop a great industry based on the steam engine, 
and this is one reason for the exhibition at Turin of about 
thirty Diesel engines of various types and sizes, and made in 
different countries.

Thus the Diesel engine has doubled the resources of 
mankind as regards power-production, and has made 
and hitherto unutilized products of nature available for 
tive power. The Diesel engine has thereby exercised a far- 
reaching influence on the liquid-fuel industry, 
proved by recent geological researches not only that there is 
probably on the globe as much, or perhaps even more liquid 
fuel than coal, but also that it is more conveniently distribut
ed as regards its geographical position.

Purification.
k° be hoped that those who have had experience 

nowledge of, the operation of separate sludge 
contribute to a discussion of their re- 

0 i ag:es or disadvantages so that, before forming 
ons, engineers may have the benefit of as many 

e °f the available data.

with
digestion 
lative 
definite 
as Possibi

new
tanks will mo-

advant
It has been

5

a .ti

se
e»
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pressor, and compresses it up to the pressure required for the 
injection and pulverization of the fuel—i.e., 900 lb. per sq. 
in. Each of these high-pressure compressors is equal to the 
total work of both engines, and, further, an additional length 
of working stroke can be given to either when it is desired to 
increase the output of 900 lb. per sq. in. air for the recharg
ing of bottles, &c. It is also further possible to fit a delivery 
valve with connections to a working cylinder in place of the 
exhaust valve, so as to augment further the store of the start
ing medium, by utilizing the compression stroke of the cylin
der. The engine turns well, and without appreciable loss of 
balance when firing in seven or even six of the cylinders of 
one engine. As a final stand-by, a steam-driven three-stage 
900 lb. per sq. in. air-compressor is installed forward of the 
oil-fired donkey boiler which is placed aft in the engine-room 
between the thrust' shafts.

The fuel injection air is stored in two working bottles of 
German manufacture, with solid ends welded in by a patent 
process, placed vertically amidships between the compressed- 
air manoeuvring engines. Drain-pipes to the bottom of the 
working bottles are fitted, and periodic blowing down ensures 
freedom from moisture, with its consequent corrosion. Two 
spare bottles are placed against the forward bulkhead, and it 
is so arranged that connections can be made between the in
dependent fuel-injectors, one working and two spare air-bot-

plunger pumps through the main bearings, crank-shaft, 
crank-webs to the pin and bottom end bearing, thence up 
connecting-rod to the crosshead bearing, and up the 
rod to the piston, coming down the piston-rod again 
guides, when the oil is partially cooled, and thence le^ ,e 

side the crank-case and discharged through a filter to 
sump in the bed-plate. This discharge supplies the 
whereby the engineer on watch can assure himself 
quantity of flow and the temperature of the oil. Each 
caiting oil-pump is in circuit with a cooler of ample Pro™0f 
tions to cope fully with the onerous temperature conditio05^ 
the Red Sea and the tropics. There are two cooling-"'3^, 
centrifugal pumps, electrically driven, to supply all the 
ing for the main and auxiliary engines, main and aUX y. 
compressors, lubricating oil, &c. ; two duplicate ele0tr^seS, 
driven three-throw plunger-pumps, one for sanitary Purp°jj5, 
two for the bilges, with connections to the ballast ta° „„ 
which are usually pumped ont by a compressed-air ^ 
ballast pump. The compressed air also operates the 
pumps, which draw the fuel-oil from the double-bottom ta^5' 
to two daily service tanks of sufficient capacity for 12 ** 
working, which are placed on the engine-room tops- 
function of these service tanks is to permit of the sett^b\e- 
of any water pumped, together with the oil from the d° 
bottom tanks, which are filled with ballast when empty-

piston
tWto

o«t-

iliarf

It is claimed that the adoption of Diesel engines 0<f. 
creased the cargo-carrying capacity by 1,000 tons, chic . 
ing to the absence of cOal-bunkers, since an engine and^£f 

er room for the same power would only occupy two °r jn 
frame spaces more than the Diesel engines. The 
weight must be small, since the machinery of the jjj. 
must weigh some 400 to 450 tons, which is equal to 25° 

per brake-horse-power for the main engines alone.
Details and views of the engine are shown - ,

This shows the mechanical make up of the engine wlnc 
good example of a modern Diesel engine.
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lifeboat5NEW DEVICE FOR LAUNCHINGWl
fo<

deviceSir Bryan Leighton has invented a new _
launching lifeboats, and a model of the contrivance ^ is 
cently been shown at the Hotel Cecil, London. The ^ gp- 
to launch lifeboats from both sides of the ship b'- ‘ sbooi
paratus on the water-shoot system. The end of the ^

cas6

l> •< !

'■
or launching way rests on a pontoon, which in the 
ship of the dimensions of the Olympic would be 4° gf 
8 feet deep, and 10 feet wide. A ship of the s'ze oDe 
Olympic would carry two of these launching ways, bl 
either side. They are attached to the side of the 
means of a swivel, and lowered by a crane which eptef 
them free of the ship into the water. The passenger ^ of 
the boats on the deck. The boats are run along a ^0oi’ 
rails to a turning table immediately at the top of 1 ^ ^ ^i<e 
and are lowered down to the water level by means o ch 
hawser. Towards the end of the shoot is a knuck ^ ^0gt 
causes the bow of the lifeboat to have a tendency 
upwards on touching the water. The launching ^ 
be placed at an angle, according to the state of th® 
is assumed that an experienced seaman is place 
boat, and directly he gets within a couple of '3<,^tUs; (
of the water he manipulates the releasing aPPa^\ up f°f 

boat then shoots into the sea, and the rope is Pu 
another boat.

I tot®'feetl the
ot>

I

1 1 1J I.I

I

ClPFig 2.—Details of 200 Horse-power Four-cycle Diesel Engine. way j,

cbealO V £
4eoêtbties, to keep the main engines running should their air sup

ply, fail, due to leakage, &c. It is interesting to note that 
both the auxiliary Diesel engines have also a fourth-stage 
air-compressor (300 lb. to 900 lb. per sq. in.), on the forward 
end of their crank shafts. The starting air, at 300 lb. per 
sq. in, is stored in four reservoirs—two for each engine—with 
dished ends, which are hung from the deck above. One re
servoir is normally sufficient for each engine.

Lubrication oil to the main bearings is forced in at 10 
lb. per sq. in. pressure by one of two electrically driven

tbe

■ exaA Board of Trade expert spent an hour 111 . . to 1 _ 
the device, and did not offer any serious objec 1 ^ c0^
The inventor claims that it is a simple and inexpen® befo*e

broughttrivance, and it is understood that it will be 
the notice of the leading shipping lines.
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due to the chemical process of setting and hardening which 

barely mentioned in even the more important treatises 
and other variations due to the wetting and drying of the 
concrete; whose very existence is practically unknown.” 

He deals with these latter and previously unknown 
From earlier experiments by Schuman, Gary,

AN IMPROVED concrete pavement.*

Bv Mr.
are

E. W. Groves, City Engineer, Ann Arbor, Mich.

forms00*6 years a£° the writer became convinced that the 
to Co ° stTeet pavement commonly used were too expensive 
in both6 int° &eneral use, especially on residence streets, 
If tL °UT forge and small cities and on country highways. 
mu,,},6 emands of modern traffic were to be satisfied, a 
bavin r ?aPer form of pavement must be devised, yet one 
low / a 1 essential characteristics of permanency and 
Paven?St °f maintenance. With this idea in view, concrete 
sPectLJntS’ constructed in the ordinary manner, were in 
strenjJ, and il was found that while the concrete had the 
readih, t0 suPP°rt the weight -imposed upon it, it was 
as i0 ' SUscePtible to the abrasive action of traffic as we 
turn an®ies in volume, which produced cracks, which m 
enla-p. ^ 6r fo® action of wheels and hoofs, soon became 
had o mt0 ruts- Previous to this inspection the writer 
which S6<^ a section of a street paved with asphalt bloc s, 
c°atinrr raPfoly disintegrating, to be covered with a t in 
fm. Th° Crode coal tar and sand. The effect was wonder- 
nierlv k6 new coating took all of the wear which had for
ment :66n 0n the asphalt blocks and preserved the pave- 
’ noT Ch is in Sood condition to-day. The pavement is 

Sy than before, and not as slippery as sheet aspha

certain block in 
But they were un

changes.
Considéré, and Campbell and White it was definitely deter
mined that neat cements, hardening under water, expand 

decreasing rate for years, and that neat cements,at a
hardening in air, contract similarly, and that cement-sand 
mortars act in the same manner as neat cement, but to a
less degree.

Mr. White has been experimenting for twelve years or 
and various sand mortars. He has foundso with neat cements 

that neat cement, when immersed in water for a period of 
three years, showed a linear expansion of from 0.10 to 0.15 
per cent., nearly all of which occurred during the first year. 
When these bars were allowed to dry in the room (tem
perature about 70 degrees Fah.) for 65 days they had con- 

their original volume and in some cases 0.05 pertracted to .
cent less. Upon re-immersion in water they regained all 
their previous expansion in about one day, and some ex- 

than they had ever done before. In one speci- 
of natural rock cement the expansion in water during 

period of time and under the same conditions 
high as 0.55 per cent., but on drying contracted 

He also tested in the same manner various

panded 
men
the same 
went as 
+0.25 per cent.

more

iess

Forcit Sfrne fome the citizens living 
iDe.y ad desired that it be paved.
emg ° Pay such high prices as had been charge or 

conGeiv ,• In an effort to satisfy their request the writer 
S it ? ■ *dea °f laying a concrete pavement and cover 

—■v eg* ooating of tar and sand. Accordingly, wit
xve pav„?nt °* the city authorities and the property owners, 
fog th d °ne block, of 1,883 sq. yds., with concrete, cover- 
abou, SUrface with hot crude coal tar and sand, using 
aient' a®"half gallon of tar to each square yard of pave- 
°f iQo^ „ tcr this pavement had passed through the winter 
fodge ■ and I9to and our citizens had an opportunity 0 
2°,ooo s S merits, petitions were presented asking f°r over 
^ttfinn- f*i ' ds'* which were laid during the summer of ]9io. 
Were nr Winter and spring of 1910 and 1911 petitions 
^4,ooq s Sented asking for about 70,000 sq. yards., of w ic 
<fo file q'.yds- were laid and at the present time we have 
he lai<J Paetltl°ns asking for 140,000 sq. yds. more, which will 

soon as conditions are favorable.

this TvNon a
wilii
Pa.v

in
the ; •>Side*

ïi . 3

.

.

View of Street In Ann Arbor, Mich.fo'tere'tgUS return to the subject of the change of volume of 
chang,. ' The writer, of course, was aware that such a 
> it j^j^d. He had his ideas, as all of you have 
Michfoan ned for Prof. A. H. White, of the University of 
fofongg ’ to tell us the reason for the greatest volume- 

estirn, lu n a PaPer read before the American Society or 
Tl., laterials and published in their Proceedings, Vol. 
Derinaent *’ Pr°f- White gave the results of certain ex 
of th cl Performed by him. In his introduction he speaks 

a onstancy of volume” of cement mortars and ca s 
SideWalksSn0mer-” Any one can see from cracked walls, 

due and other concrete structures, whose failure is 
lnderent l t*le settling of foundations, that there is some 
arid c0nc aracteristic which causes cement, cement mortars, 

rete to change volume if exposed to the weather.
ch3p 6 says; aifoe

13 mix of sand mortar and compound 
The first bars behaved

bars composed of a 
bars of neat
like the neat cement, only in a less marked degree. In the 
compound bars the neat cement part acted in the same 
manner and in the same degree as the other neat cement 
bars while in the 1:3 mix there was a tendency to lag in 
both expansion and contraction. This difference of ex
pansion, of course, set up sheering stresses at or near the 
line of demarcation. In some cases these sheering stresses 

enough to rupture the bars.

cement and 1 :3 mix.

were great
To take some examples of this from actual practice, 

the writer can site numerous cases in Ann Arbor where the 
sidewalks have broken apart, that is, the top course broken 

from the bottom course, and in every instance it

Pot

loose
could be seen that the line of fracture did not conform to 
the line of demarcation, but was below in the leaner mix. 
There was a film of the base concrete from 1/64 to ^ and 

cases Vi of an inch thickness clinging to the top

“The change of volume of concrete due to 
temperature has been determined with consider- 

cy to be per unit length 0.0000055+ °r °-00055 per 

Sree Fah. There are, however, other changes

at the Eighth Annual Convention 
s°ciation’ of Cement Users, Philadelphia, a* 
Tng. News, Vol. 46, 1901, p. 38°-

s in 
accUra 
Per de

Natfonaie7ted 
+ Pem.

able
Pent

in some
course, showing that the failure was not due to poor bond
ing between the two courses. Doubtless every one of 

sidewalk buckle up in an inverted V.

of the
you

Thishave seen a

~ CO
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As to the cost of maintenance, I can only speak 
an experience of three years. With upwards of 8o,o°° 
yds. of this pavement, constructed during the last 
years, not to exceed $30.00 has been expended on

occurred in some of the walks on the campus of the Uni
versity of Michigan, and on several of the city streets in 
walks that have been laid from one to ten years, 
peculiar thing about the failure was that it occured during 
the summer months, thus precluding any result of the frost 
action. There remains only the moisture to blame, since 
the expansion due to heat is so small. To the writer’s mind 
the foregoing proves conclusively that the great destruction 
of concrete pavements is due, first and foremost, to the 
alternate wetting and drying when they are unprotected.

Now, this coating of bitumen and sand is waterproof. 
Thus the greatest cause of the destruction of concrete pave
ment is eliminated. The writer does not care to go into 
the question of water from below or sub-drainage, 
greater portion of the streets of the city of Ann Arbor are 
of a gravelly soil and thus drain themselves. However, a 
portion of one street is clay and the pavement was laid 
directly upon it, and shows no ill effect up to the present 
time, and none is expected.

The pavements laid during the seasons of 1909 and 1910 
were trated with crude coal tar and, while this material was 
fairly satisfactory, it was evident that a distilled product 
having a uniform consistency would be better. Experiments 
were made with various products of the distilled tar, tarvia, 
and asphalts with various degrees of viscocity. These were 
all more or less unsatisfactory, more especially the products 
containing asphalt oils. As objectionable features made 
their appearance efforts were made to overcome them. Ex
tensive laboratory tests produced a bitumen which has none 
of the objectionable features of the crude tar, tarvia and 
asphalt. This bitumen, when applied to the concrete at a 
temperature of 180 degrees Fah., is thin enough to bond 
into the interstices of the base, making an impervious 
surface.

thUThe
repairS’ 

The °vVlieI
and the pavement is in good condition to-day. 
of a frame house, in building, does not consider that 
first painting will last the life of the house. He P^aDSc0St 
the expense of repainting every few years. Its initia 
is low enough to allow for maintenance charges, 
be kept in mind that there is no pavement that is e

the

It to*15
entire^ 
the a<1'

free from maintenance charges. In summing up 1u [£| 
vantages of this pavement, it may be said that the con ^ 
if properly and honestly constructed, is strong enou£ 
sustain the weight of the traffic which passes over it- ^ 
bitumen prevents the absorption of water by the c°n^e 
and thus preserves it from cracking. The change of v 0f 
due to temperature is negligible. The combinat!®® 
torpedo sand and bitumen gives a wearing surface ■ 
is unexcelled. The construction cost is low as co®P & 
with other pavements and requires no cumbersome aD „f 
tensive plant. When it becomes necessary to put P**j 
any sort beneath the pavement repairs are easily a® l 3 

fectly made, no ridges or hollows being produced, 
firm sub-base no reinforcement whatever is necessa1^.^ 
the stability of the pavement. With the manner of _ .gg 
the expansion joints described above, there is no c° " j5 
or crushing of the concrete at the edges. If the » 
carefully done it is impossible to point out an 
joint in the finished street. When the hot sun of

Tbe
The

e®

for

si®»exPa® er 
su®*6

heats the pavement there is absolutely no free 
coming through and sticking to the feet.
“bleed.” Our citizens are so well satisfied with it tba 
will not consider any other form of pavement. ^
deed, a most suitable pavement for country highways, 
and boulevards, as well as city streets. With grave gts 
ledges of rock, marl clay and sand, the essential e 
of concrete so profusely distributed throughout this ^ jjii 
the bitumen easily obtained, a pavement that can

A®1

I)0<
It do»5

tb«y
in'11 i5>

The pavements laid up to the present time have been 
made up of two layers of concrete, viz. : a base 4/4 inches 
thick composed of one part of cement to eight parts of bank 
run gravel, and top layer 1 % inches thick composed of one 
part of cement to two parts of gravel passed through a 
screen having a one inch mesh, the cop course being applied 
immediately after the bottom course is laid to insure a good 
bond. Since the top coat of a pavement laid in this manner 
contains more cement than the bottom, and since it has 
been shown that such a construction tends to produce in
ternal shearing stresses ; there is a possibility of separation 
of the two layers. While no action of this nature is appar
ent in our pavements, due to the waterproofing effect of the 
bitumen, to be on the safe side, all our future work will be 
one coat work, using approximately one part of cement to 
454 parts of bank run gravel.

It has been the practice to leave an expansion joint 
about U of an inch wide at each curb, and also every 25 ft. 
transversely of the street. After the surface of the concrete 
has been trowled to conform to the crown of the street, and 
when it is partially set, a light wire broom is used to 
roughen it in order to furnish a better surface for the ad
hesion of the bitumen. Later the expansion joints are filled 
to a little less than one inch of the surface, with sand upon 
which is poured hot bitumen, making the joint filling flush 
with the surface of the concrete. After the concrete has 
Tbecome thoroughly set and is dry and clean (being swept 
if necessary) one half gallon of bitumen heated to a tem
perature of 180 degrees Fah. is spread over each sq. yd. of 
the surface of the pavement, and while this bitumen is still 
hot and soft it is covered with a layer of torpedo sand rang
ing from % to JA inch, using about one cubic yard to each 
250 sq. yds. of pavement. The street is then immediately 
opened to traffic which grinds the sand into the bitumen and 
products a rubbery surface, black in color, almost noise
less, and having the appearance of sheet asphalt.

to'”6for about one dollar a square yard based on 
prices, and that is durable, noiseless, and pleasing

bec®®e 
ve»e

iT
eye, I can see no reason why it should not 
most universally used of any or all of the various Pa

nts

before the people to-day.

LARGE WATERWORKS.
e»1’

The protracted negotiations between the 
of South Australia, Victoria and New South Wales 1 
to the proper utilization of the waters of the Riv®r ^0^ 
for navigation and irrigation have been advance 
stage, an agreement authorizing South Australia „ 

Lake Victoria having been sl^jct 
Lake 
miles

Mur

CO»'
b 1ed

struct storage werks at
the premiers of the three states concerned, 
is situated in New South Wales, and about 14 
ect line above the boundary of South Australia. ^ tb6 

The agreement, which is subject to ratificat’1” ^ ^ 
parliaments of the three states, contains provisions^ 
transfer of the site of the proposed works from reselV<L
Wales to South Australia. It is estimated that ba.g
which will result from the improvement of the l>re cu ? 
Victoria will have a storage capacity of l’500’00°'o0o e<-
feet, and it will approximately cover an area 1 f 30,^e jeS ^ 
There will be two weirs and locks associated w> ^oed- v 
voir, the exact sites of which are not yet oet ^ ^all 
clause in the agreement provides that the cofflP ^ tb6 gy. 
be regarded as a settlement of the vexed question y[vff 
portionment between the states of the waters 0

d»f'
in a
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elasticity, are clearly brought out. The variation with age 
of the ratio of the yield point to the ultimate strength for 
the different aggregates has been determined.

tests ON REINFORCED-CONCRETE

The Structural Materials Laboratory of the United
St. Louis, Mo., in 

fair being held there 
carried on for

No extended discussion of the theory of reinforced con- 
is attempted in this bulletin, and theoretic formulas

Statesiq Geological Survey was founded at 
at°th ^ Connection with the world’s 

at time. At this laboratory there 
c] ,years extensive tests of various structural materials, 
f. lng a number upon various kinds of concrete and rein 

Ced"Concrete specimens. The scheme of the laboratory 
was to proceed from the simplest orm 

Cement, mortar and concrete through concrete tension 
Compression tests to various reinforced-concrete beam 
columns. In July, igIO, by act of Congress the labora- 

th/ iWaS transferred from St. Louis to Pittsburg and rom 
Bi,rdlreCti°n of the Geological Survey to the United States 
w:„eau Standards, under whose auspices further wor' 
cr e carried on. Preliminary reports of the tests on con 
W;6 ,materials include Bulletin No. 331 of the U.S. Geo- 
lUort*1 Survcy, which describes the tests of Portland «men 
3, a*s and their constituent materials, and Bulletin 1 o- 
of i°. U.S. Geological Survey, which covers t^ic teS.^ 
the lain COncrete beams. The next step in the testing, that is 
at t^eSt Plain reinforced-concrete beams, was comp eteo 
tranef Tcuis laboratory, but the data for the test w 
torv ferred to the U-S- Bureau of Standards when the labora-

y Was transferred and have been just published by na
short

crete
have been introduced only where necessary for the intelli
gent presentation of the data. The formulas used are, 
however, not original with the bulletin, but are based on as
sumption which are thought to approximate the truth.

was
six in-

The preliminary description includes accounts of the 
methods of tests of the cement, the sand, the aggregates, 
the reinforcement and the separate test pieces. Following 
that is a chapter on the result of tests, which discusses the 
tables which include all the data of the tests and in addition 
takes up the analysis of the beam at the first crack, the an
alysis at maximum load and the effect of variations in the 
percentage of reinforcement. Finally, in this portion is a 
discussion of the compression tests, taking up the influence 
of age on relative strength of cubes and cylinders and upon 
the modulus of elasticity and yield point and the ratio of 
the yield point to the ultimate strength.

The variation in the constants entering into the com
position of the beam and the completeness of the record of 
the tests are such that a great number of tables and dia
grams are needed to present the results. At the same time, 
these results are most comprehensive and permit of a thor
ough study of the behavior of simple reinforced-concrete 
beams.

in these latter testsof
and
an<j

buteau
description 

The 
x l6-in.

beams
series rriT, .
tested 1 Slsted °f 336 beams (three
cubL 1 together with the corresponding cylindnca
pjer 3 t€st Pieces for compression tests and 48 3011 
used"5 » det€rmine the adhesive strength of the aggregates
grav , ePresentative material of four classes of aggreg > 
Used ■’ crusbed granite, crushed limestone and cinders, 
trim; m making up the test pieces which were teste 
The Cat€ at tile ages °f 4> !3> and 52 weeks, respec tv

e report says :
to - report of these tests has been confined exclusi y 
With I,resentati°n of test data in such a way as to m 1 
.. 6 considerable certainty the various elements which affect 

esign of architectural and engineering 
s have, therefore, been made near maximum oa 
external load conditions, as measured by the ei

determined by the

We give below aas a “technologic paper.” 
- of its contents. Conclusions.—As a result of the tests, the authors have 

made the following conclusions :
Reinforced Concrete in Flexure.—The unit elongation of 

the' extreme lower fiber at the time of the occurrence of the 
first crack is 0.00012, for stone and gravel concrete, 0.00018 
for cinder concrete, and equals the unit elongation of the 
lower fiber at rupture of a beam of the same concrete with
out reinforcement.

tests on
reinforced

The

simultaneous compression
cylinders and 6-in. cubes and simply

with varying percentages of reinforcement.
of which were

tests8 comprise

not
and

The unit elongation of the extreme lower fiber at time 
of the occurrence of the first visible crack increases with the 
percentage of reinforcement.

The distance between cracks due to tension varies with 
the percentage of the reinforcement, slightly with the kind 
of aggregate, and is independent of the age of the concrete.

The ratio of the unit stress in the reinforcement at

The

the structures. maximum load to the yield point varies with the percentage 
of the reinforcement, is independent of the age of the con- 

and shows no regular variation with the initial
tw,

crete,
modulus of elasticity of the concrete.

foment, 
resisti and resistance of the beam as
the , Bg moment. There is included the relation be wee
reinf n,t stress at maximum load and the yield point o 

nforcem

The unit bond stress at a load just below maximum, 
for a unit stress in the reinforcement somewhat less than 
the yield point, is almost constant and equal to about 
lb. per sq. in. It increases slightly as the percentage of 
the reinforcement increases, increases somewhat with age, 
and with the strength of the concrete.

Basing the resisting moment of a reinforced-concrete 
beam on the tensile stress in the reinforcement, and neglecting 
the tensile resistance of the concrete, the ratio of the resist
ing moment to the bending moment is always less than one 
between 0.5 per cent, and 1.7 per cent, “effective” reinforce- 

This ratio is independent of the kind of aggregate

ent.
es have been made for maximum 

ert. °f 16,000 and 32,000 lb. of the relation between th 
lVe Percentage of reinforcement and (1) the resistan

120
studi

stresses
load and for unit

off

M°f the beam depth toas measured by ------ , (2) percentage
ne bd1

axis, (3) unit compressive stress
Th» , re’ (4) the deflection at the centre 
detaiireSU'ts are Presented diagrammatically and m gre 
agp ln tabular form. The change of such relation w 
have511/* A® difference due to the nature of the aggreg a 

a so been determined and are presented. 
h<- development and spacing of the tension cracks 
e neutral axis for the various aggregates, ages,

shown by photo-

the in the extreme 
of the beam.

ment.
used, decreases with age, and increases with the percentage
of reinforcement.

The behavior of the reinforced-concrete beam, having 
the reinforcement in two horizontal planes is identical with 
a beam having all the reinforcement concentrated in 
plane, and equal in amount to the reinforcement in the 
lower plane plus that in the upper plane multiplied by the 
ratio of the distances of the upper and lower planes from 
the neutral axis.

JÏ
low
Derc
graphs of the beamg_

comm6 is also included a study of plain concrete in direct 
treasp6SSl°n" The growth in strength with age and the 

’ stiffness, as- measured by the initial mo u u

oneoutages °f reinforcement is plainly

of

.£ 
c
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of the concrete >vill be greatly influenced by the uniform^The percentage depth of the neutral axis beloiy the top 
of the beam increases with the percentage of reinforcement 
and increases or decreases with different amounts of rein
forcement as the intensity of loading increases, depending 
upon the ultimate strength of the concrete as influencing a 
compression failure, and the relative stiffness of the con
crete for varying degrees of stress as determined by the 
character of the stress deformation diagram of the cylinders 
(fixed by the proportions, consistency, kind and age of 
concrete).

For all practical purposes the percentage depth to the 
neutral axis for a given unit stress in the reinforcement may 
be taken as independent of the age of the concrete.

The character of the concrete as measured by its 
modulus of elasticity exerts an influence on the position of 
the neutral axis.

For any given percentage of effective reinforcement the 
moment of resistance varies as the ordinates of a straight 
line, and based on the moment of resistance of a plain con
crete beam the moment of resistance for a reinforced-con- 
crete beam is proportional to the effective percentage of 
reinforcement.

The moment of resistance is appreciably affected by the 
character of the aggregate used and the age of the concrete.

For a given unit stress in the reinforcement the deflec
tion increases with the percentage of “effective” reinforce
ment and increases as the modulus of elasticity and ultimate 
strength of the concrete decreases.

The deflection of a reinforced-concrete beam increases 
in direct proportion to the increase in the unit stress in the 
reinforcement.

The unit compressive stress in the extreme upper fiber 
varies with the percentage of effective reinforcement as the 
ordinates to a straight line.

Excepting cinder concrete for the earlier ages and low 
percentages of effective reinforcement, the unit stress of 
16,000 lb. per sq. in. in the reinforcement corresponds 
unit compressive stress in the extreme upper fiber of at 
least 1,000 lb. per sq. in.

or nonuniformity of the grading.
Again, for equally good grading, the material wh>c** 

grades down from the larger particles will nearly alwaf5
The effect of a large am°UIlt 

should
show the greater strength.
of dust in decreasing the strength of the concrete

It must be recognized that the qualM 
of the sand used in making; the concrete—i.e., its hardnes5' 
size and grading, the presence of a large amount of ^

conclu-

not be overlooked.

fine material—are all elements which will modify 
sions as to the excellence of a given stone or gravel. 

From a consideration of the above facts it is always ad-
avail"visable to make careful investigation of the materials 

able, even though the costs of tests seem excessive.
The weight per cubic foot for a 1 :2 .-4 stone and 8raVe

creteconcrete may be taken as 150 lb. and a cinder con 
120 lb.

for aThe ultimate strength of 2,000 lb. per sq. in.
1:2:4 concrete at the age of four weeks, frequently ^ 
basis for unit stresses, was exceeded by almost 50 Per ce 
for the granite and gravel and by 25 per cent, for the 
stone concrete, but the value found was 20 per cent, 
than 2,000 lb. per sq. in. for the cinder concrete. 3

The ultimate compressive strength of concrete sh0"^
wees’’
of tba‘substantial increase from an age of four to one of 52 

the strength at four weeks being about 65 per cent, 
of 52 weeks.

The yield point at the age of four weeks averages 
0.30 the ultimate strength and for stone and gravel ^ 
cretes is well above 500 lb. per sq. in., but- for cindcrs^e 
somewhat less. '1 he yield point shows a substantial inC

about

with age. ■ ,
The compressive stress, gross deformation diagraIVjt

to a f 
error 

ed-coO'
a» °D

,riV6
’ 0.3°’ 

fact°r
the ultimate strength. This would correspond to a t 
of safety of about 3 and for a unit fiber stress 5° Ve1 

greater the error will not exceed 7 per cent.

of

concrete may be represented by a straight line up 
stress 1.5 times the yield point with a maximum 
about 6.5 per cent. A working formula for reinforc 
Crete in flexure, based 
diagram for concrete in compression, will therefore 
correct results up to an extreme unit fiber stress 0

deformon a constant stress

to a

of foUf
The initial modulus of elasticity at the age t,y

weeks exceeds 2,500,000, the amount usually sPeC1 i
about 85 per cent, for gravel, 70 per cent, for granl ’ jess

cent-

Concrete in Compression.—The conclusions as to the 
general effect of age on the various elements (ultimate 
strength, initial modulus of elasticity, and yield point) that 
determine the value of 
fairly general application.

a given concrete are probably of 45 Per cent, for limestone concrete, but is 35 Per 
for cinder concrete. The increase in stiffness 
measured by the modulus of elasticity, while ma 
nearly so great as the increase in strength.

The ultimate strength of concrete in comPrc 
given by the cylinder test is always less than that 8-^ age 
the cube test, the ratio being about 75 per cent. 
of four weeks, and showing a substantial increase ' ^ tbe 
due to the greater percentage increase of streng 
cylinders.

Reinforcement.—A study of the 1,260 tests 
used as reinforcement for the beams herein reco 
that: la) For even practically identical ultimate 
there is considerable variation in the percentage 
tion and reduction of 
relation to the ultimate strength.

a5

rked, 15It should be recognized that the results obtained for 
each class of material—i.e., granites, limestones, gravels, 
etc; used in these tests may not be applicable to other ma
terials of the same class obtained from a different source. 
There are too many elements affecting the strength of 
crete to warrant the assertion that because an individual of 
a class i.e., granite—gives excellent results, that, 
fore, all granites will give equally good results.

ssi°: SiveD

age’con-

there-
eelThe gravel

used in these tests has smooth, round surfaces but developed 
a compressive strength but little inferior to that of the 
granite, and appreciably greater than that of the limestone. 
Yet it cannot be stated that the use of any given gravel for 
concrete is permissible, because this particular sample, 
which originated from a hard, flinty rock and is well graded 
gives excellent results.

of the *
, sb<’wS 

5 lout*

4

of 6 
bearS

(b) The yield Pointarea.

A gravel deposit will necessarily 
partake of the physical properties of the rock from 
it is derived and

w hich
01 be hoped foi by tin- 

use of a gravel which originated from a soft, chalky lime
stone or from some weak, cleavable shale or sandstone. 
The compressive strength of the stone affects the compres
sive strength of the concrete in which it is used in 
gn at a degree to warrant the neglect of the consideration 
of this influence, while even for the same stone, the strength

META!-8-
A NEW COMBINATION OF with

------  alloy j.
A French metallurgist has manufactured -1'1 ^ tbe 

a hardness of steel and of great tensile 9tr*ngt, a„d 
dition to copper of chromium, aluminum, nick-1 
certain temperatures, which are maintained
lengths of time.
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The twelfth session of the International n 
of Navigation met this year in Philadelphia and^he 
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bers of this Congress, for they are a l ; 
body of men. Their impressions nf r i St lmP°rtant 
from this trip, wil, be mSt vile “S' “ 

the future. The Government must also lv country m 
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The Canadian Electrical Association 
their annual meeting in Ottawa next week A 
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The Canadian Engineer. Last year’s conventi™ 1 • , was held at Niagara Falls, On?., wLTnlTV^s 

meetings ever held by the society. The attendance 
large, the papers were good, and there was a 
interest shown throughout the meeting. As is 
known, this association is now affiliated with 
tional Electric Light Association, the union 
about two years ago. Evidently it has bee 
for the association, for
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A new permanent pavement between Toronto ^ 
Hamilton is being advocated. A first-class highway ^ 
necting these cities would be of inestimable beneti ^ 
both, and would serve as an object lesson on the ^ 
vantages to be obtained from good roads. Ontari ^ 
becoming so populous and the conditions of tra , 
the highways are becoming so severe that more a . 
tion must be paid to the question of the permanency
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THE PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT OF 
ONTARIO.

During the last session' of the Provincial Legisla
ture an Act was passed dividing Ontario into seven dis
tricts under the Public Health Department. While the 
exact boundaries of the various divisions have not as yet 
been announced, it is understood that this will soon be 
done, and that the appointment of the 
Officers who will be placed in charge will be made almost 
immediately. The Government is to be congratulated 
having taken this move, and there is little question but 
that under the present Provincial Health Officer the 
work will be carried on most effectively. The work of 
the Department will be much more effective under the 

régimé, for the heads of the different districts will 
be able to exercise a greater degree of supervision 
the different elements and conditions which affect the 
public health question of the Province, 
utmost care will be taken in choosing the district officers, 
for they must be men not only with a knowledge of the 
problems of sanitation, etc., with which they have to 
deal, but they must be men of considerable breadth of 
view. The engineering profession will watch the de
velopment of this department of governmental activity 
with considerable interest, for these new officers will be 

less intimately associated with the solution of 
many engineering problems.

the roadbed.
Publicseven

GENERAL NOTES.on

The table shows for fifteen stations, included inJ^ 

report of the Meteorological Office, Toronto, the 
precipitation of these stations for May, 1912 : fro»Departure

the average 
year>

new
over

Depth 
in inches.

1.40 
.. 2.30

of twenty
No doubt the —0.08

Calgary, Alta..........
Edmonton, Alta. ... 
Swift Current, Sask. 
Winnipeg, Man. ... 
Port Stanley, Ont. .
Toronto, Ont............
Parry Sound, Ont. .
Ottawa, Ont.............
Kingston, Ont..........
Montreal, Que. .. •
Quebec, Que............
Chatham, N.B..........
Halifax, N.S............
Victoria, B.C............
Kamloops, B.C. ...

+0.54 
+ 1.18 
+ 1.59 
+ 1.01
+3-10
+2-95
+3.°8
+3.60
+ 1-75 
+3-75

3-40
3.60
2.40
5.92
6.00
5.60

more or 5.70
5.10
6.90 08+ 4-6.90 +2.64

+0.34
6.30
1.60CITY ENGINEER.

—0-7 30.30
An anomalous condition has arisen with regard to 

the appointment of the Commissioner of Public Works 
at Toronto. Mr. R. C. Harris, an eminently capable 

for the position, has received the appointment, and 
with it the title of City Engineer. Mr. Harris is not a 
technical man, never having had any engineering training 
or experience, yet it is claimed, in order to secure the 
maximum of service, it is necessary that he carry the 
designation of engineer. The acting City Engineer, Mr. 
Powell, must, therefore, handle all of the technical 
phases of the city’s administration, and be, in fact, city 
engineer, but he will not be able to have the title. I he 
term “engineer” begins to mean little when city councils 
can give it to those without training. If certain city 

give the City Engineer specific powers and 
duties which, from his engineering training, he is best 
able to handle, it is decidedly a mistake to hand these 

and duties over to a non-technical man, who 
depend for his engineering knowledge on a sub

ordinate. It is unfair to the acting city engineer not to 
give him the title if he must carry the responsibilities 
and duties of the position.

LAND DRAINAGE BY PUMPING.man
carried;^ 

’ and tbe l*5t
Drainage by means of pumps has been 

European countries for the last hundred years,
in the United States during jn-

expene^y
a n£e'

rapidly increasing
twenty-five years. Through such extensive 
eluding numerous failures, a considerable amount 
ledge is now available on the subject of the prope 
ment and the requisite capacity of pumping plants^ ^ 

Among the plantations along the Gulf of ^^Qois, ^ 
ing has been in vogue for a long period. In ^ acc0^i 
though first tried about twenty years ago, little pla^ 
plished prior to 1900, but by the spring of igl° t 85>°°5 
were in operation, covering a total area of a illia0^ 
acres. The greater part of the lowlands along ^ aDd, ^ 
River have been already reclaimed in this manne ’seSS 
the lands are in the heart of the corn belt an< £ 
heavy, rich black soil, their value has led 0 vicipl

immediate
country

arr

in?'
*

statutes

powers
must

activity in drainage reclamation in the 
than has existed in most other portions of the

EDITORIAL COMMENT.
before

The investigation into the collapse of the south wall 
of the Neilson building, which occurred a short time ago 
in Toronto, has been concluded, and the verdict of the 
coroner’s inquest has been published. We had hoped 

the whole question of the collapse in this week’s 
issue of The Canadian Engineer. Unfortunately how- 

this has to be delayed until next week. In our issue

BRIDGE WILL BE USED 
COMPLETION.

vide
* VThe municipal council of Winnipeg, in °r osS;ble 

traffic facilities across Osborne Street with all P° ^ tj,e 
have offered a bonus of one thousand do ar in P 
tractors providing they have the three stee s. 
and a temporary planking by the evening ° J

co>rto cover
l£»e

ever,
of June 20th a résumé of the investigation and a 
account of the whole affair will be given.

9thfull
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795Sanitary
SURVEY OF THE OTTAWA RIVER. A bacteriological field outfit was taken along on the 

two trips made, the 20° C. Agar plates were put up 
after collection, thus insuring a much more accurate count 
than could be obtained had this work been done in the 
Laboratory. The work was done as prescribed in the 
standard methods of the A.P.H.A.

Ir> the soonprovSeVent6enth annual report of the Board of Health 
en lnCe Quebec, Mr. James O. Meadows, the 

neer for the board, gives a report on a sanitary 
, the Ottawa 

of interest

of the
Sanitary
sury
^tters 
form

c7 of
River. His report presents iiiany 

recentl and has been published in a pamphlet
^'stribution V !Jy the Provincial Government, for general
^eadow’<: , Present herewith an abstract of Mr.

Th S reP°rt.

Was Undertak^ san*tary condition of the Ottawa River
yater suppf 6n t0 study t^e river as a source of domestic 
°rmation ant^ *ts rolations to public health, and the in- 

analyticai d°ntai'ne<l is based upon results secured from 
"'hich was ata.,recently completed and by analytical data 

These 3Vai ak*e ^rom Previous local studies. 
suPplies<*ieS re^ate t0 t^le Potability of the domestic 

industrial ^ re^ard t0 their relation.to sewage, refuse, 
thoco r Wastes discharged into the river at points 

se que" . from which
, questions
°ns tn'tu an<1 tyPb°id fever data 

he Public health.
fr°m a point^ ^aS been confined to a study of the main river 
?ect has bee 3 °Ve ^mbroke to Montreal, and the main ob- 
ls Used as D to determine to what extent the Ottawa River 

source of public water supply, 
work ic i1. n taken up under the following headings:

2 °nduct of investigation.
Ottawa

The remainder of the bacteriological work 
the laboratory together with the 
The chemical work was limited to

was done in 
necessary chemical work.

. . a determination of the
physical and mineral characteristics of Ottawa River 
because it was realized that the polluting factors 
be gross, and that the bacteriological analyses 
a more accurate gauge as to their

water, 
would not 

would offer 
presence or absence.

Table No. 2.—Approximate Discharge of the Ottawa River 
and its Tributaries at High and Low Periods.Water

and High 
C. F. S.

Name of River
above C. F. S.
The such water supplies are obtained, 

have been further studied by the aid of
to obtain their

Ottawa, above Montreal 
eal River ..................

Keepcwa..........
Ma: lawn ........
Magemasib'é. .
D 1 Moine ....

P.itawaxva 
Indian

Conlotige ,
Bonncchère........................
Madawaska....................
Mississippi .......... ...........
Carpe .................................
Ttiro ........ ........................
Gatineau .........................
Rideau ................., .
Little Blanche...................
Blanche................................
Du Lièvre ..................
North Nation....................
South Nation.....................
Salmon........ ......................

Du Nord ............................
La (irais .. .............................
Outflow Lake ef Two Mountains

67,500

17.000
13,0002,500
Moo
1,800

Septembervital
r®lati

5.° 00 
800

so as

7,000
500

7,000

500

^he 500

300 50
55.000April

May
4.5UO

Special features*011 °n water slie<T and a description of its 

3- ReSu]ts /

°ttawUatoRtoariZed data
age j<IVer 
t,. ’ and River
data

501,200 
22 500 
4.500

8 000

River. Information as to its area,
April 300
May 150

°f investigations. 8 o
50

250,000

250April
in regard to the population using the

sew-
The character of Ottawa

17,400

as a water supply, for the discharge of
WateTa aCtUriDg Waste'

on Wat S Ind*cated by analytical data, together with 
4- ConclusioUrifiCati0n and typb°id fever statistics.

Tabie

Information was secured regarding the quality 
water supplies taken from the Ottawa River, especially in 
those places where local conditions play an important 
as to the sanitary quality of the supply.

was

of public

part

Ch" Month,y Discharge of Ottawa River at 
____ audière Falls, Ottawa, for 1910.

Considerable interest 
ficials, after the purpose of the 
them, and the work 
operation.

Population statistics have been based 
and will probably be found nearly 
1911 will be at hand soon 
made where found necessary.

shown by the municipal 
survey was explained to 

was greatly benefitted by their Co-

of-

tooiHh,

tot» *
on local estimates 

correct. The census of 
so that slight corrections can be

28,000
22.00046.500
73.°°°

70,000
44.500 
28,000

33-000
39.000
39,000

24.7502L500
15.500
47.500 
61,000 
45.000 
23.000
22.500

32,0 o

Jun,"--..
July......
V U^U$t "

31 • 000
60,000
68.500
57.500 
33.709 
25,200 
25,000 
25,200 
35,000 
30,000

Vital statistics have been obtained in th 
the Ontario Board of Health and from the 
Health.

e most part from 
Quebec Board of 

typhoid 
local Boards of

In the case of, . . , , some of fbe larger cities
fever statistics have been secured from the 
Health.

p6cessaryUCt^ °f investigation.—To
7 ettlbroke Z° \T}PS Were made down the Otta River, from 
a ae> igi0j ontroal. The first trip was made during

the ]ast Cn *be flow of the river was near its maximum, 
k0 6r was in was made during October, 1910, when the 
in rt'lr|t munj\s Iow stage. During these two trips the im- 

re8'ard to <'!Pa.*’ttes were visited and information secured 
te Fe also sen. 1C,r Sanitary improvements. Printed blanks 
DorUeStin8' inf °Ut t0 *'^e towns bordering the Ottawa River 
6or U*at*0li, w °rmation °f a general character in regard to 
ia^at nianuf.^vyor^cs* and sewerage systems. The im- 
as ° ’'be rjVer llcturing concerns discharging liquid waste 

0 the amo* Vlere visited, and a rough estimate obtained 
Unt of waste discharged by these plants.

Data as to water consumption are based on local est," 
mates, and as a majority of the supplies 
is very probable that in some 
very accurate.

Secure
are unmetered, it 

cases these estimates are not

The Ottawa River.-The Ottawa River has 
lakes near the height of land. The river has 
700 miles and has a total watershed 
miles.

its source in
a length of

The upper part of the Ottaw? °f 56,°°° 

granite plateau of precambrian formation, and the 
is low and marshy. Below this granite plateau 
falls rapidly. The upper Ottawa basi_ 
having a total area of several hundred 
Pembroke to Ottawa the river is 
by rapids.

square 
news through a

country 
the river

n contains many lakes 
square miles. From 

a series of lakes separated

Min.

P B3 P
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It is of interest to note that in several cases the DlU_j 

cipalities which have the most polluted water supplie5 3 ^ 
the highest typhoid death rate have done nothing as 
improve the quality of their water supplies.

Domestic Sewage.—In Table No. 4 is shown summa
data in regard to the sewerage conditions for ten ®uD ,

distance1 
latio»

Allumette Lake has an area of 60 square miles, Cou- 
longe Lake 25 square miles, Lac des Chats 40 square miles 
and Lake Deschenes 45 square miles. The river falls rapidly 
at Ottawa and below this point there is 60 miles of navig
able water, reaching to Grenville.
Carillon the river falls 50 feet and then enters the Lake of 
Two Mountains, a large lake having an area of 75 square 

At the foot of the Lake of Two Mountains the river

yet

riz^
From Grenville to

This data showspalities on the Ottawa River.
below Pembroke, estimated population, estimated popu ^ 
connected to municipal sewers, miles of sewers, and 11 ^ 
ber of sewer outlets into the Ottawa River and other

miles.
divides, the major portion flowing to the north of the Island 
of Montreal, the remainder entering the St. Lawrence River
at St. Anne de Bellevue.

It is to be noted that the sewage from a population 
nearly 500,000, which is included in this table, does n° 
charge into the Ottawa River, but into the St. ^aW^ate(, 
River, a portion of which is made up of Ottawa River 

Manufacturing Waste.—The principal manufact11 
waste on the Ottawa River is the bark from the log5- 
bark becomes loosened from the log from lying in the 
and falls off. A portion of the high color content 0 ^ 
Ottawa River water is no doubt due to the tannin ext 
from water soaked bark.

streams.

Table No. 3.—Water Supplies from Ottawa River.

Average
daily

consumption 

(gallons 1

rifleEstimated Reseryo’rs

Capacity

Estimated
City or Village

Population

ted600,000 
33,000 

150,000 
3,500,000 

15,600,000 
50,000 

300,000 
2,500,000 
1,500,000 

425,000 
39,000,coo

150,000
85.000

4700

10150

12250
450000

5.500
4.500 

16 70S

3,°29
4.300

10,350
15.000
12.500 

455,800

Pembroke
Arnprior
Aylmer.
Hull...............
Ottawa.... 
Rockland... 
Hawkesbury
Lachine----
Westmount
Verdun........
Montreal...

thefromAt Ottawa and Hawkesbury the wash water 
pulp and paper mills enter the river. Save-alls are 
on these discharge lines and prevent a large percents

The total a®0

tedloca
of7,000,000

37,000,000
the pulp from gaining access to the river, 
of this waste is probably not more than fifteen to 
million gallons daily. The sulphite liquors from 
phite mill at Ottawa also discharge into the river.

discharged

tweatf
the sU ' 
At pre;Many tributaries enter the Ottawa River, a list of which 

is given in Table No. 2 together with their maximum and 
minimum discharge. The urban population on these tribu
taries is scant and in only a few cases do municipalities 
exist which discharge domestic sewage into the rivers.

jot 0
sent the amount of manufacturing waste ^
the Ottawa River is comparatively small and does n ^3! 
preciably affect the river, nor does it cause any 
nuisances.

Table No. 4.—Sewerage Table for Municipalities °n

aP'

Population of Watershed.—The total population of the 
Ottawa River watershed is estimated between 475,000 and 

Within a radius of ten miles at Ottawa, are the Ottawa River.500,000.
municipalities of Aylmer, Hull and Ottawa, having a total 
population of over 100,000. As only about 20,000 of the re
maining population of the main river have sewer outlets 
into the Ottawa River, it is evident that the great percentage 
of the urban pollution occurs at Ottawa and vicinity.

J-UNumber of
sewer outlets 

Ottawa in
River__

&Miles of strÿ

City or Village

From the flow data, secured in the Georgian Bay Ship 
Canal Survey Report for the Ottawa River, at Ottawa, a 
maximum flow of 76,000 cubic feet per second is recorded 

When compared with the combined popu-

Î
j4Pembroke ..for May, 1910.

lation for Ottawa and vicinity, the flow of the stream is
about 760 cubic feet per second for each 1,000 of population.
When the same comparison is made for the minimum dis
charge it is noted that the stream flow is 150 cubic feet per
second for each 1,000 of population or one-fifth of the maxi- 

Other conditions being nearly the same it is

Aylmer.................
Hull......................
Ottawa..............
Hawkesbury.... 
Lachine[a] 
Wertmounnt [b] 
Verdun ... 
Montreal..............

6 4
6

'"ta
b
.1

13

ct pi®1*6 
S bel0*mum flow.

expected that the pollution Below Ottawa would reach its 
during low water stages, when the sewage would

fa] Lachine sewage is discharged in the River
Riverwhich later discharges into St. Lawrence 

Verdun. :ilmaximum
receive less dilution than at other times in the year Mootre

[b] Westmount sewage is discharged int0
Industrial Development.—The principal industries on 

the Ottawa River basin are lumbering and agriculture, 
several points on the Ottawa River lumber mills exist which 
formerly disposed of their sawdust waste into the river. The 
chief manufacturing plants are for the manufacture of pulp, 
paper, sulphite and matches, 
these several plants is very small when compared to the 
volume of flow in the river.

Domestic Water Supply.—In Table No. 3 is listed in
formation in repard to the water supplies of eleven munici
palities on the Ottawa River which receive their domestic 
water supply from the Ottawa River.

In four of the municipalities, namely, Pembroke, Ottawa, 
Westmount and Montreal, the river water is purified by 
means of Calcium hypochlorite, 
filtered by means of a mechanical pressure filter.

sewers. riV«rAt
tf **Formerly when sawdust was discharged int0 

considerable trouble was caused by the formation 
banks of sawdust. laIge -

The river a few miles below Ottawa contai £re(jUeI]*
<F

The combined waste from
posits of sawdust, and large amounts of gas are 
seen bubbling to the surface. The sawdust 
undergoes a slow decomposition accompanied by 
tion of gas. tbe

The Dominion amendment of 1895 prohibitif 
posai of sawdust in the rivers came into effect '^5^0s^ 
since that time no more of this waste has been 
in the Ottawa River. rep0rt, ^

Character of Ottawa River Water.—For this ^ eflt6 
formation in regard to the amount of pollution w

*

d>5'

At Verdun the water is

o 5,500 
69 4.500
97 3,'0°

106 12,700
106 86,100
166 4.300

10.350 
224 15,000
224 12,500
223 4 5.800

219

4.29.122,500
4-150

800 45
2,600 

83,000 
4,000 

10,150 
IS,000

5.
751043

4-
14.2

8.
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the river
and the 

rf,SUpPl’es, has 

e analytical data

effect such pollution has- on the public 
been taken from previous reports and 

recently collected by this board.

supplies, but this infection has always _
nature, that is, the municipality has infected 
supply.

been of a local 
its own waterThe previous^■Qalysis 0f T10us leports consulted are “A Biological 

r°m Noveml116 ^ontreal Water Supply during the periods 
t0n) M.D ">€r’ i89°, to November, 1891, by Wyatt Johns- 
i894, and',“TP,Pearin8' in th« Montreal Medical Journal of 
lVater,” %. t, 6 bacteriological Analyses of Ottawa River

Below Ottawa the germ content of the Hvp, 
perceptibly, due to the large amount of sewage that 
the river at Ottawa and vicinity. This increL. •
•l.,be ».y the L,h, Two V" «”
h.gher during low water than when the river is

Figure No. 3.—Showing Bacterial
for July, 1891.

(Dr. Wyatt Johnston.)

enters

ky Harrison

No. i.__

near its

Content of Ottawa River
and Vanderleck.

Showing Bacterial Content of Ottawa River 
for June, 1910.

F|Sure

J
f i ! >5i *

%

•8 97 /Ob /0r>x /X3

'to,

/♦««

«N

mVo,

s:/
X

'Jo

maximum discharge, showing that the amount of diW 
the factor most affecting the germ content of the rive^fro15 
Ottawa to the Lake of Two Mountains. r fr m

The Lake of Two Mountains acts as a natural 
basin and a decided decrease in germ content is noted 2 
the river water has passed through this lake

Comparative data of considerable interest is afforded in 
comparing the results collected by Dr. Johnston in 1891 with 
those collected by the Provincial Board of Health in 1910.

0 °r" J°hnst0n used alkaline gelatine plates incubated at 
20 C. The period of incubation is not mentioned in his 
paper, but was probably not more than 48 to 72 hours be 
cause after that period liquifying bacteria would have de" 
stroyed his plates. It will be noted that the 
by Dr. Johnston are lower than those 
vincial Board of Health.

the Pernb*1?1 data has 
tlCUla% in e' Verdun

The

also been secured in connection with 
and Montreal water supplies, par- 

'“e w °nnection with the water purification plants.
^‘Ver from° o °f Dr" Johnston, done in 1891, on the Ottawa 
b'-'firig fjje ttawa to Montreal, is of great value for com- 
c°Qditi0ris COnc^ition of the river at that time with present

River from Pembroke to Ottawa receives 
sewage from a combined population of not

tL The

t do»
°ver

Ottawa
estic

IS,ooo.
The

^et\veen ^es *ch)alities discharging sewage into the river 
j. lhe riVer 6 0 Points are well separated, and the nature

eah makes purification by natural agencies nearly results secured 
secured by the Pro-The

al sewers.
gUre No. 2_

• Showing Bacterial Content of Ottawa River 
for October, 1910.

In 1891 Ottawa had 
of 37,300 and Hull 11,300, which is less than halfcontent of the river above Ottawa is com- 

except where polluted for a short distance
a population 

the popu-

Figure No. 4.—Showing Bacterial Content 
for September, 1891.

(Dr. Wyatt Johnston.)

of Ottawa Rivere
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lation of these two cities at present. 
Johnston's work on the Ottawa River 
Nos. 3 and 4.

The results 
are shown in Figs.

Ottawa River below 

at Ot-
municipalities

sewage into the river.

of Dr.
WK' most
rjv*C^ shows f 6S 's absent in one cubic centimeter

r 'vater. 3 rat^er high degree of bacterial purity for a The increased germ content of the 
Ottawa is no doubt due to the increased 
tawa and vicinity and to the fact that 
below Ottawa now discharge domestic

Se
IIU" and 0t?aPwha°,d populationepidemics have occurred at Pembroke, 

^Ue to infection of the municipal water several
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shouW

Otta«a
The Ottawa statistics appear larger than they 

because non-residents who die from the disease in 
included in the mortality statistics.

On the two trips made by officers of the Provincial 
Board of Health an increased germ content was noted below 
Carillon. This increase is probably due to pollution which 

from the lock chambers, as no other source can be
are

Montrealcomes
found to account for the increase. Table No. 5.—Deaths from Typhoid Fever at 

1905-1910.The analytical results secured by the Provincial Board 
of Health are shown in Figs. Nos. 1 and 2. I9IO

I9°9I908I907Months 1905
Fig. NO. 5. 7S

18 119January.........
February

April.............

July............
August .......
September .. 
October 
November... 
Decemb r .

DIAGRAMME 14
6 4z13 7 97Purification de lea u de Montre a / 4t 68 55 7 854 7 1474/2CO 9 13

145 24 H
7^

18
53/aoo 9 i93212

13055Total
4*'53 633-3

I 366,915 380,000
37-Death rate per 100.000 

Fstimated population..
455>

395.°"°303.600 350,500

witb
Table No. 7 shows the total death rate together 

the typhoid death rate for eleven municipalities on 
tawa River for the year 1910.

the °t-
*00 r.

Otta'va
Conclusions.—This study has shown that the 

River above the city of Ottawa is in a very satisfactory^ 
dition as regards bacterial purity, except where PollUt|)babl« 
a short distance by municipal sewers. It is not & 
that the amount of pollution for this district will 1 

perceptibly for a considerable period of time.

cofl'
j' zi.tfTsz?.

o Nov Dec JaneJain Joli jfout; Sift Oct

Moyennes Meneue//es eas6

Purification of Ottawa River Water.—The Ottawa River 
water is being purified at Pembroke, Ottawa and Montreal 
by means of Calcium hypochlorite, and at Verdun by filtra
tion through mechanical pressure filters.

The disinfection plants are only temporary in character 
and have been installed to treat the water only until more 
permanent works are constructed.

The disinfection of the Montreal supply has tended to 
materially reduce the typhoid fever rate and the results at 
the other two municipalities have been equally satisfactory.

The city of Montreal is at present constructing a water 
filtration plant, of the double filtration type, the city of

Figure No. 6.—Bacterial Results Secured at Verdun by 
Mechanical Pressure Filters.

Ottawa-
Table No. 6.—Deaths from Typhoid Fever at 

1905=1910.

I9J°
I9°91908Months

7 JlJanuary.................
Febtuary ....................

July........................
August....................
September...............
October..................
November...............
December...............

4
3
3

3.
3
15

3
7 94

4 6 ;53
252136>3Total >3 83,36080,184 1969.73567.57265,500Estimated population.. 

Death rate per 100,000
3°'26 *5»-619.2

of dis-The work done has shown that the sewage 
and Hull pollutes the Ottawa River for a 
tance below these municipalities.
Ottawa to St. Anne de Bellevue is not fit to use 

state as a domestic water supply.

consider^*1 ,f0pi 
Riverits **The Ottawa
in

AJ0O
V/ \/ \/ Table No, 7.\ICC

/ \
fl oO-°°°

tbsP6'/'Y--/
____ ' peaDeaths in I9X°0 fib *Ur *pri / M0j JJnCWUjj Jmn e Ju ly OcT Xrr

monthly flverm&cs.
Apn / Miles below 

Pembroke TotalPopulationCity or village Typb°idTotal
»■>

Ottawa has had its waterworks situation investigated by Mr. 
Allen Hazen, who has reported on a supply either from Mc
Gregor Lake or a filtered water supply from the Ottawa 
River, and Pembroke has extended its water intake 7.000 
feet to take water from mid-stream, thus escaping the eddies 
which were held responsible for the severe epidemic of 1909.

Fig. No. 5 shows the results secured at Montreal by 
Calcium hypochlorite sterilization, and Fig. No. 6 shows the 
results secured at Verdun by filtration.

Typhoid Fever Statistics.—Tables Nos. 5 and 6 shows 
the typhoid fever mortality at Montreal and Ottawa from 
1905 to 1910 inclusive.

t>-1I5°° 
1119 
i860 
2110
I?00
247"

pPembroke «... 
Am prior.........
Hun"”..'.
Ottawa ......
Rockland ----
Hawkesbury..
Lachine ........
Verdun ...........
Westmount 
Montreal........

toi637 
167° 
177°

70

4*t,20

224»
19*

. QttaW®
Because of the high color content of * v be the tef 

mechanical filtration will be foun< urified ^ 
satisfactory method to be adopted to secure •- ^ purl
water,
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June

at Ottawa*'011 3t ^east °f the pollution which enters the river 
load on th 3nt* should be removed so as to lighten the
which wil]6 Sma^er municipalities located below on the river, 
their mn„- Soon he forced to consider the purification of 

The a'°1Pal Water applies.
the river c™°Unt °f manufacturing waste which now enters 
pr°bable tha*^^'110 apprecmhle nuisance, and it is not at all 
factor. at * is waste will so increase as to be a polluting
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THE PREVENTION OF SMOKE.
The sight of black, thick smoke emerging from the 

smoke stacks of industrial plants at once inspires 
of prosperity and plenty. a feeling

Seen from some distance this 
does not cause inconvenience, but at closer range it becomes 
obvious that it is not only inconvenient but disagreeable in 
the extreme, so much so, in fact, that legislation has been 
brought about in many municipalities to reduce what is 
commonly called “the smoke nuisance.”

It took considerable time

The
^a®al will ”Structmn of the proposed Georgian 1 
*n some ca 3Ve a considerable effect on the Ottav 

Probabl °k a^*t*onaf Pollution will enter the r 
°f the river factor will be the equalizing of
tl0n Which o " 1C^ tend to prevent the maximum pollu- 

The OttCCUrS furmS" the low stages of the river.
°Utside 0f t,lWa ^fver, being an interprovincial stream, is 

This cond'JUr'St*1Ctl0n °f cither province.
C°ntroI 0Ver Uj°n suggests federal authority and sanitary 
entirely wlthjSUC l, Streams and bodies of water as do not lie 

n t e confines of one province.

to educate large fuel con
sumers to the fact that the greater portion of the smoke 
going out to polute the atmosphere 
and could be employed to

was really waste heat, 
great advantage in their own 

boilers, but within the last few years there has been a re 
markable development in the utilization of coal under the 
steam boiler, and to-day many steam plants are burnimr 
bituminous coals practically without smoke. This is largely 
due to improvements in the design of the furnaces and more 
care on the part of the firemen.

Within the last few years there has been 
development in the utilization of coal under the _
To-day many steam power plants in the United 
burning bituminous coal practically without smoke This 
has been brought about by improving the design" of the 
furnaces and by careful attention on the part of the firemen 

It is now possible to design and operate boiler plants 
burning a high-yolat.le coal which will be practically smoke 
less under usual operating conditions, giving off no black 
or dense gray smoke except when a fresh fire is being built 
Banking the fire shutting dampers, etc., cause smoke of a 
ight or gray shade only. This has been demonstrated at 

the engineering experiment station of the University o 
Illinois, where a boiler has been installed, properly equipped 
with a furnace or burning Illinois coal. Under ordinary 
conditions this plant makes no smoke whatever This eoum 
ment is not suitable for burning low-volatile coals such as 
are largely used in the East. In experimenting with this 
furnace an effort was made to produce smoke but it 
found impossible to make black smoke, 
about jo per cent, black.

a remarkable 
steam boiler. 

States areWave impact on engineering 
STRUCTURES.

It is
ace or top 0ç known fact that the impact of a wave on the 

1"°Qcrete rnav a °reakwater formed of blocks of masonry or 
°hpOsite (jjre ,UlUse such a block to start from its seat in the 
j S w*thdraWa1 10n t0 t*lat °f impact, and may actually cause 
a Which blocks r°m t^‘e ^ace or t0P °f the breakwater. Cases 

severai su S Wc:*ghing several tons and carrying the weight 
patiner ar PerPosed courses have been withdrawn in this 

aHati°ns 0^° comparatively frequent 
e Past attr-, 1 *s Phenomenon which have been current in 

°n (he fate * ate I1 cither to the fact that the wave pressure 
^Pted hydros * ° breakwater at the instant of impact is trans- 
l0n of the int a*1Ca^y’ 3S *n an hydraulic press, to every por- 

at thos enor’ tkus giving rise to an excess outward pres- 
• e Estant h P°r^ons °f the face over which the wave is not 

eQtrappe<j là °r t0 tke compression of the air which
,° an intern i" tae open joints. Such a compression gives rise 
1* finite tntarDreSsure) which is maintained for some small 

*eved the CrVa* ^me after the recession of the wave has
n recentl 
nient 

°ceedi

occurrence. The ex-

was
the worst being

Coal can be burned smokelessly, the 
gasoline, or kerosene oil, if the equipment 
signed and adjusted.

same as gas,
is properly de- 

Each °f these fuels will give off 
smoke if conditions are not favorable. All the authorities 
on the subject of combustion and smoke prevention 
upon the following conditions as requirements for 
less furnace :—

Pressure on the face. An experimental investiga- 
ofy Carrie<* out by members of the Engineering De- 

ngs 0'f'iVerSity College, Dundee, and published in the 
assurnin° ^nstitution of Civil Engineers, indicates

Cr Second th” & max*mum velocity of wave impact of 80-ft. 
the flrsj. ^ e maximum internal pressure to be anticipated 

to fie. assumi,**1056 assumPtions is about 2.9 tons per sq. ft., 
ahout Sjx. ltlS: a’r compression, the pressure may amount 

fact tj°ns per scl- ft. The experiments, however, point 
an l3t ln favorable circumstances the impact of the 

Pen joint gives rise to a “water hammer” action, 
s to that

Part
Tr agree 

a smoke-(hat,
1. The coal should be supplied 

quantities at frequent intervals. The 
approaches a continuous and uniform 
results.

to the furnace in small
more nearly the feed 
supply the better the

on

t0 the
Wav
anai

2. The air supply should be slightly in 
theoretical amount required and be 
through the fuel bed, with

excess of the 
admitted principally 

, , an aux‘liary supply admitted at
the front or rear of the furnace to burn gases from the coal

3. The temperature in the furnace should be sufficiently 
high to ignite the gases given off from the fuel bed

4. There should be a fire-brick combustion chamber of 
sufficient dimensions and so designed as to cause the thor 
ough mixture of the gases and air, permitting complete com" 
bustion before the mixture reaches the boiler

It has been found in this

following the sudden closure of a valve at 
. —« occur 3 'on8 Pipe line conveying' water. Where this 
’fher bs S’ Pressures vastly in excess of those possible 
lr eortipj-gg^.'1’*' hydrostatic transmission of pressure or by 

'mpacj ‘ „1<3n’ are produced, and, with the assumed velocity 
tj^eri more jnmay amount to some 40 tons per sq. ft., or 
s e afivigg^j,1. specially favorable cases. The results sugge 
€r*es of (jj. ,lty °f Providing a free outlet, by means of 

w.ains or weed-holes opening
p r as may percolate to the interior of such a 

Water " ^ drains, preventing’ the accumulation of in- 
°f inter' 'V°u*<j h® an effective guard against the produc- 

n"1* Pressures of sufficient magnitude to affect the 
structure, whether due to air compression or to

surfaces.
, , . . country, as well as in Europe

that when smoke is given off there is also a loss of carbon 
monoxide (CO) and other combustible gases. The loss d.,1 
to the carbon which we see and call smoke is seldom 
than 1 per cent., but the loss due to the escape of the 
bustible gases may amount to an additional 

It has been found that, contrary to 
with extremely high temperatures

for
st SUch

tertial

its sheltered face,on
ctUre.

more 
com-

3 to 10 per cent, 
general opinion, 

more smoke is produced

llon
stabiij 

®r ha
!y ftheWat

! mer.

V, 
«

aJ 
>



Table 2.—Analyses of Chimney Cases.
Clear.

2. CO. CH4. h2
Smoky. N>-N„. CO

81.20 .. .
80.75 ••••

ch4. h2.o2.co2. CO.Boilers.
6.90{ 11.00 

10.65
0.90
2.15No. 1, hand-fired 6.45 79-5°

81.25o1 7.00 13.50 
9.00 9-75No. i, with smoke-prevention device...

No. 2, hand-fired .........................................
No. 3, hand-fired .........................................
No. 4, fire under caustic pot, hand-fired
No. 5, split bridge, hand-fired...............
No. 6, with smoke-prevention device.... 
No. 7, with smoke-prevention device.... 
No. 8, with smoke-prevention device....

o
8. 80.65 ..................

82.95 ...................
80.82 ...................
79.60 ..................

___  7.25 12.00
----- 7.15 12.15
___  8.15 11.10

10.25
13.25
10.95
8-75

.50 oo
3- .05 o 

3.00
3.25

o
I. 3.23

1.007- 8o-75oo 8o-7°
80.75oo

oo
due ^ 

than tb® 
efficiency

Table 3, compiled from results obtained at the above-mentioned fuel-testing plant, shows that the losses 
the escape of CO and other combustible gases may be considerable and that they are of more importance 
gain from a corresponding increase in carbon dioxide (C02). It is evident that the prevention of smoke and the 
of the plant are very closely related.

Table 3.—Relation of CO to Efficiency. 749Number of tests.
Average per cent, of C02 in flue gases___
Average per cent, of CO. in flue gases.... 
Average efficiency (72*) a ...................................

28 34 10-94324215 II 2529 21
9.90 9.60 9-57 IU'^

.13 .16 .12 -lS
65.55 66.41 67.48 69.1°

7. 9.46 9.29 9.09 9.48 9.48
.17 .19

52.96 56.73 59.56 62.08 63.43 64.58

.10
1.73•53 .27 .22

No-BulletinU.S. Geol. Survey.a For discussion of efficiency 72*, see A study of tour hundred steaming tests :
325, 1907.

ESOURCE5'DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL R
ste*

the can
betweennumber of reinforced concrete structures on 

in that section of the Irrigation Block lying 
and Brooks and the Bow and Red Deer Rivers.

The Canada Foundry Company have also bec'^ 
large contract for the supplying and erection ^ ^ a jpil11^ 
bridges over the main canal system, containing a ’ 
and a half pounds of steel, which, with maS”lH 
will provide practically permanent structures. ^ in 

Work on all of these contracts will be c0,"'i .gC 
immediate future, and several hundred men, ^^ reqvl 
of teams, and an elaborate construction plant 
for their completion.

rded

LARGE CONTRACTS LET BY THE C. P. R.

A. S. Dawson, Chief Engineer of the C.P.R. Department 
of Natural Resources, reports thei awarding of three large and 
important contracts in connection with the construction work 
in the Eastern Section of that company’s Irrigation Block.

Messrs. Grant, Smith and Co., and McDonnell, of Van
couver, have been awarded a contract running into over $500,- 
000 for the construction of a large reinforced concrete aque
duct, two miles in length, near Brooks, which will take the 
next two summers to complete.

Messrs. Jansey Bros., and Boomer and Hughes, of Calgary 
and Seattle, have been awarded a two-year contract, amount
ing to about $300,000 for the construction of a very large

>'
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ac-also be expected in connection with the CO, but on 
of the difficulty of determining the small percentage.

seldom recorded, though the 0 
In confirmation of the® 

Tabk

and more unburned gases are lost up the stack. High tem
perature is of course due to a supply of air approaching the 
theoretical amount, and on account of the difficulty of ob
taining a complete mixture of the gases and air some gas 
is allowed to escape unburned. (See Table 1.)

may
count
of these gases they are 
due to their escape is -considerable, 
statements, the accompanying tables are submitted.

of the relation of smoke to unburned
1 gives a summary
gases and combustion-chamber temperatures as determ 
from more than 200 boiler tests made at the St. L°

The combustible gas most frequently found in the flue 
gases is carbon monoxide (CO). This gas is nearly always 
present when the stack gives off black smoke, indicating 
imperfect combustion.

ined

U.S.A., fuel-testing plant.Hydrogen and hydrocarbon gases

and Combustion-Chamber Temperatures.
Per Cent, of Black Smoke, 

o to 10 10 to 20 20 to 30 30 to 40

Table 1.—Relation of Smoke to CO

50 to 6040 to 50o 4365618 175iNumber of tests ................................................................
Average per cent, of smoke...........................................
Average per cent, of CO in flue gases.......................
Average per cent, unaccounted for in heat balance

37 52.943-134-7
0.21

24.7 
■ o. 14 

10.93

15.57-1o 0.350.33O.II
9.46

O.II

10.60
0.05
9.14 13.3413.41II .41

4
4816 1726 3245Number of tests a 

Average combustion-chamber temperature (°F) .... 2,180
2,6-72,4652,4502,4-52,3572,215

a Temperatures in combustion-chamber were not deter mined on all tests.

Table 2, from the Manchester report, gives analyses of chimney gases, including determinations 
and methane (CH,), which occur in small percentages.

(Hi)of hydrogen
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The M
Cubic fce" °" ('u Ransome street mixer will handle up to 20 
Per hour *°0se oiaterial and will mix from 40 to 60 batches 
&asoline " II. is ^gularly equipped with a 2-cylinder opposed 
ed With °ng:*n€ and 2 20-ft. distributing chute. It is arrang- 
rethain Clutch by which the drum can be thrown out and 
aUd jt *s ' while the machine is traveling along the roa , 
Roving ; a S.° edu'Pped with a traction device adapted f°r 
is tlle fa10 C’tller direction. A notable feature of this outfit 
ft- 2 ins'Ct Zllat the over-all height has been kept within 1 r 
^°Pper an b's has been done by eliminating the charging 

Th ‘ crnPtying direct from skip into mixer.
VV^leels dr*vdnS' wheels are 44-ins. in diameter and the front 
^ Using S‘’ *he tires being 10-ins and 8-ins. respectively. 
Sr°Und 1 1 6Se large wheels an 18-inch clearance above the 
yp of 'as been made possible, thus avoiding any jacking 
^®ct i2_in rn,lchine to clear manholes which are liable to pro- 
Street. 0r more above the sub-grade of an untinishe 
tllUs mal n desired- flanges may be bolted to the tires, 
^^hine’ lng the outfit suitable for operation under the 

n""a Power on trolley tracks, etc. If the outfit is 
o behind a trolley car at high speed, standard 

is may be readilv substituted for the ones regu

larly furnished, as the wheels are easily taken off inasmuch 
as the driving axle is mounted in split boxes and the front 
axle can be swung around and the wheels slipped off.

All of the operating levers have been brought adjacent 
to the operating platform at one side of the machine, 
steering wheel is in front. The line shaft is driven by chain 
and the power is transmitted through clutches to the windlass 
for operating the hoist, the drum and the traction wheels. Of 
course, when desired an electric motor can be substituted for 
the gasoline engine, and when operated in railway service 
the motor could be run from overhead trolley wire. The 
eral dimensions are as follows :

The

gen-

Weighit 15,000 lbs.
H.P. 16
Height over-all, skip raised ........

exclusive of skip
14 ft.

11 ft.
8 ft. (

17 ft. 1 in.
20 ft. 10 ins.

ins.
ins.Extreme width .................... ................

Length, exclusive of skip and chute 
Length, with skip lowered ..............

w °f the No. 61 Mixer Showing Skip Discharging 
and Chute.

HEAVY ELECTRIC TRACTION IN EUROPE.

At a meeting of the American Institute of Electrical En
gineers held at Schenectady, N.Y., May 17, igI2, C. E. 
Eveleth, General Electric Company, presented a paper entit
led “Some Impressions of the Electric Traction Situation in 
Europe.” Perhaps the most fundamental difference from
American practice was in the relative magnitude of the draw
bar pulls required for handling either freight or passenger 
trains. The ordinary European drawbars were designed for 
normal working pulls of 12 tons to 15 tons and or a break
ing strength of approximately twice these values. Some Am
erican drawbars had shown normal working values of 40 

to 50 tons and breaking strengths of 100 tons to 150 
In Europe there were practically no automatic coup-

tons 
tons.
lers, as the cars were generally coupled by links with turn- 
buckles. The train limitations were such that with a liber
ally powered locomotive not more than 60 tons could be util
ized on the drivers, whereas Americans do not hesitate to 
couple two locomotives to secure a total weight of about 
tons on the driving axles at the head end of the train, as in 
the Detroit River and the Great Northern electrifications. 
European locomotives with plate-frame structures were made 
to withstand end strains of about 30 tons. In this country 
the locomotives were designed for end strains of approximate
ly two and a half times the locomotive weight. These dif
ferences naturally lead to radically different types of mechan
ical design. The lower tractive effort at starting de
manded of European locomotives resulted in equally radical 
differences in the electrical design of the motors.

200

England.—Mr. Eveleth said that studies were being 
made for the electrification of the steam suburban trafic in 
several large cities like London, Manchester and Liverpool. 
Suburban electrification had been very much affected by the 
introduction of motor buses and the extension of surface 
tramways. The London, Brighton & South Coast Railway’s 
loop from London Bridge to Victoria Station offered an in
teresting example of the benefits of electrification, 
seven or eight years ago, when this division

About
was operated by 

steam, about 8,000,000 tickets a year were sold. Owing to 
the development of surface transportation competition, these 
sales dropped to about 3,500,000 tickets 
ever, since the single-phase electrification

How-
was completed 

about two years ago, the ticket sales have increased so rapid
ly that they are now about 9,000,000

per annum.

per annum.

A NEW DESIGN OF STREET MIXER.

have just anSOrne Concrete Machinery Co., Dunellen, N.J., 
the No a PUt °n tbe marhet two new types of street mixers, 
Which ar ° atK^ bl" There are many points about these 
date by ^ .d*®eren|t from anything which has been offered to 
by the T,miXer manufacturers, and the design has been made 
Paving ansorne Company after a long study of the street 
steam <jr-COntract0r’s problems. The No. 60 machine is a 
hig chut Cn °Utbt reffularly furnished with io-foot distribut
ed Will” Capable of handling 14 cubic feet of loose material, 
Speed 40 t0 6° hatches per hour depending upon the
en8-ine isJc , the material can be fed to the pivot hopper. The 
ed t0 drive • and the boiler 9 h-p. The machine is arrang- 

Tfi 6 ln cbrecttons along the work.
'Ug, dischaia°US ^evers controlling the operations of hoist- 
aUd the 'ly®anS' and traction are all brought to one point 
The ch, ^nt're operation can be controlled by the engineer.

- the /111 SWin* through 
°utfit is lscharge point is 3ft. 7in. above street level. The 
The net ™°Unted on 24 and 28-in. wheels with 10-in. tires.

U’6lght of the machine complete with power is ap- 
11,000 lbs.

of approximately 1800*hile an arc

Proxitoately
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1 « i"
that the single-phase system was about 20 per cent. less^, 
first cost than the three-phase system and about 33 Per c ■ 
less than direct current. This difference between the 
stallation cost of direct current and single-phase was 10 
greater than had ever been found in any analysis of c

Some of the fundamental 
Cost

Mr. Eveleth thought that the general consensus of en
gineering public opinion in England seemed to indicate a 
decided preference for direct current for the English con- 

The London, Brighton & South Coast line, ofditions.
course, was an exception . No operating costs on the Brigh-

tions in the United States. ofton system had been mads public, and the manufacturer 
appeared to be still interested in the experimental develop
ment of the motors and control, so that all maintenance was 
not yet entirely in the hands of the railway. Several of the 
electrifications under consideration were being studied on 
the basis of 1,200 volts direct current and higher. One manu
facturer had already built a 3,500-volt d.c. locomotive, en
ergy for which was furnished by a single-commutator 3,500- 
volt machine.

sumptions of the Swiss analysis were as follows : 
single-phase d.c. locomotives essentially the same; each 
station equipped with motor-generator sets and complete 
stallation of spare units ; each substation equipped with . _ 
age batteries ; substations located half the calculated re ^ 
ed distance apart to insure continuity of service in casec0l). 
disaster to any individual station. Voltage regulation „ 
ditions were taken to be considerably better than th°Sect- 
erally adopted in America. It was estimated that the ^

and single-phase locomotives would have esse” |,c
would

sub-
io-

5tor-

current
the same maintenance costs, and that these costs 
about one-half of those required for steam locomotive

Holland.—The great extent of the freight transportation 
by canal in Holland made it hardly likely that any consider
able electrification of steam railroads would scon take place 
there. The single-phase electrification between Rotterdam, 
Haag and Scheveningen had been taken over by the parallel 
steam railroad. The schedules on this line were not severe, 
and the service called for an average of about one stop in 10 
miles. The maintenance costs were said to be rather high 
and no immediate extensions were contemplated.

up

keep.
1 were

important electrifications in Ita yaitel' 
the three-phase installations by the government at triC 
lina, Mount Cenis and the Giovi tunnel near Genoa. ^ntaifl 
traction applications in Italy had been made on 111 
grades and those contemplated in the immediate futur» ^ 
volved similar conditions. The work had proved e^atlo® 
satisfactory to the government both as regards insta ,ated 
and operating costs. The extensions now conte® ^.^e5 
would involve the purchase of several hundred loco® 
within the next two years. The electric locomotives 01\s a 
Genoa division would soon haul about 15,000 freight 
day, thus making it the heaviest section of electric t u(1. 
on the Continent. A most extraordinary and perhaps ^ 
expected saving had been found in the reduction 
wear. When the Giovi tunnel was operated entirely by 
the up-grade rail lasted about twelve years and the ^ 
grade rails about three and one-half years. APParcn^jjgg 
restricted axle movement with brakes on the deSf. ea(j5' 
steam train resulted in a scouring action on the ra ayic 
At any time during steam operation fresh deposits of ^ tbe 
dust from the rails and brakeshoes were to be see”0^cate^ 
ballast. Electric service for one and a half years

Italy.—The most

i»‘

France.—Considerable study was going on in France, 
but as yet there had been no large installations. The en
gineers of the Paris-Mediterranean-Lyons Railway had de
veloped a locomotive which took power from a single-phase 
trolley and operated d.c. motors on the axles, the current for 
these motors being transformed by a synchronous commuta
tor known as a permutator. In its present state this locomo
tive was purely experimental. The single-phase system was 
represented by one or two small tramway lines and by some 
undertakings which were being carried out by the Midi Rail
way. The latter company had purchased five different single
phase locomotives from as many manufacturers for experi
mental operation in Southern France on sections involving 
heavy grade haulage with regenerative braking. Up to 
March, 1912, three locomotives had been delivered. The 
electrifications were being carried out under government 
subsidies, without which they would hardly be justified, 
there was little traffic. Several of the lines to be operated 
electrically had not yet been built, and it would probably be 
several years before the locomotives were in active operation. 
The 2400-volt, three-wire d.c. system at Mure was now being 
extended with a trolley having 2,400 volts between the over
head conductor and the track. The most serious undertak
ings contemplated in France were those connected with the 
electrification of the steam railroads at Paris, although the 
State Railways and the Paris-Orleans Railway contemplated 
the extension of their electric suburban lines with the d.c. 
third rail.

tbe

tbe
tboste

up-grade tracks. This saving of practically two sets^tai i®' 
in twelve years was equivalent to approximately the 
terest on the power plant and transmission system- 
ance was now being made by the Italian engineers 
factor in making electrification studies for tunnel c° ^ tb'5 
similar to those at Genoa. Mr. Eveleth thought 1 
character of saving had not' been recognized in 
bably due to the fact that practically all America11 ^ 
with grades are single track, and the difference of ^ gte»111 
tween the ascending and descending track wit a 1 
service had not been recognized. ^t-

Regeneration had also affected a saving of >7 1’ osSjble 
in coal. When the entire division was electrified th£ P dis
saving in coal would be much higher. The differC®^.cjpate 
energy represented by the present saving and t*1' a 
saving was new wasted in the water rheostats at 1 e%ces5 6 
house, which were adjusted to dissipate energy in ® g jt® 
that which could be utilized by ascending trains, 
ian engineers were enthusiastic over the three-phas'C_ 
for their conditions, and the results obtained certa 
ranted their enthusiasm.

that the down-grade rail would last as long asas

th>5

AmeriCtun5

r
Mr. Eveleth found that the engineers of the 

French State Railways believed that the direct current was 
cheapest in first cost and operation for any of their lines up
on which electrification was desired.

Switzerland.—The Simplon tunnel three-phase electrific
ation appeared to be successful in every way. At first great 
trouble was experienced from insulation breakdowns on both 
motors and transformers due to condensation when the cool 
locomotive passed into the tunnel where the temperature is 
about 115 deg. Fahr because of hot springs. This conden
sation caused every portion of the electric locomotive to be 
drenched with water. This trouble is now avoided by warm
ing the locomotives over heated pits at the terminal before 
they enter the tunnel.

In making studies for the electrification of the St. Gott- 
hard tunnel the engineers of the Swiss government found

e®1sy5t

in Get'
Germany.—The most important developments 

many were in connection with the state railroads.an,.age 
ernment engineers believed in the economic f^varrjtdes 0 
electrification which permitted the use of inferior k ser'f*ct’ 
brown coal which were not fit for ordinary locomotl



By A. H. Purdue.
ThePresse/.recent disastrous floods of the Mississippi have im- 

adoPtin anCW upon the mind of the public the necessity of 
sUcfl ad Possible measures to prevent the recurrence of 
effects to 6 ^Uture’ and if this can not be done, to 
South ° phe trtinimum. The subjea was discussed at the 
the 8th ? C°mmercial Congress, which met in Nashville from 
the hj ■ ° the toth of last April, zfod was a natural theme at 

cans f/'* Drainage Congress, which convened in New 
At K r°m t^le I0th to the 13th of the same month, 

fr 0t*’ l^ese congresses there were those who advo- 
P^tform the impounding of the headwaters of 

pro ISsiPPi as a solution of the flood problem. While 
t0veStj ^OSed means of controlling floods doubtless has been 
°f their AtCd by COmPetent engineers, the writer is ignorant 
sUch is . COnclusions ; but it has always seemed to him that 
ficable ‘mpossible, and o account of the great cost, imprac- 
ed in a ]■ / P°ssible. or his own satisfaction, he indulg 
ra'nfall e favestigation relating to the distribution of the 
results of ^ SuPPbes the flood waters of the Mississippi) the 

An vvb>ch are given later in this article. 
llng floodCOnSlderati0n t0 determine the feasibility of control- 
r"‘ that Sf mUSt ta^e into consideration what becomes of the 

a alls uPon the earth, for this is the source of flood 
evap <ld the waters upon the land. A part of the rain 

rpQs off rates’ a part soaks into the ground, and a part 
» over the

reduce the

Orl

cated
the
this

rai0
waters,
fall

surface.
pç ruount that evaporates varies with the dryness and 

gr<>at'tUre t*le atmosphere. In arid regions, this is ai
re ;t 30 ffreat that much of the rainfall disappears 
trier /fLlles the ground. In humid regions, it is great in 

r len the air is both dry and warm ; and small in 
spring, when the air is moist and cold. The

th Ttle
I ' tCl*
ways
uef0 
sUtn 
Mnter

°N ThE impounding of waters to 
prevent floods.

So far as it goes, this is all right. The large run-off in
But it is a

mistake to suppose that these waters are the only source, or 
the main source, of supply of the flood waters of the 

Ohio and Mississippi. The Ohio drains W.st Virginia, most 
of Tennessee, a part of Illinois, most of Indiana and Ohio, 
and part of Pennsylvania; and the Missouri River drains a 
large part of the eight states along its course. Besides, mere 
flow into the Mississippi a large part of the waters of Illi
nois, Wisconsin and Minnesota. In fact, the headwaters of 
the Ohio and Missouri, which streams are the chief source 
of supply for the Mississippi floods, are only a small fract.on 
of the supply of those streams. Most of their waters 
ceived along their courses after they leave their mountainous 
headwater areas.

these parts does cause floods in those parts.

even

are re-

The effect of the great area of the central states upon
floods is overlooked by those who advocate impounding to 
prevent floods along the Mississippi, because it is supposed 
that their generally flat surface causes most of the water to 
soak into the ground. But it must be remembered that after 
the ground is frozen or is full of water no more can enter, 
and what falls must run off. It is during the seasons of gen
eral and prolonged rains over the Mississippi Valley that the 
floods occur. After the ground becomes saturated with water, 
the rainfall of this great central area must at once find its 
way through the numerous streams that finally converge in
to the Mississippi. If the Ohio and the Missouri are in flood 
separately, the lower Mississippi can carry off the 
without overflowing. The disastrous floods come when these 
two rivers and the upper Mississippi are discharging large 
volumes of water at the same time. If it so happens, as is 
usually the case, that Arkansas and Red Rivers are then in 
flood the waters from these check the flow of the lower Mis
sissippi and cause the accumulation of water between their 
mouths and the mouth of the Ohio.

waters

To ascertain where the water comes from that 
Mississippi floods, the following table has been 
The rainfall over the area that supplies the flood

causes the 
prepared.
waters is

June

Dp |Jq ^
Perirnen/, Present time all of their work had been of an ex- 
^UUnercf chara'ct-'r. but this had been combined with the
line, 0n . °l>eration of the Hamburg-Blankenese-Ohlsdorf

R f 1Cl1 multiple-unit motor-car trains were used, 
leth founfl‘n^ t0 Dessau-Biitterfcld locomotives, Mr. Eve
to make ^ interesting that the tendency in Germany was 
it to 5çv ®ln8de motor do as much as possible by coupling 
tendencyera drivin& wheels, while in the United States the 
Utotc-rs C0WaS t0 ^ave a multiplicity of small, higher-speed 

Ab°nneCted in some way to the wheels through gear- 
decickH S‘X years aS° the German government engineers 

belief tlla(C . Upon the standardization of single-phase in the 
reQUired ^ Was best adapted to German conditions, which

amountsf°ofmity’ Chiefly for military ,
°t operating expenses compared with cth r sys-

aPparently not been investigated. All of th- prin-
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amount that soaks into the ground varies with a great manv
things, among which are the rate of the rainfall, the steep
ness of the slope, the vegetation of the surface, the 
of water in the ground, and whether or not the ground is 
frozen.

amount

If the rain falls rapidly, a much smaller amount enters 
the ground than if it falls slowly. In running over steep 
slopes, much less enters the ground than if the slopes are flat. 
If the surface contains little or no vegetation, much less water 
will enter the ground than if it be covered with grass or for
ests. If the ground is frozen, but little 
ter it. If the ground is full of water, 
it must all run off. The last named condition probably is 
more important in considering the causes of floods of large 
streams than any other, though it is the one most commonly 
overlooked.

The part that evaporates has nothing to do with floods 
or with stream flow. Thr part that enters the ground is the 
source of supply for springs, seeps, growing crops, forests, 
etc. This is the only supply of streams in times of drought. 
The part that runs off is the cause of floods.

Those who favor the impounding of waters 
floods reason as follows : The Mississippi gets its chief 
ply of water from the Ohio and Missouri. The supply cf the 
Ohio comes from the Appalachian Mountains and that of the 
Missouri from the Rocky Mountains. If the supply 0,f these 
two streams were dammed up in the numerous deep ravines 
and valleys through which it flows in their 
there could be no flood.

ing.
had or no water can en-

no water can enter, and

The relative reasons.
tents 
cipal ^
terest ;n !?an manu'facturers were now taking very active in- 

ujQj-g 16 development of d.c. equipment for 1,000 volts 
enge ^bere were a dozen or more gas-electric cars m 
j that Serv'C2 on the Russian frontier and it w'as under- 

about 100 more were soon to be built.

had

and
Pass,
stood

Sweden._
The experimental lines built in Sweden s°me 

cently 7 ad been dismantled, but the government had re
mues to ntracted for the equipment of one of its Lapland 
Svvedish transport iron ore f.om Kiruna to Riksgransen. The 
$>asoline nganeers were also engaged in the development of 
eral Us, ® cctric and Diesel electric car equipments for £en' 

” tar°ughout the kingdom.

years to prevent 
sup-

ago

upper courses

hr
) P
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andThe infrequency of deposits of uranium 
ever-growing demand for its product—radium—has enbanc 
the price of the latter to an almost prohibitive point. '^^l0 vyj 
the most important accumulations of pitchblende are ' 
at Joachimsthal, in Bohemia, there are many other coun 
in which radio-active minerals exist. In Cornwall pitchblcn 
occurs in many tin veins with uranite and bismuth ; *n 
Stephen’s are two lodes intersecting clay slates, which 
yielded large quantities of pitchblende and uranite ; c^C°eII 
ite, a phosphate of uranium and copper, of an emerald ffre ^ 
color, has been met with in beautiful crystals at Gu® ^ 
Lake, Tincroft, and other mines. Pitchblende has been ^°U^\ 
also at Rezbanya, in Hungary, and near Adrianople- 
veins of uranium phosphate occur in Portugal and at Au 
Copper uranite occurs in the mines of Saxony.

The discoveries of carnotite, also a phosphate of nI^e 

ium, near Olary, 200 miles northwest of Adelaide,

ores

h

trieS

have

Broken Hill Railway, have been
Hill 30 tons have been expedited to European laborato 
1 he reserves have been estimated at 5,600 tons, which 
estimated to produce 5% millograms of radium bronoid^.^ 
ton and 162,400 lbs. of uranium oxide. Works are ^ 
erected to manufacture radium, and the manager exPeC , 
have two grammes of bromide within a year, which 
sent price would represent $ 150,000. Near Mount Pal. 0(fl 
in South Australia, is a vein over a mile in length, gf 
which has been obtained autunite containing 30 per ceDt e. 
oxide of uranium, and six tons have been exported to EU1 £l£„ 
Radium being so valuable, prospectors should carefu^ can 
amine all unknown dark yellow or green minerals, whR 
be easily tested with sensitised collodion paper by P* «,t; 
the specimen on it and leaving it in the dark for a f°rtn^tled 
the paper, after development, will be found peculiarly 10 ^ » 
with black spots. At the growing village of Joachim5 
kurhaus was established in 1910, where radio-active 
are enjoyed and radio-active water drunk medid”*1

prominent. From ries-
are
pet

11“
si !
§-=S

!il
36.80
25.27
12.63
25.44
29.34
35-34
35.13
19.15
19.49
27.91
42.62
28.29
56.04
59.o8
9.48

23.58
23.52 
42.21 
50.98
12.52

Apr. Total

1.28 3.27
1.46 3-78
1.58 3.17
2.10 3.85
2.61 4.44
2.59 5.03
2.68 5.80
2.15 4.26
2.44 5.55
2.83 5.85

145,310
103.645
70,195
76,850
76,840
81,700
70,430
79,205
54,450
55,475
56,000
35,910
68,735
53,045
44.985
40,760
24.645
40,000
41,750

108,645

8.853-3°
3.11 9-85
3.62 9.48
4.18 12.95
3.03 9.80
2.87 8.97
3.75 ii.10 
3.46 12.27
4.24 14.20
2.01 4.06

STATE Feb.

Montana 
Wyoming 
North Dakota .0.56 
South Dakota .0.48 
Nebraska 
Kansas 
Oklahoma 
Minnesota 
Wisconsin .
Iowa ....
Illinois 
Indiana 
Missouri 
Arkansas 
Pennsylvania 
Ohio ..........

0.78
0.83

.. .0.72 

.. .0.99 

.. .0.74 

.. .0.71

...1.13
. -. 1.06
• • .2.37

2.89
.........2.29
.........3-55

• 3-02 

----- 2.60
West Virginia . .3.06 
Kentucky 
Tennessee 
Colorado

3-57
• • .4.72 
■ • .1.03

be noticed by reference to the table that the total rainfall i° 
these states, for the three months named, is small.

The volume of the rainfall over the area taken about tbe 
headwaters of the Ohio for the three months named, is ^ 
proximately 26.96 billion cubic yards, or only 4.37 per cent' 
of that over the entire area that supplies flood waters to t*11 
Mississippi. It will be seen that even though all this di5al) 
psared as run-off, and could all be impounded, the effect u?

the floods of the Mississippi would be insignificant. 
a part of it soaks into the ground, and a part evaporates. Tbe 

that could be impounded would probably be only 
small per cent, of the remainder, or the run-off, for with ^ 

steep gradient of the streams, the reservoirs would soon 
and overflow. The floods would be reduced only by the 
per cent, that they could hold. To accurately determine 
would require careful surveys.

Probably the headwaters of the Ohio and other strea»5 
can be so impounded as to avoid disastrous floods in ^eS 
parts, and at the same time furnish a large amount of neC 
ed water power. The contention here made is that it seeD\ 
impracticable to so impound the watèr of the MississT1” 
Basin as to prevent the disastrous floods of that stream. 
only known means of controlling this water in times of Pr°' 
longed and general rains is by levees ; and for these to 
made reliable, they will have to be strengthened by the u5^ 
of concrete, or by other means. This would be an enotm°u 
and expensive undertaking, but the great Mississippi °eVC 
can be subjugated without an outlay of many millions.

on

amount

all
this,

RADIUM.
Total 1,328,575

It will be seen from the table that the volume of the 
age rainfall of the area for the three months is 614.82 billion 
cubic yards. This is equal to 112,774 cubic miles, and would 
cover the states of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois to the depth of 
4,488 feet. This, it must be remembered, is the volume of 
the average rainfall. In seasons of unusual rainfall, like the 
past spring, the volume is of course much greater. It must 
be disposed of by running off, by soaking into the ground, 
and by evaporation. As the evaporation at this Season of the 
year is small, most of the water must be disposed of by the 
other two processes ; and as the ground is full or nearly full 
of water, or is frozen, over a large part of the area named, 
an unusual per cent, of the enormous volume disappears as 
run-off. It is this that produces the floods. If half of it is 
run-off, this would cover the three states named to the depth 
of 2,288 feet, when the rainfall for the three months 
normal. The Mississippi River Commission doubtless know 
how much water the Mississippi can discharge within a given 
time without flooding. The difference between this and the 
volume of the run-off is what would have to be impounded to 
prevent floods.

614.82

aver-

named is

No attempt was made to approximate the entire_ area over
which the headwaters of the Mississippi might be impound
ed, for without surveys such would be little 
guess ; but in order to get at some idea of the possmie effec- 
tiveness of impounding, it is estimated that' the 
30,000 square miles about the head of the Ohio can in part 
be put under such control. This is thought to be a very lib
eral estimate. The area and volume that could be impound
ed in Wyoming and Montana was not estimated, but it will

more than a

water over

Roscoe N* mf,*** the Ilfs. Weather Bureau! SUPP'ied by A,r‘

Surveying,"vanderMlt Üniverîrtty. by A R' Di9mukes' Asslsta"' ’"“ructor in 

8Approximated.

taken for the months of February, March and April, as it is 
this water that usually produces the floods.*

Table of the Average Precipitation and Volume of Rainfall 
for the Months of February, March and April Over 

the Flood Supplying Portion of the Missis
sippi Basin.
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OF THE COMMISSION OF CONSER
VATION.

WATER SOFTENING.

Some notes on Water Softening were presented by Dr 
John F. Meyer to a meeting of the Institution 
Engineers of England.

and water inculture, forestry, fisheries, minerals
Wit}, ;n ^I>0Wers. in various important aspects, are dealt 
mission e ^ifd annual report of the Conservation Com- 

s (jjSc r°bably the most immediately interesting sub- 
health s™S.Sed are the consolidation of the various public 
Protection VlCfes the Dominion and the measures for the 
law. Crests from fire that have

of Municipal

He remarked that in ,850 Theodor Way established 
fact that natural zeolites placed in 
were

theject ,,,,,, , contact with salt solutions
càpable of absorbing the bases contained in the dissolv

ed salts, at the same time yielding up into solution the bases 
which they themselves contained ; and in 1906. Professor 
Cans, of the Mining Academy of Berlin, took 
to manufacture artificial zeolites

become

The^°minionPU,0^C heal‘h section of the report states that the 
Public heairt 6ndS •yeaily the sum of $377.485 on various 
jhents, ancj 1 services scattered among four different depart- 
mpcy ®hows how economy could be effected and effic-
branch. q by consolidating these under one public health 
sPecti0n u Ler public health topics discussed are meat in- 
PreParjnL 111 °rm v’tal statistics, biological laboratories for 
PlaPning Vaccznes and anti-toxins, and housing and

As a

ont a patent 
on a commercial scale, cal

ling his product “Permutit.” The great outstanding propertv 
of permutit, against the natural zeolites, was its greater 
power of exchanging its own base against other bases

If a water of a given hardness was passed through a bed 
of sodium-permutit, the sodium in the permutit was replaced 
by the- calcium and magnesium taken from the water givine 
a calcium-magnesium-permutit, while the acid radicals’for 
ly united to the calcium and magnesium in the 
with the sodium which

town
mer- 

water united 
There 

sodium in the 
and magnesi-

s'°h ever r<?SU^ t*16 agitation carried on by the commis- 
"'hich - Slnce its inception, a law was passed last year by 
by a“ways
to n rest hres

Patrol 
season.
Sated -
forestp gUlati 
. cster of tt,>ect0 the

was turned out of the permutit 
would obviously come a time when all the 
sodium-permutit had been replaced by calcium 
um from the treated water.

are held responsible for damages inflicted 
caused by their locomotives and are required 

angerous portions of their lines during the dry 
A few

When this period
it was not necessary to renew the permutit which 
exhausted, but to regenerate or revivify it. 
by the action of a solution of 
permutit.

was reached 
had become 

This was done
T, , , , c°nunon salt on' the exhausted
The laws of chemical exchange again

play, the interchange' being in this case in the opposite 
direction, sodium from salt driving out the calcium ard “ 
nesium from the exhausted permutit and 
to sodium-permutit. It was

weeks ago the railway commission promul- 
Mr. Clyde Leavitt,°ns under this law.

commission of conservation and chief fire
f°r the railway commission, is now in British 

a to

came into
ColUtnbi

See that the regulations are carried out.
^athpbe]]reP°rt a's° contains an address by Mr. R. H.
°f the in^ <'.*rector of the forestry branch of the department
Serve>.. enor 0n “The New Rocky Mountains forest re-
a reserve 1 3rea °f I7,Qoo square miles recently set aside as
c°nserv argely through the efforts of the commission of 

vation
FUr

mag-
converting it back

... . , °bvlous that all the manufacturer
of sodium-permutit plants had to do

The

, was to calculate how
much sodium-permutit was necessary to take out the hardness 
of the water per hour and per day, and then to place the 
mutit into a cylinder. per-

and the Canadian Forestry Association, 
the Se zs °ne of the interesting matters discussed

beitlg Su 10n devoted to fisheries and game. Foxes are now 
a,1d in pr essfully raised for their fur in Western Ontario 

Ir,Ce Edward Island. On account of the almost

Many methods had been, and still were, employed to 
soften water; one precipitated the lime and the magnesia in 
the water by addition of lime and soda, the other bv addition 
of lime and baryta, and the third by addition of caustic soda 
But they all suffered from the disadvantage that in the soften’ 
ing of cold water the precipitation of the lime and magnesia" 
did not take place instantaneously, but only after a compa 
lively long time. It was also impossible to obtain ' P 
softening down to zero degrees by 
In view of the fact that most of the

pr°hibjti
*ssue a ^ Price of furs the commission has decided to 
Ill0re peop^ ’**ustrat6d report on this industry in order that 

with in 
ifeclini

deal
a

tion of

may be induced to engage in it. Other matters 
this section

t a complete
any one of the processes, 
water

are the oyster fisheries, which 
w, . ngr condition, and the shad fisheries, the produc- 

a Cb bas fallen off fifty per cent, in the last decade.
<wVetai,ed

ct«d in
Wei] as every Province by the commission is given, as 
started deScripti°n of the illustration farms now being 
°f this Sp ponncction with it. Not the least attractive part 

grap^Ctl°n °f the report is a number of diagrams show- 
*he farili caffy just what progress weeds are making against 

The 6rS °f €acb pr<,vince.
powej.s ^ 0rk being done in taking stock of the water
ing g; ^ C0Untry is given in detail, special attention 

u to the Athabaska River.

are

supplies in England 
changing daily, in 
of a fully trained

. , , . . use any of the above-
mentioned processes for softening water down to 4deg w>h 
out making it more injurious than the crude 
hand, through an excess of the

were of a variable nature, the constituents 
some cases hourly, it was only .by the aid 
water chemist that it was possible to

account of the agricultural survey being con-

water, on the
reagents used, and on the 

other hand, bv an insufficient quantity of chemicals 
in a partially treated and invariably turbid and 
H had nothing to say against the three processes when thev 
w e worked by a trained water-chemist, who made analyses 
of the water every hour and adjusted the

one
irig.

resulting 
cloudy water.

amount of
according to his analyses, testing at the same time th 
sition of his reagents and controlling the softened 
he condemned the practice of

reagents
That
Pete Peat can now be manufactured at a price to
QJineSUiCCeSS^U^y wztb coal is the announcement made in

Can be rea,f section of the report. The importance of this
sffUare t^,1 zed when it is known that Canada has 37,000
tb*ckness 68 °f Peat bogs ranging from five to ten feet in
e<iUal in j. 3nd that two pounds of average air-dried peat are
topics tr Ue* value to one pound of good hard coal. Other
of slack ated 

Ck coal,

e compo-
cozn water. But
the many of those who sold 

called automatically working lime and soda
plant. The manufacturer found this

a so-
water-softening

automatically working 
apparatus could not produce automatically a soft water be

,, , t.changed every day> making it necessary
to add different quantities of reagents, and in many cases th
automatically worked water-softening plant ended in th"’ 
works as a storage tank. But the composition of the 6

cause the crude water

°f in the minerals section are the briquetting 
the plugging of gas wells, and mine accidents. permu-

___

e,
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PRIZE ESSAYS ON THE CREATION OF A 
SCIENTIFIC BODY OF MEN.

tiled water was such that these troubles could not occur, be
cause there was no lime and magnesia left in the water. The 
hardness of the water, however much it might vary initially, 
was always reduced to O deg., and therefore no incrustation 
could take place in economizer tubes or boilers.

all
The following circular letter has been sent out to 

members of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers by "
C. H. McLeod, the secretary of the Society, under authority 

the council. All members are invited to submit essays.
The offer of two prizes for essays on a suggested te 

cal service for Canada, which follows, is designed to 
plish something which should be of very great service to 
country. No matter how efficient Canada’s represent 
in Parliament may be, they cannot be expected to have 
experience in technical matters that scientifically trained ^ ^ 
possess, in working out, amongst other things, the econoffl 
well as the engineering features in the construction of c& ^ 
the deepening of waterways and harbors, the construct011 j 
compensating works for obtaining the highest efficient ^ 
available waters in navigable channels, the conserving 
distribution of water for domestic purposes on our 
western plains. These and many other problems are 
related, and those called upon to deal with them in °r<^ad 

obtain the greatest efficiency should operate under one 
with proper rules for the care and promotion of its melD 5 
Such a body could look after the expenditure of public d011^ 
in connection with such works as well as decide as to 
needs of the various parts of the country for public bull a 
including their character and cost, features that are 
large extent settled to-day upon political considerations.

Canada has strong technical men in this service, bu^ 

are like so many loose threads. The present scheme 
work out some organization to gather up these loose 
and make them the basis of a united force, to be re 
from time to time by some system, thereby bringing 
the service of the country the very best men it produces- 

In order to arouse an interest in the creation and 
ment of a strong technical and cohesive force to be 
ed in the public service of Canada, two prizes — ^uP' 
offered—one of two hundred dollars, and the other one e 
dred dollars—for the two best essays on the subject ^ 
named. It is suggested that a brief outline be given ^ce 
character and growth of the engineering forces in the - 
of some other countries, such as Great Britain, France’ 
many, and the United States. Then to follow on with ®|Vcill 
line for the suggested development of a body of te^ 
men for a Canadian service, which, if adopted, won 
the country in time a self-contained force of highly 
scientific men competent to handle with the maximum^ 

ency the large problems in the development of this eSStfs‘ 
Competitors will not be’ limited as to length of 

They should, however, be as concise as possible, sign $ jn 
assumed name, accompanied by the real name and a jjeut-' 
a sealed envelope. The papers should be addressed to jater 
Colonel E. F. Wurtele, Quebec, P.Q., and delivered °° ^ge 
than August ist next, when they will be examined 
judges whose names will be announced at a later date

cbfli-

accoff1'TELEPHONE EARNINGS AND EXPENSES.
tl>is

Considerable difficulty was experienced by Mr. J. L. 
Payne, statistician of the Department of Railways and Canals, 
Ottawa, in obtaining from rural telephone companies a 
statement of revenue and operating expenses, and the in-

The

ativeS

formation under those heads is not quite complete, 
requirements of the departmental schedule were neither com
plicated nor elaborate ; yet they were in many instances mis- 

As far as possible these omissions were ad-understood.
justed by supplementary returns, and it is believed that 
little difficulty will be experienced hereafter in this regard.

The gross earnings reported amounted to $10,068,220.03, 
and the operating expenses to $6,979,045.06. 
operating expenses to gross earnings was 69.32. 
earnings, or the immediate difference between gross income 
and expenditure for operation—without taking account of 

deductions for interest on bond liability, taxes, etc.

great
inter-

The ratio of
The net

bet5'

proper
—aggregated $3,089,174.97.

It is proposed to draw up a balance sheet for the cur
rent year, so simple in character that secretaries of the 
smaller companies, although unskilled in accounting 
methods, will not be confused by it. 
first time with the accounts submitted to the Department, 
it was not possible to work out a statement which would 
accurately show the balance available from the year’s opera
tions for dividends and betterments.

The gross earnings were equal to $33.25 per telephone, 
or $14.64 per mile of wire. The operating expenses were 
equal to $23.05 per telephone, or $10.15 per mile of wire.

Earnings and operating expenses were distributed among

In dealing tor the
thre^5

inf°rCed
into

deve^'
empl-»:

bee*1have

the provinces as follows :—
Operating
Expenses.

$ 219,102.22 
4,136,083.27

313,85435
195,155-89
250,707.48
162.348.34 

1,032,034.36
643.438.34 
26,320.81

Earnings.
$ 473,992-88 
6,127,055.81

415,154.34
318,992.01
439,846.10
279,559.29

1,123,446.62
856,570.72
33,602.26

Province.
Ontario .....................
Quebec .....................
Nova Scotia ..............
New Brunswick ........
Alberta .....................
Saskatchewan ..........
Manitoba .................
British Columbia___
P. E. Island ..............

try-

$6,979,045.06$10,068,220.03
It was found impracticable to make a fair analysis of 

earnings and operating expenses by companies, 
systems, for example, are not conducted "on a uniform basis. 
In some instances the method adopted was to assess each 
member of the organization his proportion of the operating 
cost for the year, and thus produce a balancing of accounts.

In others, a definite charge for telephone service was 
made, and the balance as between income and outgo was 
passed to the credit of the country. In still a considerable 
number of other cases, the plan followed was to build and 
equip the line, and pass over the work of operation to one 
of the major companies. For this operating service a specified 
charge per subscriber was imposed. The situation was in
creasingly complicated by the fact that in further instances 
the local company rented a certain wire mileage from one 
of the major systems, installed its own telephones, con
ducted its own central office, and paid for the cost of operat
ing by charging a specific sum to each member.

Total

The rural

p.C-
FORESTRY CONVENTION AT VICTOR^’

i?hf Brit’- 
of ^On the invitation of the Government

Columbia, the next convention of the 3.6-'
Forestry Association will be held in Victor'-1^ 
September 4-6. While matters relating to Pacific Co^^jia11

jtR5'
Va*1'

will be particularly dealt with, subjects relating t0 
forests in general will be discussed by leading 
The President of the Association, Mr. John Hendr> '^es, *5 
couver, in conjunction with the Provincial au 
arranging the details.

author
of



LARGE engine for dredge.

blinder 6 38 Just been completed the special io x 12 double 
°tatip-e ’ b'p'> non-reversing engine for gravity-swing,

, dredge, illustrated in 
engine has

accompanying photo
drums to operate the 

and boom, three smaller drums for rais-
The

Sraph
°ran_

main druPU^S’ 3n<^ tW0 w*nch-heads for shore lines. * —
length Th*s 4-7/i6 inches in diameter by 28 feet in 
diameter b 6 Spud"raising drum shaft is 3-11/16 inches in 
shaft witt^tl^16611 beet and *s STeared to the main drum

to . r°nze-bushed clutch, allowing the spud-raising 
thrown out when not required. The main drums

twoSe-peei

shaft

m&k # »

*>1 nilkH.ifr 30
w

lying Districts and Smaller Plants,’' S. Bingham Hood, 
Toronto Electric Light Company.

Evening.
7.45 p.m.—Special electric cars will leave Chateau 

Laurier for Victoria Hotel, Aylmer, where an informal dance 
and garden party, tendered by the city of Ottawa, 
held. Supper will be served at 
waiting for return trip at 12 p.m.

will be 
11 p.m. and cars will be

Thursday, June 20th.
“Watthour Meters—Past and Present ” C 

W. Baker, Canadian Westinghouse Company. “New’susi 
ness," Thomas F. Kelly, Hamilton Electric Li ht and Power 
Company. Report of Committee on Rates nd Forms of 
Contract, Parker H. Kemble, chairman.

12.30 a.m.—Adjournment.

10.00 a.m.—

ft

View Showing Engine.

by interna] re^u^ar screw thrusts, the spud-raising drums 
hands oscillating cam thrusts. All drums have brake-
drums is ^ 6 distance from centre to centre of the main 

-3 feet, and the over-all distance of the engine, 30feet.
bearing JJction beads are of cast steel; as, of course, is all 
’fiazneter -r 6 gear on the main drum shaft is 42 inches in 
2®.c>oo lbs ije shipping weight of the entire engine is about 
°f Du]utL - his engine was made by the Clyde Iron Works, 
Williams 'c *nnesota>' to the special order of Doullut and 
ehgine w,° New Orleans, and is a larger size of the same 
^0lnPanv K ' WaS fti^inMly designed and made by the same 

• • to the order of the Phillips Land Company.

^AMME twenty-second ANNUAL CON
TENTION CANADIAN ELECTRICAL 

ASSOCIATION.

OttawaC m nUal meeting will be held at the Chateau Laurier, 
and 2i« Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, June 19th, 20th 

St> 1912.

Afternoon.
P’m- Executive session (Class “A” and “B” 

bers) for election of officers.
2.30 p.m.—Automobile drive from Chateau 

various points of interest in the city, including government 
system of parks and drives, the Experimental Farm 
Governor-General’s residence, etc. Light refreshments will 
be served at some point on the route.

Evening.
8.00 p.m—Banquet at Chateau Laurier for the 

tered members of the C.E.A. and guests, and the local 
mittee with ladies accompanying them. Tickets will be 
furnished by the secretary on application.

2.00
mem-

Laurier to

regis-
com-

Friday, June 21st.
10.00 a.m.—“Power Factor—Its Influence 

D. H. Ross, Wagner Electric and Effect," 
Manufacturing Company. 

... „TT , , „ ” McAllister Moore, Belle-
vdle. Underground Construction" (illustrated by movinu 
pictures), G. M. Gest, New York moving

“Commercial Electric Heating,

12.30 a.m.—Adjournment.
Afternoon.

2.00 p.m.—Report of Committee
D. R. Street, chairman. Report of Public Policy Commute! 
W C. Hawkins chairman. Report of Committee on Stand
ardization of Line Construction, R. G. Black, chairman 
Naming of Standing Committee.
Unfinished business.

Next place of meeting.

3.00 p.m—Special electric cars will leave Chateau
a game will be played 

two C.E.A. teams, one representing the 
turers, and the other the operating companies.

Laurier for baseball grounds, where 
between

manufac-

Evening.
8.00 p.m—Smoking concert in the Chateau Laurier. 
Mr. A. A. Dion, Ottawa, is the president and Mr 

Young, 220 King Street West, Toronto, is the 
treasurer.

T. S.
secretary-

IOto Wednesday, June 19th.
Eis Worg]3 m" Opening session.

esident’-'P ,tbe May°r> at Chateau Laurier. 
sP°ndences a('dress. Secretary-treasurer’s report.

ii.3o General business.
MeDCu a-m---Report of Membership Committee, D. H.

ebber chairman. Report of Meter Committee, L. V.
Thpmas’ pCbairman.

,2-30

PERSONALS.Address of welcome by 
Minutes.Pr

FLCE, engineer of the municipality 
Ont., has handed his resignation to the town 
intends to join Mr. Walter Scott in Calgary, Alta

MR. CUTHBERT C. WORSFOLD has been appointed 
resident engineer of the Department of Public Works LT 
province of British Columbia. Mr. Worsfold has been 6 
gaged for the past fourteen years as chief assistant Z T 
late Mr. Keefer. He was born at Dover, EngffiL 
came to Victoria many years ago, after graduating ’

MR. W. ALMON HARE B.A.Sc., president of the H 
Engineering Company, Limited, Toronto, has left fn J?"6 
land and the Continent on a business trip. He will v U'ng" 
about six or seven weeks. be aosent

MR. E. O.
of Galt,

council. jHe
Corre-

Report of Commercial Committee,
Nelly, chairman, 

a.m. Adjournment.

2-0o Afternoon.
p ctors,>> r01 Recent Developments in Lamps and Re- 
V*ectric t ' G- Henninger, illuminating engineer, National 
n»°Wer D. v1,111 Associati°n. “The Influence of Ice on Water 

cGi]i t .n- °Pment,” Professor H. T. Barnes, D. Sc., F.R.S., 
“-versity, Montreal. “Distributing Systems for Out-

fle
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CANADIAN TECHNICAL SOCIETIESMR. LEWIS C. RANDOLPH has been recently appointed 
editor of The Canadian Industrial Review, a bright little 
monthly published by the Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Com
pany, Limited, at 444 St. James St., Montreal. The first num
ber edited by Mr. Randolph is the May issue just received, 
in which a number of very desirable changes have been made 
from the former style of the paper. The Canadian Industrial 
Review is one of the most valuable house organs printed in 
Canada, and is well worthy of regular perusal by every engi
neer and contractor.

MR. COLIN H. ADAMS, of Messrs. Adams-Hydraulics, 
Limited, Sewage Disposal Specialists and Engineers, York, 
London, etc., in consequence of the large contracts now on 
hand has sailed for Canada, and will be pleased to call upon 
civil and municipal engineers who have sewage schemes in 

Communications addressed to him, c/o Messrs. F. 
Hankin & Company, '201, Coristine Building, Montreal, will 
be attended to.

La”61

side”1.

ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.—President, G. M- 
Secretary, L. M. Gotch, Calgary, Alta.

ASSOCIATION OF SASKATCHEWAN LAND SURVEYORS—Pre 
J. L. R. Parsons, Regina ; Secretary-Treasurer, M. B. Weeks, Regina. ^

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF SASKATCHEWAN—President, S' 
Murchy : Secretary, Mr. McClung, Regina.

BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYORS' ASSOCIATION-gC' 
W. S. Drewry, Nelson, B.C. ; Secretary-Treasurer, S. A. Roberts, Victor ^

BUILDERS’ CANADIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.—President. 
Nesbitt; Secretary-Treasurer, J. H. Lauer, Montreal, Que.

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF STATIONARY ENGINEERS.—P””®' O”1, 
Wm. Norris. Chatham, Ont. ; Secretary, W. A. Crockett, Mount Hamm

CANADIAN CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION.—President^t, 

Gillespie, Toronto, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. Snaith, 57 Adelaiu
CANADIAN CLAY PRODUCTS' MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIAT10 

President, W. McCredie ; Secretary-Treasurer, D. O- McKinnon, Toron.
CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—President, A. A. Dion,

Hendry. Va”'

ALBERTA

Toronto, Ont.

\V*:

Secretary, T. S. Young, 220 King Street W., Toronto.
CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION—President, John 

Secretary, James Lawler, Canadian Building, Ottawa.
CANADIAN GAS ASSOCIATION.—President, Arthur 

Manager Consumers' Gas Company, Toronto ; J. Keillor, Secre 
Hamilton, Ont. present

CANADIAN INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION- Jigger, ‘ 
W- Doan, M.D.. Harrietsville, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Francis 
Richmond Street West, Toronto. p^id®0*'

THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE.—198 College Street, Toronto. r 
J. B. Tyrrell ; Secretary, Mr. J. Patterson. sjdef,t’

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.-Windsor Hotel, Montreal- P^HO»1, 
Dr. A. E. Barlow, Montreal ; Secretary. H. Mortimer Lamb, Winu 
Montreal. go nd°

CANADIAN PEAT SOCIETY.—President, J. McWilliam, M:|l; "l3uild‘ 
Ont.; Secretary-Treasurer, Arthur J. Forward, B.A., 22 Cas 
Ottawa, Ont. . ,ent, 0

THE CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.-Pres otta"'”' 
Charles A. Hodgetts, Ottawa ; General Secretary, Major Lome Dru •

CANADIAN RAILWAY CLUB.—President, A. A. Goodchild:
James Powell, P.O. Box 7, St. Lambert, near Montreal, P.Q- )nder'

CANADIAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION—President. Act0”
son, Gen. Mgr., Sandwich, Windsor and Amherst Railway; Seer 
Burrows, 70 Bond Street, Toronto. Fern11

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FOREST ENGINEERS—President. u0'tta«» 
Toronto. : Secretary, F. W. H. Jacombe, Department of the Interiu .

CENTRAL RAILWAY AND ENGINEERING CLUB.-Toronto. 1 ’Tuesda 
G. Baldwin ; Secretary. C. L. Worth, 409 Union Station. Meets tn 
each month except June, July and August.

DOMINION LAND SURVEYORS—President, Mr. R. A. Belanger, 
Secretary-Treasurer, E. M. Dennis, Dept, of the Interior, Ottawa.

EDMONTON ENGINEERING SOCIETY.—President, J. Chalmers.
B. F. Mitchell, City Engineer's Office, Edmonton, Alberta. j. •>'

ENGINEERING SOCIETY, TORONTO UNIVERSITY—Presi e 
Ritchie ; Corresponding Secretary, C. C. Rous.

ENGINEERS' CLUB OF MONTREAL.-Secretary, C. M. Stran 
Hall Square, Montreal. preS,„i”<

ENGINEERS' CLUB OF TORONTO.-96 King Street We”' 'day ev 
Willis Chipman ; Secretary. R. B. Wolsey. Meeting every mu ;
during the fall and winter months. ,,r 6-

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS—President geCre
Secretary, P. F. Rowell, Victoria Embankment. London. W.C-. QuC. ,
Treasurer for Canada, Lawford Grant, Power Building, Montrea , gds'f

INSTITUTION OF MINING AND METALLURGY—P«;s'|ife mb^r 
Taylor; Secretary, C. McDermid, London, England. Canadia ^ p.

:—Prof. F. D. Adams, J. B. Porter, H. E. T- Haultain a

hand. et”1couver.

COMING MEETINGS.

CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION—June 19th-2!st. Annual meet
ing at Ottawa, Ont. Sec’y, T. S. Young. 220 King St. West. Toronto. Ont.

SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF ENGINEERING EDUCATION— 
June 26th-28th. Annual meeting at Boston, Mass. Sec'y, H. H. Norris, Cornell 
University, Ithaca, N.Y.

ONTARIO MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION—Annual convention will be held 
in the City Hall, Toronto, on June 18th and 19th, 1912. Secretary-Treasurer, 
Mr. K. W. McKay, County Clerk, St. Thomas. Ont.

THE UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALITIES—August 27. 28 and 29. 
Meeting at City Hall, Windsor, Ont. Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D. 
Lighthalt, K.C.

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION—Convention will be held in 
Victoria, B.C., Sept. 4th-6th. Secy., James Lawler, Canadian Building, Ottawa.

CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION—Second Annual Meeting 
to be held in Toronto, Sept. 16, 17 and 18.

vf,:ott” 

gecref

ENGINEERING SOCIETIES. ary.

9CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS—413 Dorchester Street 
West, Montreal. President, W. F. TYE ; Secretary. Professor C. H. McLeod.
KINGSTON BRANCH—Chairman, A. K. Kirkpatrick; Secretary, L. W Gill; 

Headquarters : School of Mines, Kingston.
OTTAWA BRANCH— „

177 Sparks St. Ottawa. Chairman. S. J. Chapleau, Ottawa; Secretary, 
H Victor Brayley. N.T. Ry., Cory Bldg. Meetings at which papers are 
read, 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of fall and winter months; on other Wednes
day nights in month there are informal or business meetings,

QUEBEC BRANCH—Chairman, W. D. Baillairge ; Secretary, A. Amos ; meet
ings held twice a month at room 40, City Hall.

TORONTO BRANCH—96 King Street West, Toronto. Chairman, T. C. Irving : 
Secretary, T. R. Loudon, University of Toronto. Meets last Thursday of the 
month at Engineers' Club.

VANCOUVER BRANCH—Chairman. C. E. Cartwright; Secretary, W. Alan, 
Kennedy; Headquarters: McGill University College, Vancouver.

VICTORIA BRANCH—Chairman, F. C. Gamble; Secretary, R. W. MacIntyre ; 
Address P-O. Box 1290.

WINNIPEG BRANCH—Chairman, J. A. Hesketh : Secretary, E. E. Brydone- 
jaclt ; Meets every first and third Friday of each month, October to April, in 
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg.

MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATIONS
ONTARIO MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION.—President, Chas. Hopewell, 

Mayor, Ottawa; Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. K. W. McKay, County Clerk, St. 
Thomas, Ontario.

SASKATCHEWAN ASSOCIATION OF RURAL MUNICIPALITIES-— 
President, George Thompson, Indian Head, Sask. : Secy-Treasurer, E. Hingiey, 
Radisson, Sask.

THE ALBERTA L. 1. D. ASSOCIATION.—President, Wm. Mason, Bon 
Accord, Alta. • Secy-Treasurer, James McNicol, Blackfalds, Alta.

THE UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALTIES—President. W. Sanford 
Evans. Mayor of Winnipeg; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D. Lighthall, K.C., 
Ex-Mayor of Westmount.

THF UNION OF NEW BRUNSWICK MUNICIPALITIES—President, 
Councillor Siddalt, Port Elgin ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer J. W. McCready, City 
Clerk, Fredericton.

UNION OF NOVA SCOTIA MUNICIPALITIES—President. Mr. A. S. 
MacMillan, Warden, Antigonish. N S, ; Secretary, A. Roberts, Bridgewater. N.S.

UNION OF SASKATCHEWAN MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Mayor 
Bee, Lemberg; Secy-Treasurer, W. F. Heal, Moose Jaw.

UNION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Mayor 
Nanaimo, B.C, ; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. H. Bose, Surrey

Council -
and Messrs W. H. Trewartha-James and J. B. Tyrrell. ■ OFINTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PREVENTION 
—Secretary R. C. Harris, City Hall, Toronto.

MANITOBA LAND SURVEYORS.—President, George 
ary-Treasurer, C. G. Chataway, Winnipeg, Man.

NOVA SCOTIA MINING SOCIETY—President, T. J- Brown. Sy 
C. B. ; Secretary, A. A. Hayward.

NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS, HALIFAX^Pf^er'S 
MacKenzie; Secretary, A. R. McCleave, Assistant Road Com 
Halifax, N.S.

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL GOOD ROADS 
Major. T. L. Kennedy; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer,
Secretary-Treasurer, G. S. Henry, Oriole. ^ g. S

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS' ASSOCIATION—Preside"^
Toronto; Secretary, Killaly Gamble, 703 Temple Building, 1 j_ W-

THE PEAT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA—Secretary, wn •
New Drawer, 2263, Main P.O., Montreal. ecTS

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITE 
J. E. Ganier, No. 5. Beaver Hall Square, Montreal. phersob'

REGINA ENGINEERING SOCIETY—President, A. J MC f.
Secretary, J. A. Gibson, 2429 Victoria Avenue, Regina. preside^'peF

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF Chausse. N»-s'

re*
McPhi»ipS1

Mi”65'
dney

j.

, „res«;
A JS ECI F^rews"' ^

iii”:pel

Baker, F.R.I.B.A., Toronto, Ont. ; Hon. Secretary,
Hall Square, Montreal, Que.

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY—
Toronto ; Secretary, J. R. Collins, Toronto.

SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY—Wallace P- 
Alfred Burton, Toronto, Secretary. f,1c0,uUNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY OF APPLIED SCIENV -
VERSITY—President, J. P. McRae ; Secretary, H. F. le- __preside° 

WESTERN CANADA IRRIGATION ASSOCIATION- M„n.
Pierce, Calgary ; Secretary-Treasurer, John T. Hall, Brand ^. Sec’efcef

WESTERN CANADA RAILWAY CLUB—President, R-P j Mend”*'
W. H. Roscvcar, 115 Phnenix Block, Winnipeg. Man. »tc 
June. July and August, at Winnipeg.

■ B. st6"'
President, Prof, L°l c:

„ Cl’”1Cohoes Vf"‘

vV

Planta,
Centre, B.C.

UNION OF ALBERTA MUNICIPALITIES.—President. Mayor Mitchell, 
Calgary.; Secretary-Treasurer, G. J. Kinnaird. Edmonton. Alta.

UNION OF MANITOBA MUNICIPALTIES.—President. Reeve Forke. 
Pipestone. Man. ; Secy-Treasurer, Reeve Cardale, Oak River. Man.



Further information may be had from the issues of The 
Canadian Engineer referred :u. Tenders

Close. Issue of. Page.Place of Work.
Bassano, Alta., electric generat

ing machinery ...........
Berlin, Ont., waterworks

provements .................
Boswell, B.C., pile bent wharf.July 2.
Br-ntford, Ont., sewer pipe-----June 15.
Buchanan, Sask., school ..........
Carr’s Brook, N.S., breakwater

wharf ...............................
Edmonton, Alta., pile wharf 
Gananoque, Ont., drill hall.
Kemptville, Ont., public build

ing .................................
Kerrisdale, B.C., steel pipes 
Lawrenceville, B.C., bridge ....June 15. 
Lethbridge, Alta., paving ....June 14. 
Maisonneuve, Que., post office 

building ...............................

May 30.

May 23. 
June 6. 
June 6. 
June 6.

June 6. 
May 23. 
June 6.

June 6. 
June 6. 
June 6. 
May 30.

June 6. 
June 6.

May 3°.

June 17. 
im-

June 15.

. .June 27. 
. .June 17. 
. .June 22.

June 13. 
. .June 24.

June 17.
Moore Park, Ont., sidewalks ..June 17. 
Moose Jaw, Sask., light stan

dards ...............................
Newmarket, Ont., school build

ing ........................... ; •■••••
Ottawa, Ont., station and other

buildings ............................... June 14.
Ottawa, Ont., mail contract ..June 21. 
Ottawa Ont., designs for monu-

June 14.

May 30.June 15.

May 30. 
May 23.

Apr. 18.
June 6.

Apr. 18. 

May 16. 

Apr. 18.

Oct. 1.ment
Ottawa, Ont., sale of steamer.. .July 3- 
Ottawa, Ont., fishing protection

vessel ....................................June 17.
Ottawa, Ont., design and con-

struction of steamship........... June 30.
Port of Quebec, Que., proposals

for drydock ....................... ..July 2.
Point Grey, B.C., plans for uni

versity .................................... July 31-
Port Arthur, Ont., paving.............June 24.
Quebec, Que., leasing of water-

powers .............................. ...June 26.
£pgina, Sask., Torhill reservoir.June 21.
*egina, Sask., supply of steel, 

cement, and castings for
s reservoir ........................... .. ■.
Saskatoon, Sask., garbage in-
s cinerator ...............................

Thomas, Ont., sewers; sewer
T nine .....................................
*°ronto. Ont., steam heating, 

bumping station .................

Feb.
June

May
June

786.JuneJune 14-

Mav 74June 25. 2.

806.June 

June 6.

June 19. 

June 18. 68

L

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS ON FILE.

The following Plans (P.) and Specifications (S.) are on 
file for reference only unless otherwise noted at the office of 
The Canadian Engineer, 62 Church Street, Toronto;—

Noted in issue ofBids close
6-17—Electric Generating Station Equipment, Bassano, 

Alta....................................................................... (S.) 5-30
(Bassano specifications also on file at the office of The 

Canadian Engineer, Montreal, and the Engineers, Messrs. 
Bowring & Logan, 322 Donald St., Winnipeg).

TENDERS PENDING.

In Addition to Those in this Issue.

Tisdale, Sask., storm water
sewers ...................................

Vancouver, B.C., bridge con
struction .................

Yarmouth, N.S., dredging

May 30. 62June 15.

May 30. 
June 6.

July 8. 
June 13.

74
68

TENDERS.
Arden, Man.-—Tenders for the erection of a steel truss 

bridge, 70 ft. clear span, over the Grassy River, will be re
ceived up to noon of July 3rd. Plans and particulars at the 
Department of Public Works, Winnipeg, and at the office of 
M. E. Boughton, secretary-treasurer, Lansdowne, Arden, Man. 
(See advt. in The Canadian Engineer).

Fort William, Ont.—Tenders for the construction of 
of 4,200 feet, in the Town of Fort Frances, Ont., will

Specifications may be
sewers
be received until June 17th, 1912.

at the office of J. W. Walker, Clerk.seen
Fort Wiliam, Ont.—Tenders for the construction of a 

concrete sewer on Wellington Street will be received until 
July 5th, 1912.
John Wilson, City Engineer.

Kerrisdale, B.C.—Separate tenders will be received until 
June 24th, 1912, for the supply of valves, special castings and 
hydrants required for water supply of the Municipality of 
Point Grey, B.C. Particulars may be obtained at the office 
of the engineers Cleveland and Cameron, 506 Winch Bldg., 
Vancouver. H. Floyd, Clerk Municipal Council, Kerrisdale.

Merritt, B.C.—Tenders addressed to the City Cierk, Mer
ritt, B.C., will be received up to noon of June 15th, 1912, for 
pipe, specials, valves and hydrants. Plans and specifications 
may be seen at the office of Dutcher, Maxwell and Co., 319 
Pender Street, Vancouver, B.C.

Merritt, B.C.—Tenders addressed to the City Clerk, 
Merritt, B.C., will be received up to noon of June 15th, 1912, 
for steam engine generator sets, pumps, transformers, trans
mission poles and arms. Plans and specifications may be 

at the office of Dutcher, Maxwell and Co., 319 Pender

Plans, etc., can be obtained at the office of

seen
Street, Vancouver, B.C.

New Westminster, B.C.—The corporation invites tenders 
for paving a number of streets until June 17th, 1912. Tenders 
will be received for the following types of pavement: 
Asphaltic, concrete, bitulithic, hassam, vitrified bricks, wood 
blocks (creosoted). Plans and specifications can be obtained 
from J. W. B. Blackman, City Engineer. W. A. Duncan, 
City Clerk, City Hall, New Westminster.

Niagara Falls, Ont.—The Spirella Company of Canada, 
is about to make a large addition to their factory premises at 
Niagara Falls, Ont. W. Redpath of Builders’ Exchange, 
Buffalo, N.Y., Architect and Engineer, wants tenders from 
leading reinforced concrete contractors at once. Particulars 

be obtained from W. Redpath.can
Oshawa, Ont.—The time for receiving tenders for the con

struction of 25,000 sq. ft. of concrete sidewalks, has been 
extended to June 19th, 1912. Frank Chappell, C.E., Town En
gineer. (See advt. in The Canadian Engineer).

Ottawa, Ont.—Tenders for an addition and alterations to 
Public Buildings, Barrie, Ont., will be received at the Depart
ment of Public Works, Ottawa, until June 27th, 1912. Plans, 
etc., can be seen at the office of Mr. Thomas Hastings, Clerk 
of Works, Postal Station F, Yonge Street, Toronto, at the 
Post Office, Barrie, Ont., and at the Department of Public 
Works, Ottawa.

Ottawa, Ont.—The Department of Militia and Defence, 
Ottawa, are calling for tenders for the construction of new 
stables at Tete de Point Barracks, Kingston, Ont., up to noon 
of June 23rd, 1912. Specifications may be seen and full 
particulars obtained at the offices of the officer commanding, 
3rd Divisional Area, Kingston, Ont., and the Director of 
Engineer Services, Headquarters, Ottawa.

THE CANADIAN ENGINEER 67June 13, 1912.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS SECTION
Readers will confer a great favor by sending in news items from time to time. W e are particularly eager to get notes 

regarding engineering work in hand and projected, contracts awarded, changes in staffs, etc.
Printed forms for the purpose will be furnished upon application.
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Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders for the^ tra^sformers will be 

and installation complete o 3 > ' " Full particulars may
received up to noon of June 4 » 9Li'ht and Power Depart-

°M.,hp» Secretary, Board of

Control Office, Winnipeg.
Winnipeg, Man.—Tenders are. being Fail-

”rln°d md=rïeJd"ri=8Vfh,m,r=m,ind=, of the road will be 

called for very shortly.

Ottawa, Ont.—-Tenders for inferior fittings, P^s'«Office.

Customs and Inland Revenue, specifications may be seen 
until June 19th, i9.2. Plans and ^^ks/seaforth,
on apphcatmn to Mr - XV g^h.Qf WQrkSj Postal Station F
ï“-'Â“œÆ.c,D”r”hm'secre,ar,'t:

untTnooVonVy.ist, ^^^^^Department^Naval

SB=t»E3s^ss=.=

partment

CONTRACTS AWARDED.

Waterworks Commission has awarded 
(rolinn r6S6rV0 111 COI1-

r. John 
A new $500,000is open to receive tende th> IQI2. Combined

Public Buildings, °“awa> obtained^n’d form of contract
Desrochers, Depart-

housing masts in connection wi received at thea, pm„, Ed”'^rrl,?,aS „'«°Mi’«i""b„e, ,h= Na.a, Ser-

<*«. « « *=

received until June 24th, 191 • . clerk of Works, Hum-
seen on application to Mr. JV. V > of Works, Regina,
S’, and* “= „L«T.fMR:'cdi>«,rocher,. Secret,,,, D-

Berlin, Ont.—The
the contract for constructing a 
nection with the new $100,000 
Paterson, of St. Mary s, at a r

■ Fredericton, «..-Another tomVoTdïmcï' »
MMTllL- John S. SC, Si Cm-

of Fredericton.

extension plant to 
cost of $15,45°.

pany,
London, Ont.-The

of the Dominion Abattoir, Limi ’ . Joshua

work, and the London Foundry Company th

factory 
have been a 
Garratt will 
carpenter 
work.

Montreal, «-..-Tenders for
don work in connection wlth ™e 1 jLJohn Quinlan and 
were opened from the o „ & Reid, $254,000; E. G.
Company, $235,000; Reid, McGregor * ? Company,
M. Cape, $281,000; P. Lyall and Sons Construe tender

Geo. A. ».s accepted-
from John Quinlan and Compaq, iui v jd,
—d 

St' ^inn’ip^ht «,d,bre",a$To%, bemg the ■.««=• ~

engine ’and plant,

, Ottawa.
Board of Education is calling for 

Estimated cost $70,000.p rt Arthur, Ont.—-The
Messrs Hood** Scotts, architects.

St. Charmes, ^
Board of Works up to no J Sewer R- D. Brown, Esq.,

■ gri„SrS,."-=Tk.¥.e ad«. in The Canadian

school.

Engineer). ^ invites tenders for
,hc M5 ^7^”" ««S'!

specifications are to be Wigmore, Commissioner
neer, Room No. 5, City Hall. /'^^mmissioner Public 
Water and Sewerage, M. Aga ,
Works, St John. construCtion of Section

Toronto, Ont. lenders iur rPreivcd up to noon
No. High Level I«--==Pt«. «'‘hcSain,d a, the office

Plans, etc., ^ R Geary) (Mayor),
in the Canadian

son, 
ceived. contracthas just placed a

with

Westinghouse generator. contract
Saskatoon, Sask.-The city council have closed^. ^ d

with Messrs. Stone and Webster, a Bosto ^ rall-
contracting company, for îheundertaking for a year.
way and the financing of th ‘ , nynam0

Toronto, Ont.—Messrs. S,lemfensth Regin» f°r
direct

speed engine. p M. cO»'
Toronto, Ont.—An order for a 150 EA 475 ^ 'tbe \Mn- 

pound wound, direct current, 3-wire^ generat^^^^ Siem^ 
nipeg General Hospital, has been P1^,^ * wiU be ***,, 
Brothers’ Dvnamo Works. . 1 lic k . , switch pane* ,
coupled to a high-speed vertical engine. A . siemeu • 
controlling the generator is also being PP of port

Toronto, Ont.-A repeat order from the W set,
Arthur. Ont., for a 500 KAV., 45° R1.’ , , Ovnamo W°Ef
has been received by the Siemens Brothers > __ output ^
The motor is of the synchronous typ , ,yst««n-™b.h.p. ou u 3-l>hasc. Wkt,»« i,
o-enerator has an output of 500 K.W., 55°. - tw
p„„„d wound, und h“ ”»cbbo.,d to

Chairman,
E,!K Toronto, Ont. Tenders lighting, on the
building, excepting Seating, plumb g D ° b^BelleviUe)

Winnipeg, Man.-Tenders.for ^ SecordsThool wiU be 
ing and ventilating plant in c a Board, until
received at the office of the Winnipeg^School H

ÎIZYL^Ij&> Led <*» 

R-1 w,nw2;sMJ".-T=ud“= T..;'

Winnipeg1,’ oMlï ,"um”l»UaTO

dormitory

will

suppliedTcontmi the above set. , Dynan)0 W«$

Messrs. Siemfe0”‘w^ apparatus for
.......Winnipeg' M.nJ ’Tcncl. r. for the erection of a .tone and
bri=*.chool*ôn ,hc Lordl Selkirk Si», will be ^ ™«

Board Office,

Winnipeg.

Toronto, Ont,
have received the order for the 
city of Edmonton.

t
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©olarwa1
Pavenxent*v

“ It is permanent because it is concrete

The Last Word 
In Street Pavements

The Dolarway Pavement is popular with City Officials, 
Highway Engineers and Property Owners because:

It is low in first cost.
Its maintenance cost is lower than that for any 
other permanent form of Pavement,
No paving plant is required to either construct 
or maintain it.
It is noiseless, dustless and resilient.
Its traction qualities for both the Horse and the 
Automobile are of the best.

For full particulars address

DOLARWAY PAVING COMPANY
510 Title & Trust Bldg., Chicago, 111.95 Liberty Street, New York City

W{

I

I

[A

__

Applying Dolarway Bitumen on Concrete Base, Central l’ark, N.Y. City.

1
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buildings and

THE
INDUS1 UiaL WORKS.70

K.W., 3.6c
,-'t; d‘S? rTm E$,«=, =-™n. 5-0/575 volt cm- 

i—75° K.W., 280 R- • ■’ -c commutation poles for
r=« c5te fo a B=m«= » More high sped vertical

Berlin Tuberculosis 
a grant of $i5r 

near Freeport on

i—2,000 
ator Berlin, Ont.—The members of the

*‘Tt: £"pa=S S%”tlagp--n»"i.y ■
Xch wiH be «.Sid a suitable sanitarium.

Berlin, Ont.—The Board of 
the municipal council pass a by-law 
of a civic abattoir.

Health will reccommend that 
calling for the erection

engine. , R.P.M., slip-ring motor
«hirîdrSting and brush lifting device.

Medicine Hat, »lla—Tï”mc°°,rsS„m '& Company, of 
Chkaïo" The Sm ” be’ supplied by the Alb.rU toll»» 

Mills.

Edmonton, AH..-A building permit h^benm^for

the new building of t e ”°gtreet xhis building will

“ expenditure of approxi-
vancouver, B.C—A report Mate5 t^at contra Vancouver

struction for a <400,000 «eam aux^ c c Moore *
ct,nofhs“ae.t?«eeand,e£n Francisco. W. H. Hayli.t, purchasing 

agent.
ma,eEdr.n»r.l«t.-Tl.« City

r = ‘ oda‘,£ •

ments.
and electric.RAILWAYS—STEAM

nielnh ont.—The management of 
Railway decided ,0 purchase a „ow sweep., 
$4,000.

been prepared for the erec
tor the A. Sommer Com-

Andrew’s 
proceed
cost of

the Guelph Radial 
cost of

Montreal, P.Q.--Plans have
commercial building

stories in height.
at a tion of a large

It will be tenpany. of St.Moose Jaw, Sask. 'J^byTe^oTgregation to 
StUhC theses 'of a new church building at a

$120,695-

LIGHT, HEAT AND POWER.

Brockville Ont.-A £nt*InïffedmThTvfcinity

Commission, field Staff, is a oyer the different routes
of Brockville and King , - tbe proposed 66,000 volt
?o se'ect a mute and station sUeforthep ^ ^ ^
line from a supply P°‘n*.°e^or the I3,2oo volt supply lmes be-
up a route and station \Tnrrisburg and Lyn.
tween Prescott, Cardinal. . . . , -u bas resolved

Moose jaw, SaskVl7 Canadian General Electric Com- 
" rSVw’.'lhme Si *.»«*■» « he shrppcd -

an early date.
Ridgetown,

in favor of the purchase

of the Nova 
Car Com-N.S.__A subsidiary company

Scotia Steel and Coal Company, call d italization 0f $2, 
pany, was formed here recently wim 1 near the
500,000. It is intended to bmld steel freig ^ ^ ^ day. A 
nresent mills, the works having a P AmericanE=, car b'urldc, formerly «* J* engaged
Car and Foundry Company, of 1 ’ d it is expect-
and is now preparing and esumates, mi

i tn break ground within the ne* ed to break gro nrvdock & Shipbuilding
Port Arthur, Ont.—The D , ildinKS this season 

pany will construct the 0 ^ {t x 12p ft. ; joiner
powerhouse 50 ft- x i°5 syndicate will erect an eight-stor 
shop, 60 ft. x 160 ft. « coo 000 Architect is Davi

budding a. a »« »<

$100,000.

New Glasgow,

Com-

of this munic’palitv 
at aont._Th, r-'»ay«",ctric light

■ voted
PriC^kï^asU.-Thcrat^power

SPendmgfo$r,7exCion to the distributing system. ^

Saskatoon, Sask.—A I'pott ^'llIke<|ï^f'electricity were 
that during May 24I.5T) A- is an increase of
the r ïmr-!rg™“ ..ed 5 "h-

voted their approval of 
machinery, and

$80,000

Saskatoon, Sask. -The ratepayers '“a™ "therion- 

tion which calls for the Quaker Oats Company

aXTS ST5S.1S S .his ti.y
saskatoon, Sask.-Mr. F. R. Ma»ma,

S:^,=â=Uig

Strafford. On.. - The com"*™™» »j b.il4-
toÏot'prn»«,n.i°"==-5ÿ0«ÔÛire<l « ■»' »"«, ofCho-

PMmLZ,'Onl-Messr.
, Who have recently purchased11 e sub-

of Major Wooldridge, intend erecting 
the present premises.

trician shows 
generated by 
68 per cent, over
laS‘ 53,357,44a gallons
pumping station, or an increase 7 
responding month of las*

1 These figures represent an
May, 1912, of 40 Per cent' , . „ nrP=ented to the council

^municipal ligh.iw ,1a- • » 

rned to the Hydro-Electric Co—<■

pumped at the city s 
the cor-cent. on 

in the income forincrease

garbage, sewage and water.
of Toronto
establishment
stantial addition on

Thunder Bay Dlstrlct.-The Government | ^

sar^ra
tendent of government institutions. con-

Toronto, Ont.-The Toronto Harbor Commissione^^ f
template spending about $5,000,000 on t c^mp ig probab e
t, be passed to *« »

facilities of this 
ten-million gallon

pumpinEdmonton, Alta.—The w
citv are to be increased by th 
and a six-million gallon unit.

will locate^

Ingersoll, Ont.—The^cost of the r^oposed^®^to 7 en.
will be about $60,000. Mr. W. Chipman,
gm"»r.,:;."r:-Tbe ^

ing $50,000 on the construction of a storm se e
Toronto, On,.-Acting Ci.y Engineer M has stared 

in a report that the cost of jhe P ^ I indudes a second
filtration plant will be $877,o< • , intake and a
plant of thirteen filters an additional stem 
chlorination Plant probabilitv of the council

this proposed work.

g. 13! **
B.C.—Preliminary work. Pr.eParatorJ ^dcP0*;

Canadian Pacific Rall£aLrr, of 
, Church & NC

missioners.
Vancouver,

ing construction on the new 
has commenced. Messrs. Westinghouse 
New York, are the engineers for this project.

U ”
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Manufacturer of
Galvanized Wire 
Machine Banded

WOOD 
STAVE PIPE
CONTINUOUS 
STAVE PIPE 
RESERVOIR 

TANKS

i
£

s

At
■ : .

jar.* ■
4

fig

.
I

«L/: i-y • ■ '"**
m m.

m
< i : For City and Town Water 

Systems, Fire Protection, 
Power Plants, Hydraulic 
Mining, Irrigation, etc.

w ■ ùummk

;

'<Àx:$81
?

m^r Pull particulars and estimates 
furnished.

48 in. CONTINUOUS STAVE LINE.

COAST PIPE COMPANY LTD.
Granville Street, VANCOUVER, B.C. Box 563.Factory

WETTLAUFER
HEART-SHAPED

AM „ MIXER JLl&j.B
I

Write for
1912 Ma

Catalogues.
-SUV

batch end for end very quickly ; this ensures positive mixture.

A. R. WILLIAMS MACHY. CO., 
15 Dock Street,
St. John, N.B.

A MIXER is not

heart-shaped drum turns theThe famous

WETTLAUFER BROS.HOOTON & MOORE, 
613 Ashdown Block, 

Winnipeg. Head Office and Ware-rooms
WETTLAUFER BROS. 
316 Lagauchetiere St., W. 

Montreal, Que.
178 SPADINA AVENUE,

TORONTO.
LAVALLE-ROSS, 
Alexander Block, 
Edmonton, Alta.

DETROIT. MICH. 
BUFFALO, N Y.WORKS AT 

MITCHELL, ONT.

m m
y

m
illSuSîü'
m

H

r&iiiiSE

iiiisBHuSîf
JjjJgJîlu
üiiigE
ISIU
life

üi
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roads and pavements.
engineering notes.72

bridges,
The operation of the municipal street 

small deficit.
of the municipal electric 

profit 01

the municipal tele- 
a profit of about

Edmonton, Alta.—
railway for the half-year

Edmonton, ah.„s ,

-T», municipal II

is estimated at

still shows a
"ranort'on'a proposed bridge between

Seven's“Tand- The cos. =f the structure
light department 
$57,000.»,„,ooo,oco. tender, , cc„

„,„,°;h,rg has bim =xt="d=d „ June t*u (See advt. - 
The Canadian Engineer. ) $8,000.Province British C«1™61*^ .È'ïan» olTe =0»- 
province will meet in Ontario to P Should this re-
struction of a bridge to Vancou ment the COst would
iraV„a7ri":°na-n,wouM be one o, ,h, iarges,

bridge structures in the world.

Montreal, P.Q.—A buck chimney^he property^ed by a
R McFarland & Sons, was successfully str fe feet,
delicate operation. The structure has gaf heigh ^ ^ inches
and recently sagged until thetop ^ were taken from
forward of the bottom. • , ^ layer had been
the left side of the chim ynr0Dned up and allowed to come 
taken out the chimney v time that such an

Ss2a=s£.<«»,,7::
at theheaThas0!^'Codait fd-e on the way^to

Sd mVcu^ and Dr.

Toronto, Ont.-A delegation of marme men Spain,
Britain, France, Germany, Den“ar£ Hungary, Egypt,
Italy, Switzerland, Norway, Rou , visited the harbor
Mexico, Cub,, Brazil and from rhe
SSKLTcSSS -f Navigation which me -

Philadelphia, P.A., U.S.A.

fires.

Cobalt, Ont.—A ^gefi^CtlTnhe°Lss1sbcUstimated at $40,- 
this town was damaged by fire. The loss
OOO.

P.«.-The plant of %T£ **« >“fc

f'.h. Haud 'rruuk
Pacific Railway were gutted by fire.

Prince Aibori, ...k--Th= building, Fnj
Foundry Company were damaged to the extent
fire.

was

TRANSCONA, MANITOBA.
RAILWAY SHOPS AT

Man.,The Grand Trunk Pacific shops at Transcona,

""r — ZZ £ rooml

tional section at the east end f« ®e a entire length of the 
Which is 200 feet in length Running the entire & 
building is a large 120-ton travelh ig side of the build-

struction ^nd^epaip ’hydraulic p„a,=a and hamm«„, 

steel working machines. =hon is aD
One of the most interesting machines 1 =■ of hand-

immense eighteen-foot gap rTvetmg them frr>»
ling the largest locomot.ve perhaps, 5
end to end without turning over. The he £.<* applies
«-« ShmrSiu,, „ a

EEHsEB E xBH >o-°-“":
k"' CoTmuucrion'is being rapidly pushed-u

the
CURRENT NEWS. most

—Mr J. Walters, of Chicago, 111., U.S.A.
with the municipal council with aBerlin, Ont.

tieVo'fTslStog a wood pulp mahufacory.
.y -crtaio r C The extent and cost of the relative civic

clearing, grubbing and contour:padig, Macadamizing, 12 
000; box drains, 4,500 feet, cost $900, m ^ 
miles, cost $100,000; road Pla°kl”gl cem’ent sidewalks,

BBBfaeÉSB—3 miles, cost $358,ooo-making a total of $642,4
Medicine Hat, Alta.-The municipal authorities are about 

milk testing laboratory.
The first forging by steam hydraulic 

was successfully carried out 
the directors of the Nova

curbs, 2.6

hydraulic pressure to
to open a

New Glasgow, N.S.—
presses ever attempted in Canada 
recently at New Glasgow before 
Scotia Steel and Coal Company.

New Westminster, B.C.-The ratepayers will be a^to 
This woSTlnÆ Hew

E3SÆ52 ir-ps-sra-*.

a storehouse and a municipal gas plant.
St. John, N.B.—Messrs. Norton Griffiths Company, con

tractors for the harbor improvements of St. John, .
Ïlans L Ottawa for the construction of a large drydock. The
estimated cost of this work is placed at $4,000,000.

Welland, Ont.—A report from this municipality reRar - 
ing building is as follows:-Buildmg permits for.month o 
May, ,0-2. are $30,068; building permits *>r «ontta of May. 
mui no record; total for year to date this year is $.04,873, 
total for year to date last year, no record.

Western Canada-Owing to the shortage in cement the 
has reduced the duty

odwo
vote on

The proprietors of several hastily c°?L0ùble by le* 
buildings in Edmonton have experienced t. ,ding la*
charges which name them as breakers of the bU mine tty 
An effort will be made by several merchants to dete rlal, 

v ,ct status of persons erecting buildings [vanize<* h\eand wS contend the point as to whether or not gaW
or sheet iron which forms the walls o t>« J»other strcCt5> 
stores and shoe-shining parlors along 1 irst 
can be considered non-comboetible.this article by 5° PeronGovernment

cent.

o>
 y
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The Laraest Direct Connected Centrifugal 

Pumping Unit in British Columbia.
1160 r.p.m. at full load being direct con-

a flexible leather
The Vancouver Power Company have 
recently installed at their works at Coquitlam 
Dam, B.C., the largest direct connected 
centrifugal pumping unit in British Columbia. 
This outfit is to operate in parallel with a 
number of other pumps that are to furnish 

under pressure for sluicing into place 
the material for their new dam.
This pump is a 
stage centrifugal, with bronze inpellers and 
renewable bronze diffusion vanes. It has a 
normal capacity of 1833 imperial gallons per 
minute when operating at 1160 r.p.m. against 
a total head of 335 feet or an equivalent 
pressure of 154 lbs. per square inch. It is 
mounted on a common sub-base with a 300 
h.p. type “B,” Fairbanks-Morse squirrel cage, 
induction motor, 2200 volts, 60-cycle, 3-phase,

nected thereto by means of 
link coupling 
The motor possesses a feature in rotor con
struction that is unique The end rings are 
welded on to the rotor bars by a new pro

making a perfect joint, free from the 
troubles common to the purely mechanical 
or riveted joint, such as oxidation, working 
loose, and solder-throwing. This improve- 

long step forward in the

cesswater

10-inch, class “ F,’ two-

ment marks a 
elimination of rotor trouble.
Our Vancouver Branch supplied and assem
bled this complete pumping unit. We are 

on the necessary equip-in a position to quote 
ment for any pumping requirements on receipt 
of specifications.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
Fairbanks-Morse Gas Engines

Vaults
Fairbanks Standard Scales, 
Pumps Safes

TORONTO, WINNIPEG,
VICTORIA.

OTTAWA,ST. JOHN,
SASKATOON,

MONTREAL,
CALGARY, VANCOUVER,

1

;r\

• i
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THE
I5-,o, west 3rd M„ mileage 49-59 ‘“J^Udmo^n^Branchin N.W.J4 of

Alberta kiterlocker to be -tailed.

,S;8-M, ,3-Autbotiring 
join its tracks with Ontario K Quebec Ky.

ssu; spas* t

1 'TS£ ;

across Wolever Avenue and public { mileage o, at
,6601-May 27 Approving “vised location^ ^ M

Bassano, for a distance of 35-38 miles, 3 S ^ lands o£ Toronto Be 
Line6^tyc^eAclhn°rSf 23£ * St. Cair Avenue and Scarle

Road, Toronto, Ont. ^ Telephone Company re
,6603-May ^-Refusing application T R , Toronto.

crossing of Brock C.N.0. Ry. to cross public road on Lot a-,

Ct. Pontiac, Que.

74

CORRECTION.
& Western Ry- to 
Glen lay Ontario.

published an item under the
heading o. ‘Va£, ifSoSS ** 

Niagara Falls Canning P ooo for an addition. We are 
plant by the expenditur ^ the item referred to the
‘stir," cTi-Ï’company. ,»d -ha, ,h= w„k will m,,„=

an expenditure of $60,000.

issue of May 23rd we Lake Ont.In our

railway commissioners 

OF CANADA.
ORDERS OF THE

16604—May 27—
R 2, in Twp. of Clarendon,

' 16605-May 28-Amhorizing Alberta means
at Rocky Mountain House, Albe , y

8—Authorizing Esquimau 
Victoria, B.C.

Refusing application of
of G.T.R. at mile 7°-/4

divert trailGentral ‘°ridge.
construct

Bach week on thto P^ge may be Commia.
£2^ facilitate ready reliée

saen=dureTfromThe Canadian Engineer for small fee.

& Nanaimo Ry. to
16606—May 2 

bridge No. 4.5 &Campbellford, Lake Ont 
from Glen lay, Ont.

construct spurs for Wm. Bm 
S.D., Ont., and ballast pu

Con. Road

16607—May 27- 
Western Ry. for crossing

,6608-09—May 7 Authorizing C.P.R.. to 
Co. ballast pit at mileage 2, 

for Ernest Hogg, near Agassiz, B.C.
16610—May 28—Autliorizmg 'L-^ nt with Twp. 

in Twp. Georgina, Ont., by agreement w ^ with O.T.R. take
1—May 28-Authorizing C-P'R- to1 etc„ near Clarence Square, 

certain lands'necessary and “/j" , ™ wi'th enlargïng freight terminals 
Toronto, for freight purposes m connect £or completion of

,66.2-May ^-Extending until uly “t-^, ^ [gll> C.P.R. (Credit 
branch line authorized by Urtier ,554
Vall,e6y6i!-May 28—Further extending until December rst, 1912, C.R.C., ».

5, Telegraph Tolls of C.P.R. R to construct two branch lines
,66,4-»5-t6-»7-May =8-Authommg winnipeg, Man. ; for Canada

for Henry S. Green, Parlsb-° s mes Road, Toronto, Ont. , for 
SandJJ-e Pressed Bnek Co.. S»toiter> B.C. ; for Argenteuil Gramt 
Columbia Brass, Ltd., J>e Arireiiteuil. Que.
Ltd., Township of Chatham, L. g Co. q£ Canada to
oper«^:“^«Parish Lot 55, St. Boniface, Man.,

withri9r:-p;:L4-May ^^tc^,hn1fe c» ^7x7

of tolls of G.N.W., G.TX. ,felephone Companies authorized
and Bell Telephone, le g P chapter 61. f
forme, Orders or July -9». *»« =°™pletl°n

directed by Order .««3^ ^ .ffiprDved type o£ eleetric

Ignace
nerman

C.N.O. Ry- (Toronto- 
Ont.

temporarily cross

c^ing oTMe.vmI:R=g®na Branch of G.T.P. B.L. Co.,

l66l

16566—May
interlocker at
C.P.R. Bulyea Braneh.^^ to

Toronto, Ontario.

Otterconstruct bridge over
16567—May 

Creek, at mileage 204 from
,6568-May 22-Directing C.P.R. to

346, Saskatchewan, across C.P- • (ion on Railways.
16570 May ar-General Order F William, Ont., to operate
16571 May 21-Authonzmg St Radway,e^ue

cars over crossing of C.I.R. , „ subway under C.P.R. at gtb
16572 May «-Approving plan& A C.P.R.).

Avenue, East Calgary, Alta. ( • with its Swift Current NortE
,6573-May 2,-Author,.ing C.P R. to 'so * Branch), 25 highways

westerly Branch tfomerfr Smft Current ^ 

nnrl anorovmer location mileage 7
,6574-May 2,-Authorizing C.RR.^g,tMamnStrUC

s,eei wheels on

days electric bell at 
Gradeinstall within 90

from Railway20 per

R, M. Purdue, No.

extension to spur of

Tender,

,6625—May 29- 
fencing by G.N.R.
bell'at2'Ba^BrMge Road, Belleville, Ont. construct dock and ware-,

,6628-May 2^Approvm^ r=vis^ieai £b £ fr0m Ottawa.

éaa - di.«. — ■»“ “
Current Extension, Saskatchewan. brf. • ^ on Woodstock,

SD'Tpl^dautTorizi’ngC.P.R. «0. reconstruct bridge 58.59 °“ ‘

s'-D.’, and bridge 57-- on Caseade^u in btidge carrying PuW

highway7 ŷwp^ Car0ado "g,8 District, Middle Division, County o

,eX’,«”L-3^May 3£**“*«eeS.PPl.heatiTnH0f&C1B. R

with extension of Lottridge Street,
Ry., and G. r.R.

16637—May 29— Relieving 
from International Boundary to

foot subwayTrucks.-----  . 1 • C P R to construct cement
16576— May 22—Authonzi g Falls# Ontario,

under its tracks at ****** r N O Ry to maintain and erect a flag sta- 
March 8-D,reeling C.N.IE KY- Institute Grounds, near16577—the eastern extremity

Belleville, Ontario. . „wr,n
:l^Cr^s2,,Sg,eeeMrrie,Ontario.

Bell Telephone Co. and 

jointly withand operate

construct its second main line 

S.D., Man.
C.P.R. spur

16580—May 23 Authorizing C.P.R. to

“xnx » — Sas,

Mountain Ry. Branch 0lct bridge over
Authorizing CN£mR£awke5bury, Qnt

three highways in Town-

ss;spur to premises of
adia'

fenced 
Brandon,

to oPeratC 

of de-

c P-R-
be employ 

*,le and

and maintaining 
Bunclody toG.N.R. from erecting 

Bunclody, and from

16638-May 29-Authorizing Essix J=b”™tittopping. 

ttains coss»,gExa, Wind,in5tal„ng

ra„,,66b3y^ TayR.aLder Order Apr» construct

at ,Mh4Tt“:r =,V^(oTnoLCyyar watchman or watchmen «0

Cd X-May 29 Extending until ,»t August ft**?^#* 

of work required by Order 1577». Jan. ». >9

.....S ST R “
Bedford Street, Brantford, Ontario. ^ Heat

„ c°-Sl" ^

siding into premises of Dominion
the-Lake, Ontario. -t V V & E. Ry-

16646-Mny 23—Authorising C.N. Y- ,h nnt for a I 
with- C.P.R. at Meadows,te. Dist, of Nlpi.smg- 
months for construction purposes only.

** - \îav 10— Approving location ol t K
.B- ^..Saskatohewnn.

Riviere
16583—May 23—

des Milles Isles at mileage 37-9,
16584—May 23—Authorizing C.N.O. Ry. to 

Ship of Bristol. County of P=-«-«. Q«>■ its ,ine with siding
,6585-May g-Author,zmg «O Ry.^ temporarily. 

of Canada Cooperage Co. at Smith R ia Twps. of
,6586—May 23-Approving revised location • ■ f pm Ottawa.

c,. -,
,6587-May sz-Authormng C.N.a Ry. Ontario.

Shevlin Clarke Lumber Co., Ltd., hort c, Berthier, Que,
16588 May ^-Authorizing pansh^ ^ . ^ f S( Cuthbcrt. 

to construct highway across • through city of Fort
,6589-May 20-Approving location of ° 1 , city and C.P.R., «-

VMlliamTDnt., in accordance with agreement between city 
,eluding Order 8493, of Oct. •*. '»«» operatc

to(■ 6591-May a7--APPr”ing rev'sed option of J 0n(ario
through Twps. of X hi by and VVh.thy >-», C cr0„in, over

16392—May 23—Authorizing G.T.I . to consiruc,
C.P.R. near dock in city of Vancouver, B.C. NQ Ry ,hrough

Man.

acr°5S,trackadditional
Co-& Power

Anne detrain» over

Eastern Ry. Co.

slat'0"
(G.N-R'

Nipissing District. „ R through Counties of
\ X :,^r through

16595^6—May 27—16597 M,>y- ' PPr * v! . mileage 0.00 to 26.56, 
aUSS.JlUaiSAM* Une, through ...............* —

riyNorthca',r
Kcrrobert


